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P R E F A C E 

The Rational Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings is a resump

tion of the Historic Sites Survey begun in 1937» under the authority of 

the Historic Sites Act of 1935• During World War II, and the emergency 

following, it was necessary to suspend these studies. The Survey has 

now been resumed to revise and bring up to date the earlier studies and 

investigations and to complete the program in all its major phases. 

The purpose of the Survey, as outlined in the Historic Sites Act, 

is to "make a survey of historic and archeologic sites, buildings, and 

objects for the purpose of determining which possess exceptional value 

as commemorating or illustrating the history of the United States." In 

carrying out this basic directive, each site and building considered in 

the Survey is evaluated in terms of the Criteria for Classification, 

which are listed in the appendix of this report. 

When completed, the Survey will provide a frame of reference for 

recommendations to the Director of the National Park Service and the 

Secretary of the Interior as to the sites of "exceptional value." This 

will assist the Rational Park Service in preparing the Rational Recreation 

Plan, including sites which may be administered by the Rational Park 

Service to fill in gaps in the historical and archeological representa

tion within the National Park System. It will also recommend and 

encourage programs of historical and archeological preservation being 

carried out by State and local agencies. 
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This study was prepared for the National Park Service by Preston 

Holder, Acting Chairman of the Department of Anthropology, University 

of Nebraska, at Lincoln, Nebraska, under contract. Assistance in 

assembling the inventory of sites and site descriptions was given by 

the following Archeologists of the National Park Service: John W. 

Griffin, Southeast Region; Wilfred D. Logan, and the late Paul L. 

Beaubien, Midwest Region; Albert H. Schroeder, Southwest Region; Paul 

Bchumacher, Western Region; John L. Cotter, Northeast Region; and Bruce 

Powell, National Capital Region. 

The entire study has been edited and revised by the Survey staff 

of the Washington Office: John W. Walker, Staff Archeologist; John P. 

Bloom, Staff Historian; John 0. Littleton, Chief, National Survey of 

Historic Sites and Buildings, with suggestions and advice of the Chief 

Archeologist, John M. Corbett. 

The study, as here presented, will be reviewed by the Consulting 

Committee for the National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings. The 

Committee, an eminent group of archeologists, historians, and architects, 

ifho serve without pay, are advisory to the Director of the National Park 

Service in all National Survey activities. 

After review by the Committee, it will be presented to the Advisory 

fcoard on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments, for 

valuation and recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior as to 

ftuch. sites are considered to have "exceptional value" and are therefore 

|ligible for Registered National Historic Landmark status. 
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I 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In the 15th century, cultural exchange of a radically new tempo and 

ncqpe was initiated into the Americas from western Europe. Within the 

next 100 years, European explorers, adventurers, and traders came face to 

face with peoples in widely separated sectors of the Western Hemisphere 

where ways of life had developed in isolation from western Europe and the 

Mediterranean area. This period of transitory contacts was followed "by 

• migration of European peoples into temperate areas of relatively sparse 

imtive population, which radically changed the cultural and linguistic 

Hap of this part of the world. Some of the native inhahitants and their 

cultures were absorbed and assimilated by the newcomers. Most of them 

were obliterated, although communities which retain many ancient 

cultural attributes still survive with remarkable tenacity in frontier 

•iid less developed regions. 

The early contacts between Europeans and the Indians of the U8 

contiguous States are of concern in the present theme. This topic is 

approached primarily from the viewpoint of the Indian participants. Two 

•win questions are asked: What was the native civilization like at the 

time of the appearance of Europeans, and how was it transformed by this 

Bew factor? What particular monuments and remains best exemplify this 

process or are likely to hold even more information if preserved for 

future study? 



This period of initial contact covers more than three hundred 

years beginning with the first landfalls of Columbus and Cabot in the 

1^90's. Sporadic expeditionary thrusts first outlined the eastern and 

loutheastern coasts of the present United States, then penetrated into 

the interior beginning around the middle of the l6th century. Settlement 

from Europe and Spanish Mexico followed at a slow tempo. After two 

centuries this movement of colonists framed only the southwestern, 

louthern, and eastern margins of what is now the United States. 

Intertwined with exploration and settlement were two other 

ictivities: trading, particularly the trade in furs, and ecclesiastical 

Vork. The importance and character of these activities varied with the 

ipecial nature of the native society and with the policies and fortunes 

of the specific European nations involved. 

The earliest European thrusts into the interior were primarily 

If or the purpose of reconnaissance. The explorers aimed to find a path 

through or around the land mass which stood in the way of passage to 

the Orient. They also sought wealth of the type found to the southward 

lor looked for other resources such as minerals and furs. For the native 

beoples these brief visits meant primarily the introduction of foreign 

fciseases to which they lacked immunity, fleeting experience with the 

bharacter of the newcomers, a few baubles, souvenirs, and some loot. 

f:he people in the vast interior of the continent were left to go their 

bwn way with relatively little face-to-face intercourse with Europeans 
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tor some time. In places there was no contact until the first decades 

bf the 19th century. At the same time the lives of these people were 

being altered, often radically, through epidemic disease, through trade 

In European articles with their many side effects, through the incorpora-

Ikion of European elements and ideas, and through the displacement of 

bative groups from settled areas or from areas which had "been despoiled 

by commercial hunting and trapping. 

To the native the course of contact with Europeans was episodic 

bnd seemingly haphazard. Some peoples like the Wichita were first 

visited by Coronado in 15^1, met Onate after a lapse of sixty years, 

bnd following another lapse of a century saw La Harpe and the beginning 

Bf the fur trade. Other groups who lived no more than a hundred miles 

bway from waterways which were avenues of initial contact waited until 

the 1820's before Europeans set foot in their territory. 

The Spaniards in North America were noteworthy for bursts of 

dlmost frantic exploration, separated by long periods when their activities 

Vere confined to parts of Mexico and the Southwest. This behavior meant 

that one or two direct, brief initial European appearances were followed 

by a lapse of many generations along the middle and lower reaches of the 

Mississippi River, ̂ ast Texas, the Gulf Coast region, parts of the South-

vest, the southern and south-central Great Plains, and the coast of 

California. There was a similar hiatus in southern New England and 

coastal New York. Until almost a century had passed no one followed 
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Gomez and Verrazano, who in 152l|- explored the east coast of the United 

States. Obviously, the experience which the peoples of the northeast coast 

had with Europeans differed significantly from that of the peoples who 

lived in those regions of the Atlantic seaboard where exploration was 

rapidly followed by fur traders, or colonists, or where the establish

ment of trade bases and the setting up of settlements went hand in hand. 

In other parts of the country individual fur traders, small parties, 

or tiny trading posts, long anticipated the serious consolidation of 

European holdings* This situation was typical of the whole area of 

French hegemony, particularly the upper Mississippi and Missouri drainage. 

It was also true of the transmontane region, most of the Great Basin 

and Plateau, and the inner valleys of California and the Oregon-Washington 

coast. 

The introduction of European cultural elements indirectly through 

the medium of displaced native groups or through groups with access to 

European goods constituted a major form of contact. The process was 

essentially a native development utilizing European materials, carried 

through native systems of communication and old patterns of native inter

course. The relatively slow pace of European penetration meant that those 

people who were not exterminated were given some chance to incorporate 

foreign elements into their old ways of life and even to build new 

cultures in keeping with their old traditions. The horse and the 

equestrian complex brought to the New World by the Spaniards formed the 
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basis for a revolutionary new cultural adaptation on the Great Plains: 

equestrian nomadic bison-hunting. Navaho pastoralism, weaving, and 

silver-working exemplify the same type of creative cultural amalga

mation of the new and the old. 

A recognition of this form of cultural development as it occurred 

in the contact period is important as a background toward understanding 

the status of modern Indian communities. Their position is often 

seen as a kind of stubborn cultural anachronism, the consequence of an 

incapacity to adjust to the "complex demands of modern life." The past 

aggressive role of the dominant culture in creating this situation is 

often forgotten. In earlier times the Indian displayed over and over 

again a remarkable resilience and adaptability in response to many new 

elements, opportunities, and the cultural challenge of the presence of 

Europeans. This resilience appeared wherever there was a chance for 

them to incorporate European elements with relatively little disturbance, 

or where the survivors of early debacles were given an opportunity to 

reestablish some form of social unity and equilibrium. 

European contact also set in motion another process characterized 

by a real loss of culture for the native people. This loss of culture 

was combined with or initiated by a loss of population through disease, 

intertribal warfare, and the military action of Europeans including 

colonial slave raiding. The effects of loss of lands, destruction of 

the old economic base, loss of autonomy, independence, and mobility 
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further aggravated the despair and anguish occasioned by a catastrophic 

death rate. Commencing almost with the inception of the fur trade on the 

eastern seaboard, alcoholism further aggravated this demoralization. The 

frequency of cruel and unjust treatment by land-hungry settlers also 

served to show the Indians the position they were expected to occupy 

in the new scheme of affairs. 

The prejudice of the original colonists against intermarriage with 

the Indians contributed to conflict and also blocked assimilation, 

according to William Byrd, member of the Executive Council of colonial 

Virginia and son of William Byrd, the planter and Indian trader. He 

believed with others that Pocahontas* marriage to John Rolfe was crucial 

in establishing tranquil relations in Virginia for a time. Certainly 

this type of marriage conformed to the native pattern for creating 

peace, goodwill, and forms of alliance between groups. The general 

barrier to intermarriage, however, meant that miscegenation took place 

under conditions further demoralizing to the native side. At the same 

time it blocked inheritance of lands by the descendants of such unions, 

the land thus passing into European hands. 

In the subsequent course of settlement this type of European 

prejudice was reinforced. For the most part, the Indians encountered by 

the settlers were a detribalized, deculturated, ragged, and apathetic 

people whose role in the dominant community's life was comparable to that 

of the gypsies and other outcasts in Europe. They also met warriors who 
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seemed fanatical and unpredictable, another danger of the natural scene 

like the snakes and wild beasts. Perhaps the Indians encouraged this 

latter impression to insure that they would he feared and left more 

completely alone. 

There were, of course, individuals and situations which ran 

counter to this trend. This was often the case with missions. Thus, 

for instance, the Mayhews of Martha's Vineyard were beloved by the 

Indians and kept that island free from the tragedies of King Philip's 

War. The Moravian missions of,Pennsylvania constituted another kind 

of island. Indians came from great distances to visit these missions, 

coming not necessarily in order to be converted, but virtually as 

tourists who wanted with their own eyes to look upon a friendly place 

in a sea of indifference or hostility. 

In the regions of French hegemony, especially in Laurentian 

area, intermarriage was officially encouraged and even rewarded. There 

was also considerable intermarriage throughout the major areas of the 

British fur -trade. In the regions where intermarriage was prevalent, 

the Indians were largely absorbed although many elements of their 

culture survived. Around the trading posts a new cultural community, 

part-Indian, part-European, grew up as a kind of buffer zone or bridge 

between the two cultural poles. Such a group has maintained its 

identity in the Prairie Provinces of Canada, where the people are known 

as the Metis. In the United States there are a number of such groups. 
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illustrative of these are the Croatans, Brass Ankles, Red Bones, Buckheads, 

Turks, and Red Legs of South Carolina. As a general rule individuals of 

mixed descent have been sorted out as being predominantly, or socio

logically, Indians, or else they disappear into the European community. 

Needless to say, they may retain their identity in the Indian society. 

On reservations they may play a distinctive role in situations involving 

conflict of cultural traditions, although this sector of the native 

community has been treated as "Indian" by the neighboring "Whites." 

Ironically enough, when conditions were such that their education, way 

of life, and general performance enabled them to make unmistakable 

contributions to the surrounding community, they were usually considered 

txceptions in Indian life, "part-Whites." In the past the course of 

acculturation among such peoples as the Cherokee and others of the 

Civilized Tribes has been seen as deriving from the prevalence of mis

cegenation among them. 

The term, acculturation, is widely used by anthropologists to 

designate changes in the native culture and society occurring as a 

consequence of long-term intercourse with a dominant industrialized 

European society. Theoretically, this process affects both groups, 

has been of importance at all periods, and has involved the interaction 

Of other quite disparate cultural traditions elsewhere in the world. 

Aa a practical matter these aspects of acculturation are not commonly 

the object of research, although ethnologists often speak of individual 

Europeans who have become acculturated to American Indian ways. 
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In this survey, which has to take a broad and superficial view, 

the complexity of acculturation can be best understood as reflecting 

a relationship between the societies involved, itself complex and 

changing over time. The behavior and attitudes of the same people, 

even the same individuals, can change drastically at times as the 

relationship itself is modified, A shift in this relationship may 

create a barrier to the reception of cultural elements. Old attributes 

of life can assume new symbolic value and importance. This is often the 

case when the Indians find themselves actually "conquered" or placed 

in a subordinate political and economic status. 

On the European side the period of acculturation was marked by 

a transition from a state of dependence upon the Indians, virtually 

parasitism, to a more symbiotic relationship, or a kind of equality, 

either in trade or in competition for land. The final phase, of 

course, is one of thoroughgoing domination over the Indians who have, 

in effect, been pushed completely aside. 

The complementary relationship on the part of the Indian moves 

from a world in which the Europeans constitute an insignificant, 

unimportant minority to the final and complete reversal. Because of 

the initial insignificance of the transplanted European community the 

Indians generally did not recognize any "European threat." Rather than 

uniting against the whites, the Indians continued the extermination of 

themselves through intertribal warfare. This was true not only along the 

eastern seaboard, but in parts of the Great Plains, the Southwest, and 
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on the Northwest Coast as well. In comparable periods of time the 

Europeans were no more far-seeing and unified. Disputing nations did 

not join together against the "native foe." They sold to the Indians the 

very guns which were later turned against themselves. In the period of 

early settlement an objective observer might seriously doubt whether the 

Europeans would be able to maintain and develop their hold on the new 

land. Since this aim was accomplished, the historical records are 

Beldom examined or analyzed from this critical view. 

In some places, of course, the period of acculturation was 

distinguished by the fact that the Indians were given an immediate, 

consistent, continuous idea that the Europeans were a serious threat. 

This is evidently one reason for the remarkable tenacity of Puebloan 

culture. In the initial period of European parasitism these people were 

forced to make a stand against Spanish economic demands which they 

could not fulfill. The Spanish policy of imposing religious and political 

domination by force or punishment steeled the Indians to cling to their 

Identity and cultural integrity. At the same time, here and elsewhere, 

ouch attitudes did not rule out cultural receptivity and change. Many 

aspects of Roman Catholicism found their way into Puebloan religion. 

The American Indian groups who seriously continue their languages 

and customs today do not feel that these are incompatible with pickup 

trucks, automobiles, sewing machines, and refrigerators. The barrier to 

their adoption of even more of these elements is economic, not cultural. 

In a similar fashion the early settlers who looked upon the Indians as 
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wild animals, and the whites of today who look down upon Indians, are 

not moved on this basis to excise from their life and diet the many 

American Indian contributions. Had the first newcomers done so, they 

rould not have survived, Nor could the Puebloans go this far when the 

leader of their successful rebellion in 1680 admonished them never again 

to use anything brought by the hated Spanish colonists. The new plants, 

the seeds, they could not bear to destroy. 

The process of acculturation has not ended. It is not completely 

lelineated or understood. The summary of its initial stages which 

follows, therefore, is an impressionistic interpretation rather than 

I scientifically and historically detailed exposition. It aims to 

|ketch the significant ingredients of this theme as a background to 

Hhe evaluation of sites. Above all, it will try to show what the Indians 

•ire like, what things looked like from their viewpoint, and how their 

•rid began to change with the appearance of Europeans. 
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I N D I A N L I F E 

A T T H E T I M E O F C O N T A C T 

The native inhabitants of what is now the United States differed 

from place to place in many respects which the casual observer could 

readily see: physical appearance, language, clothing, style of dwelling, 

mode of transportation, aesthetic traditions or ideals, and burial 

customs. Other important differences could be appreciated only after 

prolonged familiarity. Thus, for example, there was considerable 

variation from group to group in the manner of reckoning one's kindred 

outside of the biological family and the way that these relationships 

governed forms of marriage, inheritance and etiquette. 

In the face of many divergences there were some fundamental 

•imilarities. In certain regards the Indians over much of the North 

American continent were alike in ways that set them apart from the 

Europeans and from the peoples of other parts of the world. Certainly the 

North American Indian whom the explorers and traders met was a man of 

the world, almost cosmopolitan by comparison with the European peasant 

of that day. Although the North American might orient the cardinal 

directions with his own home as the center of the universe and refer to 

his own people by terms which implied that only they were human, he was 

often aware of seas and mountain ranges one thousand miles away from his 

"earth center." Sometimes he had actually been to those places. If 

his neighbors spoke a different, completely unrelated language, he 
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nevertheless could converse in it. In fact, he was a master linguist 

In comparison with the average European newcomer who found it hard 

to gain any understanding of Indian languages. 

The American Indian facility with other tongues left Kilroy-was-here 

traces for the "first" intrepid explorers into various regions. It is 

claimed that the Indians of Newfoundland gave Cabot the Basque word 

for "codfish" in 1^97. On the first knovnincursion into Florida in 

1513 Ponce de Leon met a Calusa Indian who understood Spanish words. 

The crew of one of the earliest fur-trading vessels on the Northwest 

Coast, half dead with scurvy, cold, and starvation, with their ship 

frozen into the ice of Prince William Sound in 1786, were startled to 

hear Indians who came up call distinctly, "Here, Towser," to the ship's 

dog. When the first Europeans to sail straight across the Atlantic to 

New England approached the southern coast of Maine in 1602 they were met 

by Indians in a "Biscay shallop with sail and oars," clothed in some 

European garments, who "spoke divers Christian words." Eighteen years 

later the Pilgrim Fathers were greeted, "Welcome, Englishmeni" by the 

Abnaki Indian chief, Samoset. 

Typically, the North American Indian was a deeply religious person 

who saw supernatural determinants at the basis of all of nature and 

all events, yet he did not appear to be tradition-bound in the exchange 

of goods or ideas. He often greeted a foreign trader or mendicant with 

curiosity and enthusiasm. He was more likely to be distrustful of his 

own close neighbors. Although interested in novelty and trinkets, he was 
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practical and shrewd in the market, ever looking for a chance to 

manipulate this new opportunity to his own profitable ends. Occasionally 

during the course of the fur trade Indians hesitated to hunt or trap for 

the Europeans. But there is no sign anywhere of reluctance to play the 

role of middleman, and to play it at a high rate of return. 

Despite the Indian's skill in commercial maneuvering, he could 

never understand the gross selfishness and drive for accumulation in 

European economic behavior. Generosity was to him the hallmark of 

respected status. All over North America feast-giving and a gracious 

exchange of gifts were the aristocratic, ceremonial ideal. The Indians 

imposed lagn'appe upon the trader. Once free gifts had been imposed, 

they insisted that gifts be given by all traders. Were the trader 

hospitable and generous in the "American Indian way," immediately he then 

felt that he was taken advantage of by shameless Indian beggars who did 

not hesitate to steal or cheat. 

Nonetheless, the newcomers also found in North America the grand 

manner. Here was Rousseau's noble savage, even if he did sell Captain 

Cook's men bladders filled with water instead of oil. De Soto and his 

army were amazed to see that the Indian aristocrats of the southeastern 

United States and Mississippi region behaved with an elegance that 

would not have been out of place in the court of any rich empire of the 

world. This savoir-faire was even more striking when it appeared in 

other parts of the country where the chiefs were scarcely chiefs, 

certainly not rulers. There warriors as well as chiefs often appeared 
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as skilled orators and statesmen. If masters at making war, the Indians 

also seemed to have been masters at making peace as though born with 

Roberts' Rules of Order or some diplomatic equivalent in their hands. 

They rapidly sought legal procedures for adjusting their grievances with 

the whites. Even on the continental peripheries the Aleutian Islanders, 

gentle people for almost two centuries, originally fought the Russians 

fiercely and early sent a deputation to St. Petersburg. 

In a general fashion it is true that if the European discoverers 

of the northern New World did not find a great civilization in terms of 

its calth and scope; they did, however, find a remarkable people who 

had PC.ieb.ow mastered the art of raising children to be poised, self-

reliant Individuals, not fearful of the unknown. 

CUITURE AREAS AT THE TIME OF CONTACT 

In all areas of North America the hunting of wild game by the men 

and the gathering of natural harvest by the woman were important in the 

lives of the people. This shared pattern, some ten thousand or more 

years old, was the primary activity of peoples in many regions such as 

the Great Plains, the interior basins and plateaus of the transmontane 

west, and the Pacific coastal strip. The arts of horticulture, hoe farm

ing, were added to these activities in other wide areas. This improvement 

of native subsistence had been developed several thousand years prior to 

the beginning of our era somewhere in Central or South America. These 

skills had diffused northward along with the fundamental domesticated 

plants, corn, bean4 and squash, and other minor crops as tobacco and 
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cotton. By the time Europeans appeared, there were two large areas 

in the United States where horticulture furnished the main staple 

foodsa In general these were the areas to the east of the semi-arid 

western plains and south of the Great Lakes-St« Lawrence drainage system; 

and stretches of the semi-arid mesa and desert country of the present 

States of New Mexico and Arizona with notable concentrations along the 

Rio Grande and Colorado drainages, 

Agricultural Areas 

In the east the most concentrated areas of horticulture were in 

the alluvial bottoms of the Mississippi drainage and in the basins and 

piedmont slopes of the Southeast, Here De Leon, Narvaez, De Soto, and 

other conquistadores of the early l6th century found large permanent towns 

and impressive concentrations of populations in the territory subsequently 

occupied by such groups as the Cherokee, Creek, Chickasaw, Choctaw, 

Tunica, Taensa, and Natchez, In a concentric zone about this center of 

intense development was a region of what might be called marginal horti

cultural peoples. These groups utilized the river bottoms fingering 

out onto the Great Plains from its eastern margins. The Wichita lived 

In the southern part of this area, along the rivers of eastern Texas and 

the Red River of the south. On the river bottoms to the north were 

settlements of the Pawnee, Osage, Omaha, and Ponca, These groups and 

the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa on the middle stretches of the 

Missouri did not see Europeans until the first half of the l8th century 

when French traders were active in their country, 
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To the eastward across the headwater basin of the Mississippi River 

and the southern shores of the Great Lakes there were various Algonquian-

and Siouan-speaking groups of horticulturists and the Iroquois. This 

way of life extended up the St. Lawrence Valley where Cartier visited a 

large horticultural town near the site of Quebec in 1535 and a heavily 

fortified one on the site of Montreal. The St. Lawrence River was 

evidently the same kind of pathway for aboriginal commerce that it became 

for the French traders and missionaries in the 17th century. European 

trade goods had penetrated westward as far as the Seneca of New York 

between 1550 and 1575• This region was evidently marked by large scale 

movements and displacements of people, starting sometime before Europeans 

appeared. The towns Cartier visited and their Iroquoian-speaking in

habitants had disappeared when Champlain made his way up the river in 

1603. Possibly these were the Iroquoian-speaking Huron who travelled 

east from their peninsula to trade corn with Algonquian-speaking Naskapi 

hunters in the vicinity of Quebec. 

To the south in the fertile valley of the Hudson River people like 

the Mahican and Canarsee were evidently left alone after Verrazano's 

brief appearance in New York harbor in 1524 until Hudson sailed up to 

Albany in 1609. Verrazano also visited the Narragansett of Rhode Island, 

and his men traded with the Abnaki of Maine. The Abnaki would not 

permit them to land, behaving in a fashion which suggested earlier 

experience with Europeans. These Abnaki were probably the most northerly 

cultivators on the Atlantic seaboard; they were in later times. 

Although he did not land, Verrazano believed the Connecticut and Long 
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Island shores heavily populated "because of the many fires seen at 

night* Champlain saw very few Indians when he ascended the Penohscot 

River in 16C4, although there were cornfields everywhere to the south, 

In Boston harbor and along Cape Cod* 

Throughout the whole region, particularly east of the Mississippi 

the picture is complicated by the interpenetration of the hunting mode 

of existence so prevalent across the north of the continent. There was 

a southward extension of groups primarily dependent on hunting who 

Adopted various aspects of the settled way of life* Regions near rich 

fishing areas supported peoples who either subsisted primarily on fish 

and seafoods or heavily supplemented their diet from such sources* This 

was probably true of the region below Tampa Bay, and around the mouth 

of the St, Johns, Altamaha, and Savannah Rivers as well as low-lying 

offshore islands. Native life on the southern coastal margins was 

•eriously disrupted by slave-raiding beginning with the opening of the 

l6th century, as well as by the entradas and settlement. 

Early sixteenth century visitors to New England such as Champlain 

and John Smith were greatly impressed with the cod-fishing of the 

Massachusetts Indians; to them the sea life and fish runs of the New 

England streams seemed limitless. Fish were also a staple for the people 

of the Great Lakes region. At the same time in these regions there were 

Always groups who for reasons of climate and soil or inclination practiced 

unusually intensive horticulture. This was true of the Tobacco Huron or 

Tionontati of Ontario, and the Narragansett in New England, In the 
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noutheast groups like the Eno of North Carolina and the Choctaw in 

east-central Mississippi were noted for their horticultural skill. 

In the western Great Lakes there were peoples who were pre

dominantly fishermen or hunters practising a kind of pseudo-horticulture 

or utilizing semi-domesticated plantso The Menominee and Ojibwa 

harvested the wild rice (Zdzania aquatica) of the smaller lakes. In 

this area and to the east there was considerable dependence upon the 

nugarbush, or wild sugar maple trees. According to Ojibwa traditional 

history they once gardened extensively—apparently because they had 

to—during a period when they were confined to La Pointe Island, Lake 

Superior, "hemmed in" by hostile Pox and Dakota. Perrot mentions 

their gardening at this site in the late 17th century. 

The horticultural border line was uncertain and shifting. There 

were people like the Paiutes of the eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevada 

who actually irrigated crops of naturally occurring weeds which were 

then harvested for their seeds0 In the valleys of California an 

abundant acorn harvest furnished a real staple crop for a settled 

existence much like that of the marginal gardening peoples far to the 

casta 

The southwestern region was more inhospitable to farming, although 

it had supported horticultural societies for some two thousand years or 

more, at least as long as the southeastern United States. Due to the 

altitude and the general semi-arid character of the country in the 

nouthwest, there was a strict limit to the areas which could be utilized, 
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The mesa lands of New Mexico and the plateau country of northern Arizona 

are well above 5,000 feet in elevation, perched on either side of the 

continental divide. Native farmers of this area sought out and carefully 

utilized sheltered and naturally watered spots or used irrigation. 

Many of the Pueblo peoples brought water to their fields by hand in 

pottery containers. The Hopi made ingenious use of springs and under

ground seepages. The mesa-top Pueblo of Acoma stored water in a 

reservoir formed by a natural depression in the rock. 
! 

The pueblos were the most compact towns in North America. The 

[ houses, constructed of stone and adobe, sometimes abutted so closely on 

each other that they appeared to be one large interconnected building. 

This region was characterized by a remarkable cultural continuity as 

well as a physical continuity of residence which contrasts markedly with 

the situation in the Laurentian region and eastern United States, Some 

comparative newcomers like the Navaho and the related Apache were pre

dominantly hunters and raiders, who ranged widely around the settlements. 

There were signs of warfare, including the abandonment of some villages, 

but the strong conflicts between the villagers and the nomadic groups 

came at a much later time, 

In this region the Spaniards were met with a hostility or a lack 

Of curiosity which strongly suggests that the people had a very good 

idea of what to expect. They were not disappointed. Since there is no 

•vidence of a scantily documented period of Spanish activity such as 

Characterized the eastern seaboard and Gulf, this knowledge must have 

come from word of mouth from Mexico or the southeast. 
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The first Spanish representative to reach the Pueblos was the 

Moorish slave Estevanico, one of the four survivors of Narvaez's ill-

fated expedition of 1528. After spending almost six years with 

various Indian groups of the Texas coast Estevanico and other castaways 

escaped. Led by Cabeza de Vaca, they made their way to Mexico City. 

On this two-year journey they crossed western Texas, southern New Mexico 

and eastern Arizona, Although they did not visit the Pueblos, they were 

told of them and, as great shamans, received presents which originated 

there. The travelers' report precipitated Fray Marcos1 expedition of 

1539» Estevanico, serving as guide, reached Cibola, or Zuni, ahead of 

the main party, and was killed by the inhabitants. Fray Marcos turned 

back, but his exaggerated accounts of Cibola's riches inspired the 

Coronado expedition of the following year, Coronado's men attacked the 

Zuni pueblo of Hawikuh. The Zunis resisted, but finally abandoned the 

settlement and moved to the more defensible village atop nearby 

Taaiyalone Mesa. 

On Tovar's subsequent visit to Tusayan, the country of the Hopi 

mesa-top villages to the north, the invaders were met with firmness on 

the part of the native peoples. Having hidden themselves against the 

base of the mesa under cover of darkness, the Spaniards started up the 

path to the top the next day. There they were met by the men of 

Tusayan, probably at the village of Awatovi. Not at all impressed 

by the horses and armor of the newcomers, the Hopi drew a line in the 

dirt and cautioned the Spaniards not to cross it. They also 
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unceremoniously beat one of the horses about the head with a club. 

Matters were settled readily enough, and the Spaniards received gifts . 

from the natives. Later an expedition was sent to explore the brink 

of the Grand Canyon; there, short of water, the party failed to find 

a trail to the river far below, indicating that there were strict 

limits to Hopi cooperation. 

As the exploring party moved eastward across the Pueblo region, 

the story is much the same. The people of Acoma, who according to the 

sanctimonious Spanish were noted robbers, came down and also drew lines 

in the dirt. Peaceful gestures were made, and the Indians gave gifts 

to the invaders. Fortunately, the Spaniards did not stay long, and 

the Keresan-speaking inhabitants were able to withdraw into their 

mesa-top village which was not touched, undoubtedly for the reason 

that it appeared to be impregnable. 

A short while later a part of Coronado's army reached the province 

of Tiguex, twelve Tiwa pueblos located along the Rio Grande, The 

Spaniards were much impressed by the area but continued eastward as 

far as the Pueblo of Pecos. Deciding that Tiguex offered the best 

place to establish a winter camp, they took possession of a pueblo 

which they called Alcanfor and began to live off the stores of the 

natives 0 

At first the Tiwa were generous with their supplies, but soon the 

Bpaniards began using harsh methods in collecting of food and clothing, 

•ometimes literally stripping garments from the natives. An open struggle 

tnsued when Indians from the pueblo called Arena! killed a number of the 
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Spanish horses and then "barricaded themselves inside their pueblo. 

The Spaniards attacked repeatedly, but the Indian defenses held until 

the lower walls of the pueblo were breached and fires were built to 

•moke out the defenders0 Promised protection and safety from any 

reprisals, the suffocating Indians rushed out only to be killed or taken 

captive. Many of the captives were burned alive as a "lesson" to those 

who would defend their homes. Others who tried to escape this torture 

vere shot down. A few men did manage to get away, and these spread 

the tale of terror. As a result the whole population of Tiguex with

drew into two defensible villages, Mono and a pueblo for which no name 

is given in the Spanish chronicles-, Mono was besieged by the Spaniards 

for some fifty days. During this time the defenders surrendered one 

hundred women and children in order to conserve their diminishing water 

•upplya When the water supply failed completely, the Indians attempted 

to escape under cover of darkness, but most were killed or captured. 

The other pueblo was also besieged. Its defenders finally fled, leaving 

•ome one hundred women and children who were taken into captivity. Both 

pueblos were thoroughly plundered by the Spaniards. 

To the south and west of the Pueblo country were settlements of 

riverine peoples; the Pima, Papago, and River Yumans. Their villages 

were open conglomerations of jacal-type houses: a series of sticks set 

upright and often plastered with adobe and the whole topped off with 

thatch. These settlements seem not to have had any religious structures 

In association; at least the underground meeting houses of the Pueblos 

were lacking. Like the mesa land, this lower country was dry and 
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desolate. The rivers, while perennial, either were cut down far 

below the sui*rounding plateau as in the Colorado drainage, or, like 

the Gila and the Salt, ran through virtual deserts in their lower 

courses. Along the Colorado River the annual flooding of lowland 

brought fresh alluvial deposits which the Yuma, Halchidhcoa, Mojave, 

and Havasupai utilized for farming0 In the Salt-Gila River drainages 

of southern Arizona, the country of the Sobaipuri and Pima, there 

were extensive irrigation canals, some reaching lengths of twenty-

five milese The. nearby Papago lived as much by gathering as by 

their crops, which were planted on the desert flats during the summer 

rains when the people occupied brush-hut villages. As the ponds 

dried up, the natives dispersed to hunt or trade. In the Spaniards' 

haste to reach the riches of Cibola in 1539-40, these "poor" people of 

southern Arizona were left quite alone. This isolation was broken by 

Father Eusebio Kino's travels in the latter part of the seventeenth 

century. By then the region, which may once have been more peaceful, 

was involved in considerable warfare and strife, partly as a consequence 

of Apache incursions. 

On the lower Colorado there is no sign that the warfare was brought 

to the Indians by Europeans, In 1540, when Hernando de Alarcon came 

by sea and Melchior Diaz by land, they were impressed by the great 

stature and warlike proclivities of the Yuman-speaking horticulturists 

who already knew of Coronado's activities some forty day.!s journey to 

to the northeast. For these people warfare was as continual as time 
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could afford0 Not simply a manly pursuit, in some mystical fashion 

It was considered essential for the well-being of the whole group. 

Hand-to-hand combat with clubs and small weapons was preferred. In 

his passage of 1605 Onate saw seven of these Yiaman groups, whose lives 

seemed little changed from that described 65 years earlier. Over the 

next three centuries these conservative groups remained in the same 

locations. They kept most of their old ways, although some European 

customs were gradually adopted. Despite the harshness of their 

environment and the endless flickering warfare, these people may well 

have had as secure an existence as the Pueblo villagers. 

Hunting, Gathering, and Fishing Areas 

Beyond the Colorado River to the north of the region of southwestern 

horticulture, the semi-arid conditions of the Great Basin were un

relieved by major waterways. In aboriginal times this region was 

Inhabited very sparsely by the Ute, Shoshoni, Paiute, and Gosiute who 

led a simple, sometimes precarious, hunting-and-gathering existence. 

The so-called "Mission Tribes" of desert California were better situated 

since they could get to the sea if only once a year to trade. On the 

upper tributaries of the Klamath River and northward where the major 

Columbia River system dissects the Plateau, a predominantly berry-and-

root gathering and hunting existence was enhanced by the annual migra

tion of large numbers of spawning salmon from the coast up the interior 

streams. 
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In aboriginal times the wealthiest neighbors of the Salishan- and 

Shahaptian-speaking groups of the Columbian Plateau were the people 

farther down the rivers on the western side of the Cascade range where 

fish were even more abundant. This narrow Pacific littoral, which 

extends from northwestern California north to Yakutat Bay in Alaska, 

was inhabited by fishermen and sea-mammal hunters with a characteristic 

culture noteworthy for its wood-working skill. They built large 

plank dwellings and a variety of canoes, boxes, carvings, and monu

ments o Abundant crops of roots and berries were gathered. Dried or 

smoked fish, clams, and berries were the staple foods everywhere in 

the region, although in combinations which varied from place to place. 

Acorns were important in the diet of the Yurok of northern California, 

just as for their Sacramento Valley neighbors. 

Except for minor differences of this sort, life was evidently 

much the same on up the Oregon coast through the territory of the 

Tillamook. The Chinookan-speaking people, living in the vicinity of 

the Columbia River where Lewis and Clark wintered in 1805-06, in some 

respects resembled not their southern neighbors but people to the 

tiorth as far away as the Queen Charlotte Islands. The Lower Columbia 

peoples enjoyed the riches of the tidewaters cf a great river, and 

they were wealthy traders. In 1792, when the American fur trader 

Robert Gray entered the river, he saw many villages along the banks. 

Captain James Cook's exploration of 1778 had initiated an intense 

Beaborne trade with the Indians of the coast. It ended around 1825 
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with the virtual extinction of the major fur-bearer, the sea otter. 

The fur traders were the first whites to visit the majority of the 

Indians of coastal Washington and Oregon, despite the major 

reconnaissance of the Puget Sound area conducted by Captain George 

Vancouver in 1792. Isolated upriver, peoples on the continental 

side of Puget Sound may not actually have seen Europeans until the 

establishment of Fort Nisqually in 1833* This fur-trade period, to 

the end of the first quarter of the 19th century, also marks the closing 

phase of the United States fur trade, which brought not only traders 

but also American and Canadian trappers into formerly isolated 

sectors like the southern Great Basin. Only scattered relict groups 

remained in some mountain fastnesses of the Sierra Nevada massif, 

the Trinity Alps, and the SIskiyous in California, 

The Pacific coast was characterised by a maritime or riverine 

hunting orientation, yet even here the hunting of land-mammals was 

sometimes important. Groups on Puget Sound and the Olympic peninsula 

sought mountain goats for their wool. Deer and elk were important 

for some of the Lower Chinook who held their economic position in the 

sea-otter fur trade by selling heavy hide armor which the European 

traders then resold farther north. 

The most impressive hunting resource available to the native 

peoples of North America seems to have been the bison. Vast herds 

of these animals ranged seasonally across the Great Plains of the 

interior, covering the area from the Rockies east to the Mississippi 

River and from the Texas plains north to Saskatchewan and Alberta. In 
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prehistoric times there must have been minor groups of hunters on the 

Plains who followed the bison on foot and traded with settled peoples 

on the eastern, southern, and river-bottom margins. On their way 

to Quivira in 15^1, Coronado's expedition met such nomadic bison 

hunters, probably Plains Apache. All of the marginal horticurists of 

the Plains region depended upon the buffalo to a considerable extent. 

Its importance to them is illustrated by the inclusion of the 

bison and bison hunting in their horticulturally oriented religion 

and by the use of the bison scapula hoe as their major gardening tool. 

It seems likely that communal hunts were carried out at all times of 

the year when bison herds were present. 

The economic importance of these hunts was limited by the lack 

of any draft animal other than the dog. Transportation was a problem 

for hunters who tried to live off the herds; these people also faced 

the severe winters of this continental area. It seems likely that 

groups came out from the western margins in the summer to hunt and 

retreated into sheltered valleys to spend the winter. This was still 

the pattern for people in the intermontane regions of the Plateau after 

the introduction of the horse. By the time the Nez Perce, Snake, and 

Kutenai were described by visitors such as Lewis and Clark early in the 

19th century, their existence had been radically transformed by this 

domesticated animal. This was also true for the complete area of the 

Great Plains, which was peopled by mounted bison hunters recruited 

evidently from all of its margins. This successful new adaptation and 
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the tremendous movement of peoples into this region were among the 

most sweeping, radical consequences of the appearance of Europeans. 

The nomadic hunting groups which Coronado saw on his trip to 

Kansas lacked the horse, hut they shared many traits with these 

later nomadic mounted bison hunters. They both lacked many traits 

which are widespread in North America. The arts of pottery and of 

basket-weaving were given up by the bison hunters. Horticulture was 

lacking. There was no systematic use of fish as food. Water trans

portation was either lacking or poorly developed. Minimal use was made 

of roots and berries, and maize was obtained from the settled villages. 

These people were absolutely dependent on the bison herds, Basic 

sustenance was the meat from these animals. Homes were conical skin 

tipis, made from the hides of the animals. Clothing was buckskin, 

It is true, but bedding and the robes used against the winter weather 

were of bison hide. Food and gear were stored in containers of raw

hide. Food was even boiled in buffalo paunches by the use of hot 

stones plunged into the stew. Except for the manufacture of weapons, 

work in stone, bone, and wood was not well developed. In fact, the 

inventory of possessions was kept to a minimum in order to make simpler 

the task of moving. 

Thus far, North American Indian life has been described briefly in 

terms of regional cultural adaptations with some reference to the 

initial appearance of Europeans. The following section emphasizes the 

kinds of cultural similarities which cut across this differentiation. 
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borne of these similarities reflect the productive limits of the 

oubsistence base, the preponderance of hunting, and the marginal 

character of much of the horticulture. In addition, many corres

pondences of outlook and custom had been developed over centuries of 

common history and shared cultural traditions. 

The Europeans met a comparatively sparse population living in 

•mall, autonomous villages or towns, family groups, or bands. In 

many places there was no tribal organization in the European sense of 

the term. A "tribe" often consisted merely of a people sharing the 

•ame dialect and customs who lived side by side without chief or 

other authority over them. One of the really basic ways the native 

groups identified themselves in contrast to neighbors or strangers was 

by language affiliation. It is no chance matter that the Europeans 

•arly came to use language as a convenient means of designating tribal 

units. 

Villages and bands—even families and households—might be economic

ally guite self-sufficient, although everywhere there was some form of 

barter or gift-exchange with outsiders. No group was so self-sufficient 

that it did not vitally need some raw material or product from others. 

| No band of wanderers was so poor that they had nothing to offer, if 

Only some type of root, nut, or pigment. Transportation and communica-

jtlon were relatively undeveloped and inefficient by Old World standards 
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except on major inland waterways such as the Mississippi River, the 

Laurentian-Great Lakes region, and in the fiord area of the Pacific 

coast. Nevertheless there were signs of contact "between peoples 

and movements of people over wide areas. There appear to have been 

few natural barriers to the dissemination of treasured commodities and 

ideas. Many semi-nomadic or semi-sedentary groups came together seasonally 

for what amounted to trade fairs. Great gatherings for other ceremonial 

or economic purposes were usually combined with barter. Some casual 

trading was in the hands of individual peddlers or small parties who 

traveled great distances even in the face of widespread intermittent 

warfare and raiding. Only in the economically marginal areas was such 

warfare lacking. 

This warfare, combined and intermingled with trade, resulted in 

the wide dispersal of aboriginal cultural elements, and of subsequent 

European ones. Everywhere there were "foreigners," refugees, prisoners 

of war, and former prisoners of war who had been adopted, "enslaved," 

or married. These interpreted unfamiliar languages and customs, and 

introduced them to the groups with which they became associated. The 

presence of the foreign women was an especially notable leveler in the 

pronunciation of disparate languages, contributing to the formation of 

broad areas of common sound patterns, or phonetic belts, which spread 

across numerous unrelated languages. This kind of intercommunication 

was also expressed in the cosmopolitan attitude of individuals and in 

the cultural uniformities which cut across linguistic diversity and 
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political anarchy. In the Old World the development of feudal and 

semi-feudal states had so modified this early form of communication 

that it is now difficult for us to evaluate the role which it could 

play. We commonly equate backwardness with isolation. 

Marginal Peoples 

It is true, of course, that the peoples living in some sections 

of North America were relatively isolated from peoples of other cultures, 

In these areas the natural conditions for existence were extremely 

difficult, the mode of subsistence was reduced to its simplest terms, 

und the population was meager and scattered. There were few reasons for 

outsiders to enter these regions. Lower California and the interior 

of Labrador constituted such relict areas, as did the Gulf coastal 

margin of Texas, the desert and semi-arid Great Basin, and parts of the 

Columbian Plateau. Some of the most marked exceptions to the general 

North American Indian characteristics were found among these poor and 

solitary folk. 

Cabeza de Vaca described Coahuiltecan Indians of southern Texas 

in 1533 as people who had no fixed abodes, lived mainly on roots, and 

even utilized powdered bones for nutrient. He suggested that these 

people would have consumed rocks if there were any to be found. Only 

when the cactus fruit was ripe did they have adequate food. Despite 

the constant effort necessary to barely support themselves, they did 

engage in warfare and feuding. After a time they actually enslaved the 

Spanish visitors, rather surprising behavior on the part of people who 
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periodically were near starvation. This was at variance with the 

traditional treatment of native prisoners of war who generally were 

adopted or married into the tribe. 

Almost three hundred years after de Vaca's adventure, the tiny 

wandering bands of Great Basin people were practicing the same type 

of ingenuity in exploiting every potential food item in their environ

ment: grasshoppers, pinon nuts, rats, and lizards. The Gosiutes, who 

rescued the famished Jedediah Smith after his 1827 initial crossing of 

the central Nevada deserts, seemed even then to be completely withdrawn 

from the sweeping effects European contact had on the Indians living 

east and west of them. Although they lived a more settled, secure 

village existence, some interior Salishan peoples appeared to be 

similarly uninfluenced by life around them when David Thompson first met 

them on his l8ll descent of the entire length of the Columbia River. 

Groups like the Methow, Sinkiuse-Columbia, Nespelem, and Sanpoil showed 

little evidence of the warfare and military interests which characterized 

their close neighbors who had taken over the horse complex. 

Agricultural Peoples '• 

At the other extreme from these marginal groups there were marked 

cultural and social divergences among the remnants of the wealthiest 

communities in North America which once ranged along the central and 

lower reaches of the Mississippi River and covered a large part of the 

southeastern United States. These communities, in turn, show many signs 

of having been influenced by the high cultures of Mexico and Central 
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America, As Hernando de Sotols army wandered across the aboriginal 

Southeast in 15h0-hi, they met peoples who were living in fairly large 

towns separated by open country, woods, and cultivated fields. Groups 

of these towns were evidently united into "provinces," with the high-

ranking head of one settlement in a position of command. Whatever 

these provinces were politically, they were linguistic units with 

clear-cut boundaries. Sometimes the Spaniards faced native "armies" of 

six to ten thousand men at these borders or at defensible points. 

Occasionally these forces retreated to a town where another stand was 

made. On the Atlantic coast and in northern Florida some towns were 

fortified with elaborate palisades. Extensive moats protected settle

ments along the Mississippi River. Archeological evidence suggests 

that there were aboriginal towns in this general region containing eight 

or ten thousand people. 

The l6th century narratives, although confusing, serve to 

establish a fairly dense population along the Mississippi River. 

By the l8th century there remained only tiny relict groups—the Taensa, 

Tunica, Natchez, and Chitimacha. There was considerable aboriginal 

warfare here and across the country occupied by the Timucua, Hichiti, 

Yamasee, and Apalachee, as well as the Chickasaw and Choctaw, Extensive 

stored supplies of surplus foodstuffs are indicated by the ability of 

these peoples to fulfill Spanish levies. Evidences of social stratifi

cation were widespread. Generally there was some form of aristocracy 

with individual members in positions of considerable authority. In one 
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district fields were culti.vated by individuals whose tendons of one 

leg had been cut to hamper their escape. 

Unfortunately, the De Soto chroniclers obtained little insight 

into the native rationale behind the social order.of the mounds and 

the temple ossuaries which surmounted them. Their rather vague under

standing of the importance of the sun in the aboriginal religion does 

agree with known native belief supporting a venerated priest-king. By 

the 18th century this type of ruler was found only among the Natchez-

Taensa and the Caddo, and, in attenuated form, in the social structure 

of the Chitimacha. At that time the Natchez claimed to have once held 

the Mississippi River as far north as the confluence of the Wabash and 

the Ohio Rivers. They believed that their divine aristocracy, the Suns, 

and their complicated caste system were established by a family line 

"from Mexico." 

The heart of the southeastern horticultural area was differentiated 

from the rest of North America by the same type of theocratic organiza

tion which is believed to have existed in the Mississippian, or Temple 

Mound, archeological complex. On the other hand, the native warfare in 

this area as documented by the l6th century Spanish observations is 

characteristic of the aboriginal United States generally. The Spaniards 

found little or no evidence of the desire to conquer other people in 

order to seize their territory or to force them to become tributary. 

In the military interactions with De Soto two themes of native warfare 

were established which do not disappear from the North American scene 
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until the close of the 19th century with the final military defeat of 

the Indians. There was an endless feuding among the native groups. 

In contrast to this was the ability of warring factions to unite on 

a limited basis for limited objectives. As De Soto's expedition moved 

across the southeast some groups, evidently the weaker, sought at 

once to employ the Spaniards• strength and military potentialities 

in order to gain new advantage against traditional foes. However, by 

the time the surviving Spaniards were preparing to flee down the 

Mississippi River, there was a great alliance of ten autonomous 

"districts" formed to destroy them and, presumably, also poised to 

finish off their abandoned native allies. 

Division of Labor 

In addition to sharing widespread patterns of warfare, the 

southeastern United States seems to have been one with the rest of 

the continent in basic economic organization. Throughout North America 

a simple sexual division of labor predominated. Women generally con

ducted the stay-at-home tasks. They processed the raw materials and 

foods, gathered wild products, and carried on the gardening. Among the 

more nomadic groups they were in charge of the transportation of goods 

as well as household appurtenances. In addition they set up and struck 

camp. Men were hunters, fishermen, warriors, and helped with the 

heavy horticultural work. 

In the Pueblos of the southwest and among the Tunica of the 

Lower Mississippi the men were the farmers, probably because it was not 
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necessary to devote all of their time to hunting. Shifts in customary 

occupations of the sexes seem to have "been more feasible for the horti

culturists generally and for the maritime groups of the Pacific coast. 

In contrast, people who lived predominantly by hunting and the marginal 

horticulturists had the idea that it was a disgrace for a man to engage 

in "women's work." The individual who wished to change his occupation 

Qcross sexual lines had to change sexual identity, clothing, and 

status. 

The productive limits of the division of labor according to sex 

and age were expanded everywhere by conducting some activities by work 

parties, These ranged from the drives and surrounds of grasshoppers 

and antelope in the Great Basin, deer in the Plateau, rabbits in the 

Pueblo country, to the bison drives and hunts of the Great Plains. 

Occasionally these labors involved specialized, elaborate equipment, and 

divisions of function as in the whaling of the Makah and Quinault of 

Cape Flattery. Often a whole community simply worked side by side 

in a relatively uncoordinated fashion with tasks differentiated accord

ing to age or sex, Communal hunts enhanced the security of the simplest 

hunters and gatherers. These also meant that people without any 

political order delegated considerable authority to individuals who 

directed and supervised these tasks. 

These great harvest times of the hunters and gatherers, such as 

when the wild rice was gathered in the western Great Lakes or when the 

white fish concentrated at the Straits of Mackinac . were taken, had the 

social value of bringing together for the social amenities of community 
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life people who might be scattered and isolated at other seasons. 

Life on the Pacific littoral was distinguished by the unparalleled 

number and potential wealth of these occasions. Fairly large permanent 

villages with large substantial houses were seasonally occupied at 

various sites with periods of dispersal into small family hunting and 

fishing camps. The Vancouver expedition conducted the initial European 

reconnaissance of the Puget Sound area during one of these periods of 

dispersal so that it is difficult to assess his report that in 1792 part 

of this region had been recently depopulated. 

Work parties were of fundamental importance in the southeastern 

horticultural economy, often on a town basis. The Creek and Cherokee 

women cared for family gardens alongside their homes, but the main 

food supply was grown on a large town field divided into family plots. 

The townsfolk planted and cultivated the field together. Only at 

harvest time were the plots worked separately. Each family gathered 

in its own produce and placed it in a family storehouse. A share was 

reserved for the town storehouse to supply public needs such as aid for 

the needy, the equipment of military expeditions, or the accommodation 

of visitors. Hunting and fishing were also community enterprises. Each 

town had its own game preserves. Town councils regulated their use. 

The towns also owned fishing, places. 

Crafts 

In North America generally the various handicrafts were conducted 

by individuals on a part-time basis as a sideline to subsistence 
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activities. There were few, if any, full-time specialists; but the 

lack of specialization and the availability of only simple tools did 

not bar technical and aesthetic mastery. 

Certain fine products were associated with specific regions, 

localities, or even villages on the basis of traditional interest or 

skills as well as the possession of special raw materials. The 

Spaniards described beautiful repousse copper ornaments worn by the Timu-

cua and other southeastern Indians. Flint work in the valleys of 

California was as fine as that of pre-dynastic Egypt. The locale of 

Sir Francis Drake's landing in Miwok Indian territory on the California 

coast in 1579 was established by an accurate description of the 

exquisite Pomo-type coiled basketry. These artfully designed and exe

cuted containers, so finely woven that they were water-tight without 

further caulking, were decorated by feathers, bits of irridescent 

abalone shells, and valuable disc beads which were woven into the 

surface. The Chitimacha were also noted for their woven basketry. An 

especially fine cloth of mulberry fiber was woven by the Tunica in the 

southeastern textile tradition. The Pueblos wove cloth from their 

domesticated cotton. The Clallam of the Olympic peninsula made blankets 

from the wool of a special breed of dogs. The Montauk, or Canarsee, 

Indians met Verrazano in 152k wearing feather garments. Feather cloaks 

were made in New England and the eastern United States quite generally. 

The women of the Pueblos and southeast were skilled potters. The 

women of the Great Plains processed supple white deerskins and heavy, 
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warm buffalo hide robes, Osage and Blackfoot men made excellent bows. 

Tonti in the l680's claimed that some Caddo men did nothing but make 

bows. In 1524 the Narragansett Indians of Rhode Island used arrows 

"worked with great beauty" and tipped with heads of "emery, jasper, hard 

marble, and other sharp stones." Of all the peoples of the continent 

only the Chumash of the Santa Barbara Islands fashioned plank canoes, 

coated with bitumen. In 1542 they met Cabrillo, the first European 

visitor to the California coast, in craft which were twenty-five feet 

long with a beam of four feet and held as many as twenty passengers. 

At almost the same time the Yumans were busy ferrying the Diaz party 

across the lower Colorado in basketry coracles pitched with bitumen. 

Such crossings were also accomplished in large ceramic pots. 

The finest dugout canoes of the Lower Columbia and the Washington 

coast were fashioned from huge cedars by the Nootka of Vancouver Island. 

Using these craft, the Makah of Cape Flattery became some of the greatest 

canoemen in the world. They paddled some thirty miles out to sea in 

order to fish the halibut banks. During post-contact times the Comanche 

became highly skilled as horsemen; they drilled until they could rescue 

a fallen comrade from the ground at a full gallop. The woodsmanship, 

tracking ability, and hunting skills of the northeastern Indians have 

become legendary. Iroquois raiding parties were able to travel on foot 

five hundred miles or more from home and return with prisoners, living 

off the land and moving at times through wild country away from worn 

trails to avoid detection. If they faced a large stream, they knew how 
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to construct a bark canoe. The same kind of ingenuity and skill was 

necessary to carry the Ojibwa; on their yearly trading voyages from 

Chequamegon Bay on Lake Superior to Montreal and return. 

With the exception of restrictions based on age and sex, these 

various skills and handicrafts were equally accessible to all members 

of the community. Private, secret knowledge, which was inherited or 

purchased from others, was usually in the supernatural realm in the 

form of magical formulae, prayers, or amulets. Since such esoteric 

lore was often considered essential for skill or successful performance 

in secular spheres, it could restrict participation in crafts or other 

activities. This line of reasoning meant that skill was never considered 

the simple result of perfecting individual talent; instead it was 

believed that some decisive component of supernatural assistance was 

necessary. The powerful warrior, adept hunter, basket-maker, or 

potter—all were blessed. 

Aboriginal Religion 

This basic outlook of North American Indian religion differed 

fundamentally from the ethical systems of the world-wide religions. 

The latter usually distinguish between supernatural or spiritual 

rewards and worldly coin. For most of these religions spiritual 

strength ideally is associated with withdrawal from the world or re

nunciation of worldly pleasures and aims. In the New World, however, 

supernatural prowess was equated directly with worldly achievement. 

The aid of the supernatural was sought for an improvement of life in 
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this world, not in some future afterlife or incarnation, yet forms of 

puritanical renunciation and even harsh discipline could he essential 

to achieve these worldly ends* 

The odor of humans was repellant to supernatural forces. This 

impurity could he removed through continence, fasting, hathing, 

purgatives, and emetics. The supernatural was then reached through 

dreams, visions, and signs. Occasionally, stimulants facilitated this 

communication. The religious value of heightened emotional states 

leading to trance or unconsciousness was likely to carry over in 

reaction to the alcohol Drought by Europeans. According to Robert 

Beverley the aboriginal Virginians did not "taste any strong drink at 

all, unless they can get enough to make them quite drunk, and then they 

go as solemnly about it as if it were part of their religion." 

In North American Indian religion, perhaps in so-called primitive 

religion generally, there was little recourse to a god who moves in 

mysterious ways or to some grand design beyond manJs understanding. It 

might take a shaman or a priest to explain the motivations of a god, but 

precise explanations were generally available. The awesomeness or 

mystery was, instead, in the tremendous energies involved in the charge 

or discharge of vast supernatural forces and in the peopling of land and 

sky with demons and creatures, potentially dangerous or helpful to man. 

Similarly on earth there were people who might possess harmful influences 

and intentions, unknown and undiscovered for a time. This fear of 

sorcery and witchcraft was no doubt enhanced by the disruptions of contact 

times, particularly by the terrible death rate of epidemics. 
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It is not possible to describe the general attributes of North 

American Indian religion without reference to the many possibilities of 

European influence. Many European ideas seem to have been added to the 

native store of sorcery beliefs. Due to the pragmatic religious 

approach, "if it works, it's sound," there was no intellectual barrier 

to the early diffusion of many Christian notions and elements. Some 

people in later times became disillusioned when they found that 

Christianity "didn't work." The equation of worldly and supernatural 

status meant readjustments to the changing status of the native 

communities and the sweeping events of contact times. Native religion 

and authority could be severely undermined as the Europeans appeared more 

powerful, sometrmes overwhelmingly so. It was also possible to 

rationalize new situations on the basis of the old beliefs, and new 

tragedies were attributed to a flaw in relations with the supernatural. 

Thus a Natchez priest told Antoine Du Pratz how his people were nearly 

destroyed after a careless priest let the sacred fire go out and 

secretly rekindled it from a profane flame. Five hundred aristocratic 

Suns died, and all the people would have perished had not the guilty 

man confessed vhen he, himself, was dying. By then only a remnant of 

the people remained. 

North American Indians generally considered supernatural power 

to be a vast, generalized or abstract energy manifest throughout nature, 

Man was not an actual repository or expression of this force, but 

instead tapped it indirectly through the intercession of its manifesta

tion in natural forces, animals, and even objects which were animated 
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by it. These might function as tutelary spirits or be personified 

into gods. Gods seem to have been of less immediate importance to the 

individual than the personal guardian spirits. Like the deities of 

classical antiquity, the Indian gods held sway over restricted spheres 

of influence. High gods were not concerned with details of the world. 

After contact the high gods frequently were given attributes of 

the Christian deity. The restricted distribution of the Caddo 

"Captain Above" reported by the French in the closing decades of the 

17th century suggests the possibility of influence from Cabeza de Vaca's 

activity as a curer and religious practitioner, or from the missionaries 

who accompanied Coronado to the Wichita in lSkl, Some influences may 

have gone the other way; it seems that the Chippewa Manabozho may have 

given birth to Paul Bunyan in the lumber camps of the north woods. 

Yet, those c3.oser to the Indian viewpoint have considered the gigantic 

hare of Algonquian mythology to represent Manabozho, As the Great 

Rabbit, he was the personification of life and possessed not only the 

power to live, but also the correlative power of renewing his own life 

and of quickening and therefore of creating life in others. 

Seasonal changes in the horticultural cycle and the seasonal 

appearance of various plants or animals were marked by religious 

ceremony. There were many of these in the southeastern United States, 

like the Creek busk for which people came together from considerable 

distances. A calendric cycle of ceremonies was also characteristic of 

the Pueblos and the Plains horticulturists. The fertility of the crops 

was a fundamental concern of religion in these areas; the supernatural 
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control of rainfall was particularly important in the Plains, South

west and parts of the Southeast, 

Fire was sacred over much of the continent as the vehicle for 

burnt offerings. For some peoples, such as the Natchez, it represented 

the life principle, and a sacred fire was kept burning continuously. 

The Cherokee and other southern groups believed that an eternal fire 

burned beneath some of their mounds. Annual ceremonies of fire-renewal 

were held by the Creek, Iroquois, and Hopi. The Arikara limited this 

ceremony to the death of a chief. The Chippewa and Ottawa claim once 

to have maintained a sacred or national fire, evidently like that of 

the Natchez. 

Tutelary supernaturals were usually the source of the shaman's 

ability to cure sickness and to prevent or cause harm and death. 

Priests were more likely to possess sacred knowledge for manipulating 

or interpretating the generalized power and supernatural relation-

ahips, Yet there was considerable variation from place to place in 

the social structure of the religion. In the Northwest Coast winter 

Irituals, for example, the active participants were actually possessed 

[or animated by their tutelary spirits just as shamans generally were. 

|ln the Pueblos of the Southwest the community gods were simply impersonated 

by performers by means of elements of costuming and masks. The gods 

sre present as spectators and became well-disposed through their 

pleasure at seeing their ceremonies duplicated by man. 
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The tutelaries seem to constitute a rather individualistic form 

of helper. Nonetheless, societies were formed by persons who had the 

same type of religious experience or who possessed the same category 

of helper. The Navajos, Pueblos, and the Great Plains people had 

religious societies made up of those who had been cured by the same 

form. Initiation or curing fees of various scope were involved. With 

all of the emphasis upon personal, ecstatic or mystical experience, dreams, 

and visions, there was a pronounced tendency for supernatural attributes 

to come into the economic sphere. 

The services of the priest, curer, or sorcerer were secured by 

payment or gifts. At times the knowledge or the power which another had 

obtained from a religious experience could be acquired through the 

purchase of amulets and fetishes. These were the repositories of power 

and also served as mnemonic references to the occasions when the power 

became manifest to the individual. The Blackfoot medicine bundles, 

evidently first obtained in the fur-trade period, were bought from the 

Mandan-Hidatsa. 

Where new forms of wealth, like the Blackfoot horses, were expressed 

in a more stable differentiation of the community into rich and poor 

families, this differentiation was naturally reflected in the religious 

realm. In the Puget Sound area where inherited status became important, 

the individual generally "found" on his personal quest a supernatural 

helper that had been in the possession of his ancestors or relatives. 

This power was inherited in effect, as well as achieved through ceremonial 
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purity and effort. Even so it might only be effective after a kind of 

payment to the community in the form of feast-giving and distribution 

of presentso 

Existence after death was considered to be somewhat of a 

continuation of this world rather than a status introducing new 

relationships and elements. The barrier between life and death, there

fore, was not insurmountable; in many places the dead continued to be 

important in relation to the living and vice-versa. Feasts in honor of 

the dead were widespread. There was a great intercommunity or "inter

tribal" ceremony in the northeast among groups like the Huron. At 

the annual Huron feast all of those who had died during the year were 

disinterred, and the corpses were carried about. There was a lavish 

display and distribution of wealth and a mass reburial in a general 

burial pit, after the flesh was stripped from the bones and these 

were re wrapped. The whole matter was a solemn affair in honor of the 

departed with extensive supernatural ramifications. It is reminiscent 

of the practice of burying the dead in mounds. 

Handling of the dead and various forms of reburial were common 

in the eastern United States. In the southeast the remains of priest-

chiefs and particularly sacred or important individuals were given 

special treatment. Often their bones or corpses were permanently kept 

In the temple. In 1528, the Narvaez expedition found Apalachee corpses 

wrapped in painted deerskins stored in merchandise boxes of Spanish 

manufacture. These were destroyed and burned, helping to trigger a 

month-long conflict in which the Spaniards were finally forced to 
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abandon this fortified town and withdraw to the coast. Almost two 

centuries later the Powhatan of Virginia still preserved the corpses 

of chiefs by filling the flayed skin with fine white sand and the 

dried articulated bones. Flesh which had been removed was dried and 

etored in baskets at the foot of the body. Numbers of these were kept 

In a temple guarded permanently by priests and an "idol." 

The charnel houses and the bone-pickers of the Choctaw and other 

southern tribes are much better known at all periods than the beliefs 

underlying these customs. Where the inheritance of status or wealth 

was of importance, as in the southeastern region and on the Northwest 

Coast, there may have been a trend toward ancestral cults. In the 

southwestern Pueblos all the dead were considered to be important in 

relation to the community. Among Plains horticulturists, like the 

rawnee, the departed shamans were remembered with food thrown into 

the fire. 

The remains of animals and fish were also treated in ways to insure 

Continued success for the hunter and the replenishment of the supply of 

fish. Respectful treatment might prevent resentment in the soul of the 

llain animal or avoid offending his still-living relatives. The bear, 

in particular, was venerated, decorated, and apologized to for having 

leen slain; this ritual was practiced by northern hunters across the 

Continent and into Asia, 

The tremendous diversity of belief in North American Indian religions 

uggests a diffusion of religious ideas into the New World from vast 

•ctors of time and space. In the contact period new ideas were introduced; 
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at the same time there must have been a considerable loss of old 

elements. It is hard to judge how much of the original organization of 

religion into a codified or coherent system was lost by various groups. 

There seems to have been a great deal of cultural variation from this 

standpoint. Among the Pueblos, where there is a well-integrated community 

religion tied in with the horticultural cycle, there is a remarkable range 

in the character of minor beliefs from village to village, although these 

appear in a common overall setting. Within a Northwest Coast village, 

traditions varied a great deal from family to family, since some of these 

were valued family property. Among some of the sedentary villages of the 

Great Plains the priesthood had elaborated or maintained philosophical 

concepts which united superficially disparate beliefs. It was believed 

that supernatural power was polarized into forces of earth and death 

contrasted with sky and life. The dominance of these shifted with the 

seasons. This dichotomy was also expressed in authority figures. The 

civic chief was gentle and wise. He never could resort to or deal with 

physical violence. The war chief functioned in affairs of death, aggression, 

and fighting. This kind of division was also widespread in the south

eastern United States, as presumably was the rationale. It must have 

been behind the misunderstood Good Spirit-Evil Spirit dichotomy described 

by early missionaries and observers in the eastern United States generally. 

To the Indians of the Great Plains this dualism had no such connotation. 
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C H A M G E S I M M A T I V E L I F E D U E T O C O N T A C T 

"IKFLUJ3NCE OF COI^CT ON snflTAT,. Am. 9nfn^>t(iB^.^mUk^9Avpfn^ 

Due to the lack of an emphasis upon ethics there was little stress 

on good and evil as separate and distinct entities. Nonetheless, there 

was a fairly clear-cut code of conduct governing matters which could be 

classified as legal or judicial. This code differed from that of the 

Europeans in fundamental respects which contributed to much mutual mis

understanding. In particular, there ware very different ideas on the 

responsibility of an Individual for actions which affected other people 

unfavorably. American Indians generally evaluated only the actual results 

of an action in determining indemnities or the nature of reprisals for 

an offense. There was none of the concern with the question of the 

intention of the actor or culprit, which is so important in our legal 

code. In the European view, the Indian attitude had the consequence of 

an indefinite extension of responsibility or, what is much the same thing, 

of a willingness to accept or seize compensation from sources not respons

ible. This meant that the misdeeds or agression of individual Europeans 

could have widespread, continuing repercussions. 

North American Indian notions regarding land tenure differentiated 

rights of use from ownership. Individual or family ownership of 

territory did not always imply exclusive rights of use, perhaps due to 

the emphasis upon generosity and hospitality. This was particularly 

true of village sites. Sale of land to Europeans, therefore, might not 
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imply to the Indians a permanent loss of access. Sometimes ownership 

was generalized (chief-for-group) or non-existent (Great Spirit). There 

might then he no one in the native community with the authority or right 

to alienate land. 

The religious equation of supernatural and worldly status meant 

that man's relationship to the supernatural was closely reflected in his 

standing with his fellowman. In reacting to slights or humiliations, 

the North American Indian had no inner spiritual retreat of the type 

theoretically offered "by some of the world's ethical.systems. What might 

seem a minor slight to us could strike at an individual's whole self-esteem 

and status in a fashion which could only be handled by a drastic or 

vengeful reassertion of earthly and supernatural might. Starting at an 

early period in the eastern United States, friendly outsiders described 

the Indians not simply as proud and haughty but, above all, as sensitive 

to slight or shame. They were also seen as vengeful and capable of harbor

ing grudges for a tremendously long time before adjusting them. Some

times serious outrages were not balanced for generations. In the sphere 

of native conflict this meant that wars and raiding were always justified 

end motivated by the most noble or righteous sentiments. This must be 

i remembered in evaluating the economic motivations and consequences of the 

native warfare of contact times. During the period when the Iroquois were 

endlessly involved in trade wars, they continued to raid their traditional 

foe, the Catawba, who lived in South Carolina and could not be considered 

»e interfering with the Iroquios fur trade. 
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Very few special statuses or formal positions were differentiated 

In the North American social scheme. Men could be priests, ritualists, 

ahamans, chiefs, warriors or war leaders, hunt captains, and officials 

or high-ranking members of a variety of fraternal organizations. These 

latter always had special dances, ceremonies, songs, and costumes. A 

chief's roles could be delegated to a variety of sub-chiefs who served as 

the chief's speakers or heralds, attendants or representatives, particularly 

at these ceremonies. Among the Great Plains bison hunters of the 19th 

century there was an elaborate development of military offices and societies. 

These societies were ranked roughly according to the age of the members, 

Some tribes had as many as 10 such groups. Young boys or inexperienced 

warriors made up the lowest ranking society, and old men who had retired 

from active warfare, the highest. The latter usually served as advisors 

and supervisors of tribal ceremonies. The lower ranking units served as 

policemen or performers for the great communal hunts, war expeditions 

or camp circles. This type of organization seems to have been a post-

contact development among some groups in the Plains region. Yet, this 

potentiality must have been widespread judging from the Huguenot descrip

tions of the military organization and discipline of the Timucua and 

neighboring Florida tribes in the 1560's. 

It should be clear that although this social scheme was comparitively 

limple, the people themselves were not. However, some personal traits do 

leem related to the restriction of the political unit to kin or village 

groupings and the intimacy of the small-sized social unit. Throughout 
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North America, Indian groups with chiefs of high rank placed them in the 

role of a father to the group. As such, he was expected to be generous 

with them. Generosity was the ideal for all persons, but it was especially 

the hallmark of high or respected status. Where there were no headchiefs, 

the wealthier men were expected to be generous. On the other hand, 

where there were no wealthy men, the chief usually possessed some 

economic authority; often he was an overseer. What varied most were the 

ways used by the chiefs to gain and maintain their special economic 

status. Sometimes this status seemed to result primarily from the 

chief's own activities and those of his immediate family; in such 

Instances he might also be supported by the informal generosity of the 

others toward him. This was generally true among the Blackfoot, Sioux, 

and other Great Plains buffalo hunters. In other places, chiefs had 

various rights of first fruits or even rights of tribute to help them 

to exercise their responsibility for the welfare of others. The town store

house of southeastern Indians "belonged" to the headchief, yet it was his 

for the purpose of assuring community security and hospitality. In 1792 

when Lieutenant Broughton of the Vancouver expedition explored the lower 

reaches of the Columbia River, a Lower Chinook chief moved ahead of him 

for a time, commandeering fish to give to the expedition from the Indians 

working along the river. 

Wisdom and skill in communication were essential characteristics for 

all kinds of leaders, perhaps due to the comparative absence of coercive 

power. War leaders had to be good speakers in order to persuade individuals 
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to go to war. The civic leaders also harangued, listened, and explained 

in order that policies might meet the desires of all participants, if 

possible. The goal of these democrats seems to have been unanimity and 

not majority rule. Serious differences were resolved by splitting up the 

community. According to traditional history, this is how many new groups 

or tribes were formed. 

The appearance of Europeans evidently accelerated and intensified 

many processes which were at work before they came: commerce, warfare, 

and the movement of peoples. Many traits which distinguish North American 

Indian life thus became more important. The comparatively sparse population 

became sparser as an immediate consequence of the military action of 

Europeans, the intruduction of Old World diseases, and the accelerated native 

warfare. 

Some diseases introduced by the brief visits of the early explorers 

spread rapidly through the native peoples. Since the provenience and the 

consequences of these diseases are not completely known, it is likely that 

the early population estimates from various parts of North Americ do not 

accurately represent the aboriginal situation nor aboriginal economic 

potentialities. 

In the eastern Gulf region and the Atlantic seaboard there are 

early glimpses of the way that Spanish military action combined with 

diseases to depopulate coastal areas. Alonzo de Pineda entered Mobile 

Day in 1519. At the mouth of the Mobile River he found a large town; 

traveling upstream for six leagues, he saw ho villages. In the fall of 



15hO De Soto's forces engaged in a pitched "battle at a fortified town to 

the north of Mobile Bay. Three thousand Indians are said to have been 

killed in this battle. In 1559> when a part of Tristan de Luna's expedition 

reached this area, they found an abandoned town. Natives whom they met 

stated that the town had been partially destroyed and its inhabitants 

driven away by men like themselves, De Luna also found that the country

side around Mobile Bay had been virtually abandoned. 

The records are similar throughout the area of Spanish contact. 

In 1520-21 Ayllon's men raided along the Atlantic Coast and made off with 

seventy captives to be used as slaves. Slave raiding along this coast 

continued for many years. As late as 1700 the English in company with 

Chickasaws were slaving among the Acolapissa. Captain Juan Pardo in 

1556 and 1567 led full.Pledged expedite ede"- of more than one hundred 

soldiers into the interior mountains of the Carolinas, where he built a 

fort and found some evidences of De Soto's passage of many years before. 

His men claimed, to have killed some 1500 of the native people on a 

military expedition of only four-days' duration. 

One-century-and-a-half later French exploration from the north pene

trated into the sectors of the Mississippi region which had felt the effects 

of De Soto's and Coronado's entradas. The records of Jolliet's expedi

tion of I673 and of La Salle's and Tonti's various journeys between 1678 

and I69I make it clear that the people whom they met had no knowledge of 

the now abandoned mound sites with their attendant town ruins. The Cahokia, 

Tamaroa and other Illinois living at or near Cahokia, the great mound 
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center with over one hundred artificial mounds, had not even a glimmering 

of the origin nor significance of these works. The same is true all the 

way down the river. The Quapaw villages clustered about the White-Arkansas-

Mississippi confluence certainly saw the French now as strangers and 

newcomers. Still it cannot be said that they had not been influenced by 

contact, since the presence of such Siouan-speaking groups at this 

precise location was a result of the cultural dislocations caused by the 

earlier entradas. Only among such groups as the Natchez, Tunica, Taensa, 

Creeks and Caddo were there fragments of the complex life of these earlier 

ceremonial centers. 

The Caddo, incidentally, must have always occupied a western 

position which was somewhat peripheral to these former groups. Unfortu

nately the records from De Soto's army tell little of their region. 

Effects of contact with the Europeans were apparently less severe here 

than in the areas to the east. There were still extensive populations 

In the Caddo country when Joutel and other members of La Salle's last 

expedition crossed this region on their way from the Texas Gulf Coast to 

the confluence of the Arkansas and Mississippi Rivers in the spring of 

I687• The party met Caddo Indians, already familiar with horses, who had 

adopted elements of Spanish clothing. The men were engaged in extensive 

hunting and warfare, yet it was clear that the Southeastern horticultural 

pattern had survived here. The villages were scattered along the river 

bottoms for many miles in either direction from a central temple or 

communal gathering place. High ranking members of the community lived 
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near the religious edifices and conducted various ceremonies for the 

total village population. 

Depopulation resulting from early epidemics is difficult to trace 

even in the archeological record, since a constantly decreasing popula

tion could be continually regrouping into as large or even larger, if 

fewer, communities. In historic times regrouping was frequently 

necessary if continued existence was to he assured in the face of severe 

warfare. The social and political fabric of formerly independent groups 

was drastically uprooted in these amalgamations and the old integrity 

and meaning of affiliations shifted. The chiefly authority which remained 

was often threatened and undermined by that of others. Some such process 

may account for the democratization of groups like the Creek, Chiekasaw, 

and Choctaw in historic times. These people probably once had a- well-

developed theocracy similar to that of other communities associated with 

the late prehistoric phases of the Mississippian, or Temple Mound, 

archeological complex. Wo doubt many tribal"leaders wore killed'in 

battles with the Europeans, It also seems probable that the old meaning 

of the priesthood and of civil authority was dimmed among the Southeastern 

tribes by the almost incessant warfare of ,'Colonial times, since the 

offices of war and peace were sharply separated in aboriginal government 

and religion. 

The epidemic diseases and the warfare which swept Worth America 

not only removed people from the scene but also modified the survivors' 

lives, cultures, and viewpoints in ways that can scarcely be reconstructed. 
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The initial direction of this change seems to have been a step backward 

culturally, a loss of forms of integration and functioning, as well as 

of discrete elements. Due to the character of archeological and docu

mentary evidence it is easy to see that this must have occurred in the 

Mississippi region and the Southeast. This disintegration is more 

difficult to assess in an area like southern New England, which was 

decimated by "pestilence" in l6l7 following John Smith's early 

reconnaissance prior to the first European settlement* In the case of the 

Massachusetts Indians, who barely survived this brief interlude of war

fare combined with disease, there is no way to determine the true 

political or social meaning of their organization, which was described 

by the Europeans as being made up of "three kingdoms or sagamoreships 

having under them seven dukedoms or petty sagamores." Similarly, the 

native social order which Jacques Cartier briefly glimpsed along the 

St. Lawrence in 1535 is bound to remain a mystery. The town near the 

site of Quebec was said to be the capital of a province, in turn subject 

to a much mightier ruler, the "great King and Lord" of Hochelaga, a forti

fied Iroquois town on the site of Montreal. 

It is possible that tribal organization of the Old World type was 

more widespread and predominant in North America in aboriginal times and 

that religious and secular leaders may once have been more powerful. 

However, there were no cities, nations, standing or draft armies, and 

there was little stress on classical conquest, the motivation of most 

Old World warfare. 
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NATIVE Msassnassa ASB UAPSARE BUS TO CONTACT 

Along with disruptions due to amalgamation into new communities 

there was another kind of disruption of the social scene as a consequence 

of European settlement. Some people, displaced time after time, entered 

upon a nomadic or drifting sort of existence. This existence emphasized 

hunting and gathering and the maintenance of small mobile community 

units without extensive stored surpluses and all other aspects of life 

which would further survival under conditions of increased warfare and 

pestilence. Groups like the Shawnee, or Savannah, and the Delaware 

radically changed their way of life during the contact period. The 

lives of the coastal peoples in what is now New Jersey, eastern Penn

sylvania, Delaware, and Maryland were disrupted at an early date. The 

majority of the Tuscarora moved northward out of the Carolina piedmont to 

the country of the Iroquois to avoid further disintegration after years 

of warfare and enslavement. A multitude of small shifting communities of 

Algonquiau "people \/ho" -"roamed ., across the northeastern quadrant of the 

Mississippi basin represents a similar process. The Potawatomi, Menominee, 

Kickapoo, Sauk, Fox, Miami, and the numerous Illinois groups: Kaskaskia, 

Peoria, Michigamea, Tamaroa, Cahokia, and others were seldom long in one 

place throughout the contact period. 

It is difficult to classify these peoples either as horticulturists 

or as hunters; they were both, just as they were neither sedentary nor 

completely nomadic. Their way of life was truly a product of the 

contact period in a very rapid process of transition, readjustment, and 
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ultimately complete dislocation. Ironically, some of these people 

furnished the raw material from which the popular image of the 

romantically wild Indian of the Forest was constructed. This instability 

8fejstfJy^ouqu±an place names across the entire Midwest in great pro

fusion and ultimate confusion. The problem of precisely locating any 

one of these groups during the contact period presents real difficulties. 

There does not seem any reasonable doubt, however, that their movement 

was relatively recent and that the peoples were, in essence, new-comers 

in all the areas where they were found. 

Due to disruptions in the Southwest people from the pueblos of the 

upper Rio Grande country had migrated by the middle of the 17th century 

across the Plains to what is now Scott County in western Kansas. There, 

among the Plains Apache, they built a small pueblo known as El Cuartelejo 

and set up an irrigation system. The Apache had been drifting southward 

across the Plains for some time and continued to do so well into the 

18th century, leaving scattered remains known as the Dismal River 

archeological complex. This movement of the marginal horticultural and 

hunting groups is another cultural process distinctly characteristic 

of the whole period of contact across this region. The Plains Apache 

adopted this way of life some 100 years before other groups who became 

nomadic bison hunters were aware of the potential riches of the region. 

In the Colonial wars and in the fur-trade period native enmities 

increasingly were matched with the rivalries of various European nations 

for political or commercial ascendance in the new land. Specific native 
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groups aligned themselves with representatives of one European country 

against other American Indian enemies who made common cause with a 

rival European power• At a time when the European population was even 

sparser than that of the Indians, these alliances generally meant that 

Indian allies or recruits supplied the hulk of the fighting force sent 

out to exterminate other Indians. Thus, for example, the South 

Carolina troops whom Colonel John Barnwell led against the Tuscarora in 

1712 were made up of 498 Indians and 33 white men. The following year 

the warring faction of the Tuscarora was driven northward hy Colonel 

James Moore's army, which was composed of less than 100 white combatants 

and more than 900 Indian allies. Such an army was not new to Colonel 

Moore. In the winter of 1703-04, his force of 50 whites and 1000 Creeks 

defeated the Apalachee of Florida; destroyed San Francisco de Oconee, 

San Luis de Apalachee and other Spanish missions in the region; and took 

1400 Indian prisoners. The theme of destroying themselves hy aiding the 

Europeans is rather general for the horticulturists in the eastern United 

States. In New England in 1637 the Pequots were annihilated by an army 

originally composed of 80 Englishmen and 3#8 Indians, mostly Narragansets 

and Niantics. One generation later, in King Philip's War, the Indian 

allies on the Connecticut side were not proportionately so large, hut 

their role was important. The Narraganset headchief, whom the colonists 

considered a major troublemaker, was killed hy a young chief of the 

Mohegans and two Pequot chiefs. 
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In contrast, only rarely did the Indians of a Southwestern pueblo 

join the Spaniards in an attack on another. An example of this is the 

Jemez rebellion of l69^> when Keresean warriors from Santa Ana, San 

Felipe and Sia joined the Spanish against the Jemez, Keresean from Acoma, 

and Zunio It was more common, however for Pueblo peoples to attack others 

for having given up or for not joining to fight the Europeans. The 

Hopi town of Awatobi was destroyed by its neighbors in the early 18th 

century, reputedly because it harbored a Spanish church and its converts. 

Even where Europeans were not directly involved, native warfare was 

modified by new motives for making and breaking alliances and by new 

opportunities to settle old grudges, European economic activity, 

particulary trade, provided the major motivation. Since the Europeans 

valued a comparatively limited inventory of native possessions and goods, 

groups living in localities where these materials were available, or 

situated in areas where they could act as middlemen, were placed in an 

exceptionally good economic position. Other groups suddenly lost their 

positions in the economic and political systems and sought new solutions for 

regaining their old places. It was, of course, the regions most densely 

populated which had the least potential hunting resources for commercial 

exploitation. These regions were also unfortunate in that they seem to 

have been most vulnerable to the early spread of epidemic disease. 

CHAITGES IN ECOKCMIC BkSK ' 

The first big shift in economic relationships was presumably in large 

part a consequence of the l6th century Spanish entradas. The wealthier 
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aboriginal peoples living along the Mississippi River disappeared. 

Apparently such tribal groups as the Quapaw and Illinois drifted into 

this empty space. Archeological exploration has uncovered evidence of 

considerable north and south movement of goods, like native copper and 

Gulf shells, through this region as early as Hopewell times, roughly 

400 B.C.-A.D. 4-00. Yet in contact times the Illinois were known as slave 

traders and seem not to have been producers of, nor middlement for, any 

native goods other than pelts. The Mississippian artery may have assumed 

some of its older significance in contact times only when it became the 

pathway for French penetration and trade beginning in the last quarter of 

the 17th century. 

Influence of the Fur Trade 

In the first half of the 17th century the European fur trade shifted 

the focus of the aboriginal economy northward into Canada where the 

predominantly hunting groups assumed new significance, particularly as 

the supply of fur-bearing •animals was exhaust-d" to the south. 

The intense commercial exploitation of the country followed the 

original Spanish explorations by an interval of some fifty to one-

hundred years. All along the Atlantic coast the French, English, Dutch, 

and Swedish nationals began commercial enterprises which shortly led to 

the establishment of permanent settlements. In nearly all of the English 

colonies, the fur trade was an important part of the economy. It provided 

the early foundation for the economic development of the religious 
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colonies of New England. Somewhat later in time it supplemented the 

cultivation of tohacco in Virginia, The westward movement of Virginians 

and Carolinians was due mainly to trade in pelts and Indian slaves. As 

a consequence of these activities trade relations continually penetrated 

further into the interior following channels of communication established 

long beStore by vthê  native peoples • 

Cartier's brief visits in the first half of the l6th century did 

not result in permanent establishments. Beginning in the first half of 

the 17th century, French traders and missionaries began moving inland 

from the recently established permanent settlements along the major 

waterways of the Saint Lawrence and penetrated the Great Lakes. In the 

process the various Iroquoian-speaking peoples were involved, and their 

way of life transformed in various fashions. 

The French explored the country as far as Green Bay; by the middle 

of the century traders and missionaries had pushed on west from the 

Sault. By 1665, Nicolas Perrot, a coureur de bois, was in the country 

of the upper Mississippi and western Great Lakes where he was to spend 

some 36 years deeply involved in the affairs of the native people. In 

1660, Father Menard, a Jesuit missionary, wintered along the shore of 

Lake Superior at Keewenah Bay; a year later he disappeared somewhere 

along the Wisconsin River. In 1665, another Jesuit priest, Father Claude 

Jean Allouez, skirted the shores of Lake Superior and founded a mission 

among the Ottawa on Chequamegan Bay. 

The first extensive explorations of Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de 

La Salle, were in company with the adventurous Suipicians, Francois 
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Dollier de Casson and Rene de Brehant de Galinee. In 1669-70, they explored 

the lower Great Lakes in some detail and left the first accurate records 

of this part of the interior. There is some reason to believe that La 

Salle, parting company with the adventurers at the head of Lake Ontario, 

may have gone southwesterly as far as the mouth of the Ohio River. The 

first definitely recorded journey down the main Mississippi drainage was 

that of Louis Jolliet, an explorer and trader, and Father Jaques Marquette, 

a Jesuit missionary, in l673« 

The northern hunters increasingly became professional hunters and 

trappers in order to obtain metal pots, blankets and other woolens, axes 

and knives which made it easier to set steel traps and fashion shelters, 

and guns and powder for killing larger animals and for warfare. Native 

foodstuffs, tobacco, and nets were brought to them for some time by 

marginal horticulturists of the eastern Great Lakes and the region 

south of the St. Lawrence. 

The struggles of these predominantly horticultural groups to inter

cept the harvest of northern furs played a crucial role in relations 

between the French, Dutch, and English during Colonial times. The 

Hurons, Neutrals, and Erie were virtually annihilated by the Iroquois 

proper, who became a kind of military power whose raiding and fur-trading 

parties ranged far into the country about the headwaters of the Mississippi 

River. The Ottawa, on the other hand, held their position as native 

middlemen and were increasingly successful with the fading away of the 

Huron. 
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This combination of trading and fighting was responsible for a 

continual movement of peoples in and out of what is now Michigan, Wis

consin, Illinois, and Indiana. A major Wisconsin tribe, the Winnebago, 

first received European trade goods at Green Bay from the Huron, the 

Ottawa, and the Chippewa band known as the Nip is sing. When Jean Nicolet 

visited them in 163k in company with a Huron interpreter, he met 3000 

warriors; but within a few years this powerful tribe was almost destroyed 

by the usual combination of disease and military misfortune, including a 

catastrophic defeat at the hands of the Illinois. Some of the survivors 

joined the Menominee who had been a weak, tributary group. According to 

La Salle, the Illinois also fought the Osage, Chickasaw, and Quapaw, who 

lived to the south. Some of the Illinois moved into the region vacated 

by the Winnebago; there they joined such refugees from the Iroquois 

dispersal of the Huron, as the Sauk, Fox, Mascouten, Miami, Kickapoo, 

Ottawa, and Chippewa. As the region became over-populated some of these 

peoples drifted back to their homes when the Iroquois-proper became 

particularly involved in warring with the Susquehanna. 

The old aboriginal rationale behind these conflicts was not lost. 

The Winnebago were not destroyed in order to seize their territory. In

stead it was said that they viciously killed and ate five-hundred Illinois 

men who brought corn to save them from starvation one bad winter around 

the middle of the 17th century. Farther north when the Chippewa movement 

westward brought them into conflict with Dakota and Fox, the Dakota were 

driven out of some fine village sites not with the motive of taking their 



beaver meadows and wild rice lakes. This attack was organized by a 

grieving father whose three sons had been murdered, when, at different 

times, they had gone to trade peacefully with the Dakotas. 

Increased Dependence on European Trade 

The major impetus behind the troubles and movements of the Great 

Lakes region seems to have been the struggle to maintain access to now 

essential European goods in the face of exhaustion of hunting resources. 

However, the pressures of settlement on the east coast must have played 

an increasing role by narrowing the Indians' land and hunting base. When 

the Iroquois managed to disperse the Susquehanna with unsolicited aid 

from the Maryland settlers, the Susquehanna's old territory was settled 

by refugees. This was a little more than two generations after the initial 

exploration of the valley by a lieutenant of Champlain's. The Shawnees 

came from the south. A large contingent of the Tuscarora settled there 

under Iroquois protection after their severe defeat by Worth Carolina 

colonists, Delawares arrived after losing their homes in Pennsylvania, 

as did the Nanticokes of Maryland. As white settlements appeared near 

them these villages moved upstream. More and more these peoples with

drew into the Ohio country. Traders followed them; it is estimated that 

there were 300 in the Ohio region by the middle of the l8th century. 

Although the Indians learned what European encroachment meant in the loss 

of their hnnting grounds, villages, homes, and fields, they could not 

live without the European goods. Moving away from the frontier of settle

ment did not mean moving back to the old ways* 
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Commercial hunting and trapping was wasteful in the extreme. The 

destruction of sedentary animals, like the heaver, was extremely rapid. 

John Heckewelder, a Moravian missionary to the Indians of the Ohio 

country in the latter half of the 18th century, estimated that a hunter 

bagged about 100 deer in a season to supply himself with the necessary 

European goods. Little, if any, of the meat was used. 

In the general northeast-Great Lakes region two trends were 

evident which recur elsewhere in the fur trade, and in post-contact 

economic acculturation generally. In disseminating advantages, the 

fur trade produced unstable conditions through its unprecedented demands 

upon the native resources. Various groups benefited from it for periods 

of time, partly at the expense of others who thus were deprived. Due to 

a complex of factors, including disease, there was a chaotic rising and 

ebbing of the fortunes, power, and size of specific American Indian 

groups. Yet the sequence and character of the early fur trade is 

remarkably uniform all over the continent from the standpoint of the type 

of European goods which were offered and received with enthusiasm. 

Native copper had diffused widely over the continent from sources 

about Lake Superior, but aboriginal metal-working had remained at a 

simple level. The equipment and techniques for weaving also were relative

ly crude. Thus European textiles, metal, metal tools and implements were 

eagerly sought. Iron and steel knives, hoe blades, arrowpoints, axes, 

hatchets, needles, and awls were more durable than the native stone and 

bone equivalents, and in general were better tools. Iron and copper kettles 
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were more durable than native containers of pottery or other materials. 

Originally, textiles may have been accepted on the basis of novelty and 

prestige. Fur traders and explorers often gave the chiefs articles of 

clothing as insignia of ranko As European goods rapidly replaced every

day wearing apparel such as robes and blankets, certain fine native goods 

were placed in the category of precious heirlooms or ceremonial attire. 

Some other native crafts of this type were continued. The European 

economy, even today, has no material to match the special characteristics 

of buckskin. For a very long time the Indians continued to use heavy 

hides and heavy fur or hair robes, as well as native footgear. 

Beads were especially popular due to the considerable value and 

rarity of native forms. Shell beads together with the raw material for 

making them, were widely dispersed by aboriginal channels. These con

stituted a form of currency on both the east and west coasts and far 

into the interior. On the Atlantic coast the aboriginal "wampum" became 

an exchange medium for the colonists until it lost its value toward the 

last quarter of the 17th century. 

European metal tools improved or accelerated native ways of doing 

things, although the basic techniques were not fundamentally revised. 

Nevertheless, the native stone-working complex was replaced, and tools 

and weapons came from trade with the new, very different type of economy. 

This replacement was very rapid. At the time Jolliet and Marquette were 

beginning to explore the Mississippi River, the Indians in the vicinity 

of the Gulf of St. Lawrence "had abandoned all their own utensils." The 
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possibility of delineating this rapid technological change gives very 

great potential scientific value to the most meager or poorly documented 

archeological sites from this period throughout all the United States. 

It is more difficult to understand the native rationale behind the 

replacement of native weapons by European firearms. Starting with the 

arquebus, the firearms brought by the early traders or given to treaty 

partners would seem to have been as potentially dangerous for the user 

as for his foe, and a poor weapon indeed. Nevertheless, the Indians 

evidently felt that the possession of firearms gave them a considerable 

advantage over enemies who were not so armed. They fought with these 

poor weapons from the moment they appeared in the fur trade in an effort 

to obtain more of them or to block others from receiving them. Much 

precious ammunition was expended in an effort to keep open the access to 

more ammunition and to prevent rivals from reaching a supply. Of all of 

the early trade goods firearms were the most desired. Competition for 

them was very keen, although they could be used and kept in working order 

only if some close contact was maintained with the European source. As 

guns could usually be obtained only by selling furs and pelts or by 

looting, war and commerce became closely intertwined. Dependence upon 

the Europeans for these weapons was the basic ingredient for European 

enticement and control of their native partners. Guns always came to the 

fore wherever there was not a clear-cut, stable monopoly of trade or control 

on the European side. 

Liquor was also a crucial element in the competitive fur trade. 

Profits from its sale were enormous. There was a potentially limitless 
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demand and a tremendous value of the product per unit of bulk or 

weight, particularly when it was diluted for the customer's consumption. 

Some of the other elements brought by Europeans were virtually gifts 

from the standpoint of the degree to which they bound the Indians to the 

European economy. The horse, other domesticated animals, and crops could 

be maintained and would even flourish once their care or cultivation was 

established on a secure footing. This was, of course, the unique character

istic of the horse-nomad hunting adaptation to the Great Plains. Metal 

tools and European textiles were relatively durable, so that some amount 

or periods of independence from European trade could be more easily 

maintained. 

The growing economic dependence on the part of the natives was 

expressed in struggles for trade advantage and territory and by direct 

involvement in warfare sparked by European rivalry, often far in advance 

of the actual frontier. As the natives relied more heavily upon commercial 

hunting and trapping, the more rapidly were the fur-bearing animals 

destroyed. The consequences of this destruction for the native people 

depended upon the place of commercial hunting and trapping in their 

total economic life, the extent to which their old subsistence base had 

been disrupted or destroyed, and whether or not the people were now 

completely dependent upon European weapons and tools for continued existence. 

The meaning of these factors varied with the passage of time. Over the 

centuries the growing alienation of native holdings on the continent 

constricted the indigenous economic base. As a consequence the strength 
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of the surviving native communities had been drastically undermined when 

they found themselves in competition with the Europeans rather than to 

some extent incorporated into European economic life. 

In one regard the native economy retained considerable independence 

and continuity. Until well into the 19th century European economic activity 

was not a significant source of foodstuffs; in fact it was scarcely a 

direct source at all. The native people had to continue .to support theis-. 

selves while they hunted, trapped, and traded furs. Because native food

stuffs were needed by explorers and traders, they continued to function as 

trade goods. Various forms of maize, especially cornmeal and dried, 

pulverized, smoked and preserved meat and fish were extremely nutritious 

for their bulk and weight. Unlike the emergency rations of today some of 

these, as pemmican and the pounded salmon of the Columbia River, were 

delicious. Some aboriginal containers of basketry and hide, native 

cordage, and types of craft continued to be important throughout the fur 

trade. 

Native horticulturists supplied the major subsistence base for 

European penetration and activity beginning in the 16th century and 

continuing almost throughout the duration of the fur trade in the continental 

United States. They also provided the initial base for settlements and 

the basic techniques or crops which made it possible for these settlements 

to grow, although after early hard times native food was not purchased by 

the settlers. 

Ancient horticultural techniques were not fundamentally changed by 

the introduction of hoes and axes. Trade with Europeans occupied a 
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position ancillary to the old organization of subsistence activities, 

The surplus from native production was simply converted into European 

weapons, tools, implements, textiles, ornaments, and cooking pots. The 

seasonal rhythm of horticultural work parties and the widespread sexual 

division of labor in which women gardened and processed the food made it 

possible for the men to hunt, trap, trade, or virtually become professional 

warriors without severely disrupting the cultivation of corn, beans, 

squash, and pumpkins. 

During the l8th century in what is now the southeastern United States 

there seems to have been a period of cultural equilibrium for the people, 

although many attributes of the old social order were surely gone. The 

fur trade followed a later and less frenzied course in this region. A 

century after beaver had disappeared from the territory of the Iroquois 

proper, animals whose furs or skins were valued by the Europeans were still 

quite common in the area which is now Alabama and Georgia. Here the Creeks 

had the sale of alcohol well under control, although 100 years before that 

time, the Delawares had begun "drinking up their land." New crops such as 

rice and potatoes were being added to the old inventory of plants. There 

were fine horses and herds of cattle in possession of the Yamasee, Hitchiti, 

and Muskogee, who, moving into Florida after the destruction of the 

Spanish missions, came to be known as the Seminoles. The Choctaw wove 

cloth from the cotton which they had learned to grow from Europeans. Early 

in the l8th century the Natchez had so many chickens that the French demanded 

them as tribute along with corn. 
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The European plantation economy developed precisely in the region 

where native horticulture had been most successful. This meant that 

indigenous peoples were forced from the region by European action. On the 

other hand, in the Southwest native horticulture has survived with remarkable 

continuity in those parts which were inhospitable to large-scale agricul

ture, European small farming, or even pastoralism. Puebloan life still 

presents the picture of the essentially indigenous system incorporating 

many European elements and improvements. Village horticultural life was 

greatly disrupted by disease, refugee peoples, and encroachment by the 

whites; yet in the upper Missouri drainage this way of life continued 

until it was obliterated by governmental action during the reservation 

period. 

The Effect of the Introduction of the Horse 

It was in the Missouri drainage and on the Great Plains that the last 

Important native cultural development took place: the rise of a system 

of nomadic bison hunting carried out on horseback. This final economic 

shift resulted from contact with the Europeans but not from direct contact. 

The horse came as a sort of gift from the Europeans. It was self-reproducing 

and with some care could be encouraged to increase. Once the techniques 

were mastered, the new animal could be counted on as a reliable beast of 

burden for riding or packing. Starting in the Spanish Southwest sometime 

in the first half of the 17th century, the animal passed from group to 

group and spread northward to peoples who as yet knew little of the 

Europeans and their ways. 
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The simpler hunting peoples gained the most benefit from the 

introduction of the horse, just as they had from the fur trade. The 

range of their hunting activities was extended. When large game was 

available, it was possible to carry back to camp greater amounts of food. 

The horse itself could be eaten. Greater mobility and extended range 

inula ax urab̂ r increased trade connections and raiding activities. Thus to 

all the non-sedentary peoples the domesticated horse was tremendously 

important. Once discovered, it was never again lost. 

The Athapascan-speaking peoples of the Southwest early served as 

major agents in the dispersal of the horse to peoples farther north. The 

Apache and the Navaho both raided the Spanish settlements for their stock. 

They were sometimes aided by the peoples of the Pueblos. Spanish slave-

raiding of the Athapaskans and cruel mistreatment of the Pueblos created 

an intense mutual hatred for the Spaniards which broke down many old 

barriers between people of the region. Puebloans fled to live with the 

Apachean groups in order to escape Spanish reprisals, particularly during 

the period of the Pueblo revolt of 1680 which drove the Spaniards from the 

country for 12 years. As early as the 1630*s Spanish slave-raiding had 

brought tha Shoshonean-speaking Ute into the horse-using orbit. The 

horse spread rapidly along the mountains fringing the Great Basin and the 

Plateau. The Shoshoni of present-day Idaho were familiar with the 

animal by the opening of the 18th century. The Snake and Blackfoot to 

the north were using saddle and pack horses not later than the middle of 

the same century. Alnng the eastern edge of the mountains the Comanche 
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were raiding south from present-day Colorado into New Mexico for horses 

at the close of the 17th century. Before this time La Salle and his 

men had met with horses among the Caddo proper along the rivers of eastern 

Texas. In 1719* Claude Charles Du Tisne reports horses in considerable 

numbers among the Wichita. Shortly thereafter Etienne Veniard, Sieur de 

Bourgmont found that the peoples about the confluence of the Kansas and 

Missouri Rivers had horse herds. The rapidity of this northward spread 

can be judged from the journals of Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de 

la Verendrye and his sons. When La Verendrye visited the Mandan Villages 

near the confluence of the Knife and the Missouri Rivers in 1738* he 

found no horses. In 1742, however, La Verendrye's son obtained two horses 

from the Mandan. 

The way of life of the horticultural peoples along the rivers of 

the eastern plains was considerably modified by this new animal. Even the 

conservative Pawnee and Arikara now spent more time hunting bison. The 

Wichita and Kansa became virtually semi-nomadic. Others were completely 

transformed into nomadic mounted bison hunters. Typical of these latter 

were the Cheyenne who, as late as the middle of the l8th century, were 

living in earth-lodge villages and gardening along the Sheyenne River of 

the Red River drainage of eastern Worth Dakota. Within a period of some 

fifty years these people moved <• soiUihwestward to the Arikara villages at 

the confluence of the Grand and Missouri Rivers where they continued to 

garden for a few years. They then left the horticultural way of life 

behind, moved on westward to the Black Hills, and thence out onto the 
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Plains where, drifting southward, they "became one of the important nomadic 

hunting groups of the 19th century. The wide-ranging Dakota hands of 

hunters and marginal horticulturists moved from the woods and prairies of 

southern and central Minnesota following much the same path as the 

Cheyenne. They, too, became important Plains bison hunters. Along the 

eastern fringe of the Rockies other groups expanded their range of hunt

ing and changed their way of life with the advent of the horse. The Crow, 

breaking from the riverine Hidatsa some time before, took the horse and 

moved southward away from the Missouri and the Yellowstone to become 

important bison-hinting Indians of southern Montana and Wyoming. On their 

south the Algonqu3&i«speaking Arapaho followed suit. In a similar fashion 

the Kiowa moved rapidly-south from eastern Montana past the Black Hills 

and on into the western reaches of the southern plains. 

These changes took place rapidly. The adoption of the horse, the 

various modifications which followed, and the final appearance of a full-

Hedged mounted bison-hunting existence took less than two generations in 

some cases; in no case was more than a century and a half involved. In 

the Southwest, the adoption of other domesticated animals followed shortly 

after the horse. The Navaho with their flocks of sheep became a pastoral 

people who added the weaving of woolens and silversmithing to the indigenous 

skills. 

On the Great Plains, however, true pastoralism never developed. 

The pattern of mounted bison hunting which came into being can be briefly 

summarized. Typically, a tribe of bison hunters consisted of some 
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thousands of peoples speaking a single language and considering themselves 

to be related. There might often be closely affiliated or semi-attached 

groups of different languages and tribal identity. On the other hand, 

closely related groups, such as the Dakota and the Assiniboin, might 

be bitter enemies and constitute different tribes. The really permanent 

unit on all of the Plains was the band with its constituent encampments. 

The typical community was a small encampment of a few hundred people with 

their associated horse herds. During the summer this encampment moved 

from spot to spot about the plains in search of bison. When another such 

group was nearby there was generally either visiting, trading, horse-raiding, 

or warfare. Trading with settled villages for horticultural foodstuffs 

was also frepjaent'.- In good weather, related encampments sometimes gathered 

lata great bands, or tribal groupings, composed of thousands of people. 

Generally this was done for religious ceremonies. Aside from hunting, the 

main concern of the men was warfare and raiding. Success in life was 

measured in terms of these activities, although prestige also accrued to 

skilled healers and to those who had special access to supernatural powers. 

Individual autonomy was the rule in matters of political control. 

The decisions of a chief and council of elders held for the mass of the 

people only insofar as these were in keeping with the desires of the 

various family groups or subsidiary bands. Even the composition of the 

tribe, or of any band, was fluid and changed readily from year to year 

according to the fortunes of the constituent members. 
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The population growth of these mounted hunters must have been 

considerable from about the 17th to the middle of the 19th century. The 

details still await scientific investigation, but it .is clear that all 

of these groups expanded their territory and their actual numbers at the 

very time when the sedentary villages were dwindling away. There is no 

doubt that the growth of such groups as the Dakota and the Comanche was 

confined to the contact period and that it was the direct result of the 

introduction of new cultural elements from Europe. Thus it is possible 

to say that the Europeans themselves brought about the conditions which 

made possible the Indian Wars of the second half of the 19th century. 

The associated expansion of the fur trade and the consequent dis

integration of the ancient villages of the horticultural peoples along 

the rivers of the eastern fringes of the Plains were intertwined with this 

whole process. Once the Mississippi had been traversed, at the end of the 

17th century, the French fur trade was immediately extended up the tributary 

streams to the west. For the next century the Missouri River was the scene 

of a whole series of sequential contacts between hitherto unknown native 

groups and the French commercial representatives. 

IBFLUENCE OF CCHTACT OH IHDIAHS OF TEE WEST 

The French penetration of the remoter parts of the Missouri came as 

an extension of their establishment along the whole length of the 

Mississippi Valley. In addition, during the first half of the l8th 

century, the expeditions of the La Verendryes headed southwest from the 

Rainy Lake country of Canada and came to the large fortified earth-lodge 
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The papulation growth of these mounted hunters must have been 

considerable from about the 17th to the middle of the 19th century. The 

details still await scientific investigation, but it .is clear that all 

of these groups expanded their territory and their actual numbers at the 

very time when the sedentary villages were dwindling away. There is no 

doubt that the growth of such groups as the Dakota and the Comanche was 

confined to the contact period and that it was the direct result of the 

introduction of new cultural elements from Europe. Thus it is possible 

to say that the Europeans themselves brought about the conditions which 

made possible the Indian Wars of the second half of the 19th century. 

The associated expansion of the fur trade and the consequent dis

integration of the ancient villages of the horticultural peoples along 

the rivers of the eastern fringes of the Plains were intertwined with this 

whole process. Once the Mississippi had been traversed, at the end of the 

17th century, the French fur trade was immediately extended up the tributary 

fltreams to the west. For the next century the Missouri River was the scene 

of a whole series of sequential contacts between hitherto unknown native 

groups and the French commercial representatives. 

INFLUENCE OF CCOT&CT OH INDIANS OF THE WEST 

The French penetration of the remoter parts of the Missouri came as 

an extension of their establishment along the whole length of the 

Mississippi Valley. In addition, during the first half of the loth 

century, the expeditions of the La Verendryes headed southwest from the 

Rainy Lake country of Canada and came to the large fortified earth-lodge 
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villages of the Mandan in what is now Worth Dakota. From Mississippi 

centers the voyageurs and their associates had long traveled among the 

settled peoples along the Missouri. The Europeans had come to stay, and 

the settlements of the unfortunate village peoples served as a convenient 

base of operation for French commercial exploitation. When the nomadic 

hunting groups entered the fur trade, they generally met with the Europeans 

at a convenient earth-lodge village of horticulturists. 

These villagers felt the new influences in sequential waves moving 

up the Missouri River drainage. As early as the late 17th century the 

Osage in western Kansas were involved in the fur trade. The Omaha and 

the Ponca, who lived further up the river, were soon drawn in, as were 

the Pawnee some distance to the west on the tributaries of the Platte 

and Republican- Rivers in present-day Nebraska. It was not long before 

fur trappers had reached the various bands of Arikara scattered along the 

Missouri in a multitude of small earth-lodge villages throughout southern 

and central South Dakota. De Bourgmont gave his official reports of these 

people as early as the spring of ±"Jlh, Within the next few decades the 

majority of the peoples of the central and southern Plains saw French 

nationals. It was not long before Spanish representatives on a more 

military footing saw many of the same peoples. During the first decade 

of the 18th century Juan de Ulibarri headed north and east out of New 

Mexico and finally reached the banks of a large stream, which sounds much 

like the Republican River of southern Nebraska. Here they met with 

defeat at the hands of groups of Pawnee who were far- to the west of their 

regular villages, probably on a/large-scale bison hunt. Some Pawnee allies 
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in the engagement vere French nationals in the garb of voyogeurs. 

Large-scale commercial contact on the middle Missouri did not 

come until the last quarter of the lSth century. By then, the people 

had a"ready undergone a considerable metamorphosis. At the beginning 

of the century many populous iiandan and Arikere, earth-lodge villages 

cere scattered along the river from the northern border of Hebraslia to 

tie confluence of one heart and Missouri .Rivers in central Jlorth 

Dakota. During the century the number of villages dwindled. The 

constituent populations must have been decimated by the newly introduced 

diseases. Warfare increased. intensive fortifications surrounded all 

villages, more and. more groups of peoples moved onto the Plains to 

become nomadic mounted hunters as the horse became more readily 

.'vrilable. 

By the end of the l8th century with, the firm reestablisliment of 

commercial contacts the native horticultural groups along the Upper 

Missouri had become miserable remnant populations. From strong commun

ities of thousands they vere reduced to broken villages of hundreds 

mid finally to more negligible anachronisms in tne face of the great 

tribes of nomadic hunters. 

To the north in Canada the bnglish moved into the arena with such 

Ccttcrcial organizations as the hudson's Bay Company and the Northwest 

Company. The./ are reported to have been as for south as tnc Des Moines 

l.Iver in tire early 1700's and hy the end of the century to have made 

close contact with the Iiandan. Their main interest seems to have been 
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the various hunting groups, Around the beginning of the 19th century, 

the Blackfoot mid. ihlataead had their first direct contact with repre

sentatives of these companies, such as the younger Alexander Henry. 

nevertheless, European cultural elements had been flowing to these 

i.unting groups for many years. The horse, iron weapons, and other 

items from the Spanish holdings in the Southwest had not only diffused 

out onto the Plains, but also had spread along their westerly face 

of the mountains and out across the Columbian Plateau. At the moment 

of first official contact the peoples about such places as the Dalles 

of the Columbia River were already familiar with European artifacts 

nnd the horse. In 1792, Lieutenant Broughton of the Vancouver expedi

tion found that the lower Chinook near present-day Portland had trade 

items which they said came from the interior; probably these were from 

Canadian sources. 

This was the pattern along the whole Pacific littoral from 

Trinidad Bay northward; at almost every place the Europeans found iron 

in the possession of the native people at the time of their initial 

.'icordcd intercourse with them. Some of this was from drift wreckage. 

Russian activity in the north, the fur trade of the interior, and even 

tse Spanish settlements in the Southwest were all possible sources or 

this metal. 

iiany familiar effects of contact were found in. this region. The 

Initial Spanish explorations brought small pox. In the logo's -he 

people of the Lower Columbia and part of the Oregon coast were 
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destroyed by malaria, which was carried by trappers to the interior 

volley of California where few Indians survived. The fur trade ran an 

exuberant, rapid course as it did in other areas, however, its effect 

on native peoples was different. The sea-otter trade rewarded the 

,'jroups who had been well-situated aboriginally rather than those who 

had not been. Slavery, slave trading, and raiding for slaves was greatly 

Increased. This was a continent-wide trend, but it was most extreme on 

t.he Pacific littoral, even though no European market for native slaves 

•as involved. Indigenous warfare was expanded and, if anything, became 

more deadly due to firearms, although here Europeans did noc directly 

participate. The people in the Puget Sound and Straits region suffered 

increasingly in the 19th century as the establishment of Hudson's Bay 

cempapy posts drc.: powerful northern raiders south more frequently. Yet 

the familiar ability/ to coordinate military action on a limited basis 

nupeared. toast Salish villages on 120 miles of coastline managed more 

firm once in the logo's to stop fighting among themselves long enough 

to send northward retaliatory armadas. These actions were typical in 

Ucvt their results were inconclusive. One group of their enemies was 

1.0 decimated that it lost its independent existence; the Coast Salish, 

however, lost their northerrmiost village site. At the same time, on 

the Eorthwest Coast, generally, the people who happened to survive on 

the frontiers of the region have displayed a great capacity for 

adapting to the new economic life. 
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SUMMABY AMD COilCLUSIOIT 

American Indians today form an important part of our nation's 

population. This study lias reviewed some of the characteristics of their 

'ay of life at the time of their first contact v/itb. Europeans. It has 

tried to convey some idea of how the Indians looked to the newcomers and, 

oven more importantly, how the Europeans appeared to them. The study 

deals with the iiistorical rooxs out of which these people came and 

Indicates the nays in uhich they transformed themselves, particularly 

Lhc earliest steps by which they became on important part of our national 

heritage. 

Europeans began to penetrate North America in tiie l6th century, 

i'irst as explorers and fortune-seekers, later as traders, clerics, 

travelers, and colonists, Everywhere they met a native population in 

possession of well-developed, distinctive customs and beliefs. This 

population was sparse and scattered by modern standards yet it lived 

in traditional cOBraunltics: towns, villo.gcs, or small bands. These 

Groupings had a characteristic social and political order which grew out 

of beliefs concerning human relations and which was strongly bolstered 

by ideas regarding supernatural forces. 

Among all of these peoples hunting was an iiaportant activity for 

the men. In addition hoe-forming, usually in the hands of the women, 

\/as basic to life from the Atlantic Coast for west into the river bottoms 

of the Great Plains end the Southwest. 
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of Christian ritual and helief were incorporated into the rich, complex 

American Indian religions which seemed receptive already to diverse 

i lenient s. 

Depopulation meant a loss of cultural elements and vitality, and a 

lowering of the survivors' morale. Conflict was intensified as the 

.shattered remnants oi: groups recombincd to assure continuing existence. 

The typical absence of strong monolithic authority, religious or 

secular, was a factor in early contact times which opened the way for 

factionalism and feuding. 

Participation in the fur trade transformed native economic life. 

."oropean metal goods replaced stone equivalents, textiles as well as 

cools and firearms -.ere sought, and many old crafts began to disappear, 

"ell-being was dependent upon the European market. The people came to 

work predominantly as producers of furs, hides, and of 'their own subsist

ence. This dependence along with the devastation of hunting resources 

ruled out the possibility of the relict survival of predominantly 

hunting groups in the territory of the United States. 

'fne horticultural way of life was not shattered nor 'modified to 

•this extent, however. In the southwestern United States some ancient 

coiomunities nave maintained their social and cultural integrity and a 

continuity of residence up to the present day, oo a remarkable degree. 

Alongside of them lias flourished one of the remarkable new cultural 

adaptations, ftavaho pastoral!sen Elsewhere the old life has survived. 

principally in the attitudes, values, and pez-spectives of a dwindling 
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number of persons. One purpose in presenting this segment of our 

national history has been to show how it came about that in some ways 

these people arc lihe the oilier people in our land to&a;,, and yet in 

other regards they ere very different. The sites noted here which are 

of historic value to the contact period can thus be seen to commemorate 

the beginning of the process by which these people and their history 

nave become a vital port of our national heritage. 
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II 

3URVLY OF LMPORT/MU SEE3B 

bites illustrating the life ox" the Indians at the time of their 

contact vrith Uuropeaas ere 7-rith a fex.' exceptions arcneological, ox-

depend on areheological research fox their validation. Fox- this reason 

iiany important sites either have not yet been found or cannot he demon

strated adequately. In addition, the attrition ox' years and the 

progressive industrialization and urbanization of the countryside have 

destroyed many sites. This malces evident the great value of those feu-

sites vhich are of outstanding value for the current theme. 

The present study, by definition, covers a lax-ge span of tine, 

i'rom the first explorations of the mainland at the opening of tne l6th 

century to the establishment of v/idespread European settlement by the 

opening quarter of the 19th century, finny different peoples are 

involved. On the European side \;e must consider all of the major 

nations involved in the occupation of the Forth American continent, 

bpain, Fx-ance, and England; and these must be considered net so much 

from their cp.ra history as from the vie-point of their relation to the 

Indians. In addition, the relationships of the Indian groups to each 

other must be considered, especially rs this affected their relations 

;dth the Europeans. 

It can thus be surmised that the physical nature of the sites will 

very considerably. There are in the first piece purely archcological 
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remains of native communities changed "by contact with European culture 

elements. Ixx 'the second place there are niiropcan establishments which 

have in association. with them native works, reflecting an important 

immediate effect on native life. In the latter case there are sometimes 

buildings as well as more subtle arckeologicsl remains. Finally, there 

remain xxative coruaunities, especially in the boutliwest, which have sur

vived the whole process and still today continue in maxiy of the old ways 

of life. In effect these coivxtaiuiities arc living examples of the process 

illustrated by this theme, and in some ways can be considered as our 

most valuable sites. At tixe sane time many of the sites must be shared 

with other themes, both historic axxd prehistoric. In this case tixe 

importance of the sites froiv. the point of view of each of the themes 

must be considered, ft the same time, of course, such sites gain 

importance because of their broad ixiterest. 

The sites have a wide distribution geographically, and most sections 

of tixe country ere represented in one tray or another. There are soxue 

surprising weak spots, however. Hew Ungland was the scene of many 

important early contacts, yet it offers few sites. The same is true to 

o. lesser degree for the entire .Atlantic Coast. It is especially dis

appointing that there are no good sites identified with the entrada 

of l)e boto, comparable to Southwestern and Plains sites dating from 

Coronado's contemporaneous expeditions, bites along the Mississippi 

xiiver and its eastern affluents are rare, more sites might be expected 

from the Great Lakes region. The Plains region is relatively well 
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represented, as is the Southwest with its living monuments, but there 

are few sites in the transaontane '..est except for the Coastal regions. 

There should be more sites connected with the trip of Lewis anc? Clark 

and the subsequent American fur trade, no doubt. 

Kiev sites arc frequently being identified in widely scattered areas, 

however, and thus the list will grow with the passage of /ears. All 

scholarly sources have not been tapped nor have all local resources "been 

explored. It can be expected,furthermore, that sites may be brought 

into focus at a later date which are nor 'aiov.ni but which have been 

overlochsd in this initial examination. 
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SITES OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

APALACHICOLA FORT (l RU 101), ALABAMA 

Location: Russell County, near Holy Trinity on the west bank of 
the Chattahoochee River. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: Over much of the southeast the story of European-
Indian contact is also the story of the struggle between Spain, 
France, and England for control of the area. Fort Apalachicola, 
the northernmost Spanish outpost on the Chattahoochee River, was 
built by the Spanish in 1690 to prevent the English from gaining 
a foothold among the Lower Creeks. 

Beginning in 1675 Spanish missionaries made several unsuccessful 
attempts to work among the Creeks on the Chattahoochee. When the 
Creeks rejected these missionaries and accepted English traders, 
the Spanish retaliated with punitive raids. Despite the burning 
of several Lower Creek towns and the construction of Fort 
Apalachicola in the heart of Creek territory, the Spaniards failed 
to gain control of these Indians. The Lower Creeks moved many of 
their towns to the Ocmulgee and Oconee Rivers in present-day 
Georgia, so they would be nearer the English. Early in the 18th 
century, these Indians, with English aid and leadership, destroyed 
many of the Spanish missions among the Apalachee and seriously 
threatened St. Augustine. 

Historical sources indicate that the palisade of Fort Apalachicola 
was rectangular, roughly 6l feet by 53 feet, and had corner bastions. 
It was constructed of wattle and daub reinforced by an exterior 
half-wall of clay. A moat surrounded the palisade; this in turn 
was surrounded by an earth embankment. In I69I, after being 
occupied for only a year, the fort was abandoned and destroyed by 
the Spanish because of the English threat. 

Limited archeological excavations at the site, conducted by the 
Smithsonian Institution and the University of Alabama, have un
covered evidence of the structure which is in agreement with 
historical records. Artifacts include majolica sherds and olive 
jar fragments which are Spanish in origin and which are from 
periods overlapping the period of occupation of Fort Apalachicola. 
The Indian pottery is that generally found on Creek sites of this 
period, such as Palachocolas Town and Ocmulgee Old Fields. 
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Present Status: The site is so well preserved that the line of the 
moat is clearly visible. It is privately owned and is used as a 
pasture. When the Walter F. George reservoir fills, the site will 
be on its margins. 
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AWATOVI, ARIZONA 

Location: Navajo County, about 8 miles south of Keams Canyon 
on the southern tip of Antelope Mesa 

Ownership: Hopi Indians 

Significance: On July 15, 1540, one week after the capture of 
Hawikuh, Coronado dispatched Pedro de Tovar to investigate Tusayan, 
like Cibola a kingdom of seven cities. Tovar's expedition reached 
Tusayan later that month and thus became the first Europeans to 
visit the Hopi pueblos. Awatovi, one of the largest and most 
important of these, had then been in existence for about 450 years. 
Archeological evidence indicates that the pueblo was founded about 
1200, in middle Pueblo III. 

At Awatovi, the first pueblo reached by the Spanish, there was a 
skirmish; but the pueblo's inhabitants quickly sued for peace 
and offered presents of cloth, skins, turquoises, and maize. 
Kawaioku did not capitulate so readily, and the pueblo was sacked 
and partially destroyed. The five remaining pueblos then offered 
fealty to the King of Spain. After visiting these villages Tovar 
returned to Hawikuh and reported to Coronado what the Hopis had 
told him of a great river to the west where giants lived. Coronado 
immediately sent out a party under Garcia Lopez de Cardenas to 
locate the river. Cardenas went first to Tusayan where be was 
well received and given supplies and guides. He then went on to 
the Colorado River. 

Until 1583, and the arrival of an expedition led by Antonio de 
Espejo, the Hopi were not visited again by the Spanish. Espejo 
spent several days visiting the Hopi towns before turning south
west to the Verde Valley. 

In 1598* Don Juan de Onate arrived at Tusayan and found the Hopis 
ready to give formal submission to the King of Spain. He visited 
the villages again in 1604, and Captain Geronimo Marquez visited 
them in l6l4. It is unlikely that these six brief visits could 
have had any real influence on Hopi culture. However, this situation 
soon changed. 

In 1628, the Hopi were visited by a missionary, and the next year 
the Spanish mission program really began. Fray Estevan de Perea 
brought four Franciscans to serve among the Hopis. One of the 
priests, Francisco Porras, played an important part in the con
version of many of the 900 residents of Awatovi. A mission, given 
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the name of San Bernardino, was begun. When Porras died in 1633* 
it was thought that native ceremonial leaders resentful of 
Porras' successes among their people had poisoned him. 

Fray Alonso de Posado is known to have been at Awatovi from 
1653 to l655; Fray Jacinto de Mompean, about 1662; and Fray Jose 
de Espeleto, in 1663 and 1672. Fray Jose de Figueroa was at 
Awatovi from 167k until the opening of the Pueblo Rebellion of 
1680, when he was killed. Awatovi thus had been under the tutel
age of the Franciscans for 50 years; however, during this period 
the Hopi had no direct contact with Spanish settlements and 
little with the military. 

Although the Hopi expected reprisals for their part in the 
Rebellion, there were none. When Diego de Vargas arrived at 
the villages in 1692, the Hopi swore allegiance to Spain, and 
Vargas departed without incident. 

In 1699> the Christian faction among the Hopis, probably inhabit
ants of Awatovi, sent a delegation to Santa Fe asking for mission
aries and offering to rebuild their mission. In response, three 
missionaries made a brief visit to Awatovi. They reported that 
the Hopis were generally hostile and would not listen to them, 
but they also recommended that a garrison be posted at Awatovi 
to protect the Christian Indians of that pueblo from other Hopis. 
Shortly after, Fray Juan de Garaycoechea went to Awatovi. He 
was well received and was even able to baptize 73 children; how
ever, he was talked out of visiting the other villages. Awatovi's 
reception of Garaycoechea marked its doom. Feeling against the 
village arose among the other Hopis and, near the end of 1700, 
the pueblo was sacked and destroyed. All the men were killed, 
and the women and children were distributed among the other 
villages. The pueblo was never reoccupied. 

Excavation of the site by Dr. J. 0. Brew uncovered much of the 
sandstone pueblo and three churches. A large amount of aborig
inal material—pottery, stone and bone artifacts, etc—was 
uncovered; but only a very few fragments of porcelain, metal, or 
other Spanish materials were found. 

Present Status; Parts of the pueblo ruin and of the friary 
associated with the second church are still in fair condition; 
but little remains of the three church structures. 
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HMO, ARIZONA 

Location: Navajo County, north of Walpi and Sichomovi on F i r s t Mesa, 

Hopi V i l l ages . 

ownership :;• Hopi .Tribal CouilQil"-

Significance: Hano Pueblo, or Tewa as i t sometimes i s known, was founded 

Just a f t e r the minor pueblo r ebe l l ion of 1696 by a group of Tewa-speaking 

Indians. The ancestors of these people were l i v i n g in the pueblos of 

i 

I iiun Cristobal and San Lazaro, in the Galisteo Basin south of Santa Fe, 

New Mexico, when the Spaniards first entered the Southwest. During the 

period of the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680-92, they moved north between Santa 

Cruz and Chimayo, and established new pueblos among the Tewas of this 

region. In 169^ the Indians were evicted from one of the new pueblos by 

Governor Diego de Vargas to make room for colonists, and crowded into the 

pueblo of their relatives. Two years later these Indians rebelled, burned 

the church, killed two missionaries, and abandoned their pueblo (called 

Tsanwari). They fled west to join the Hopis, as had other Rio Grande groups 

during the earlier rebellion. 

The Hopi Indians at Walpi invited the Tewas to settle a short distance 

to the north, at the head of the trail leading from the mesa, to help 

protect Walpi from Ute inroads. By the middle 1700's, other Pueblo Indians 

who sought refuge among the Hopis had returned to New Mexico. The Jemez 

people joined their kinfolk at Jemez Pueblo, and the Tiwa group at Payupki 

Pueblo on Second Mesa returned to their homeland in the Albuquerque area 

to refound Sandia Pueblo. The Tewas at Hano remained, however. They have 
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retained their language and ceremonies to this day, although their kivas 

•re Hopi in style. Close contact with the Hopis has modified the Tewa 

•ocial organization through the adoption of a kinship system of clans based 

on descent through the mother. 

present status: In the 1770's, Hano was reported to be a plaza-type masonry 

pueblo, a form it still retains, with a population of 110 families. In the 

1890's, at which time about 160 inhabitants were recorded, these Tewas 

revived the old style Hopi pottery of the l660's, primarily due to the 

•fforts of one potter, Nampeyo. Today the pueblo is a major producer of 

pottery and has a population over 300. Hano is the only pueblo remaining 

that exemplified the population shifts of the late l600's. 
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MENARD, WALLACE, AND RELATED SITES 
ARKANSAS 

Location: Left bank of Arkansas River below Arkansas Post State Park, 

Arkansas, and about 5 miles (air line) distant. Section 2303, 

T8S, R2W, and adjoining areas. 

Ownership; Privately owed. 

Significance; The site is important as the site of an early Indian 

village, probably of the Quapav Indians, which provides evidence of 

contact with Europeans at an early date; and as the possible site of the 

trading post constructed in 1686 by Henri de Tonti. 

This is an extensive multi-component site with some: .increments of a 

relatively late date and native burials with associated European trade 

goods. It has been investigated by Edward Palmer under Cyrus Thomas's 

nominal direction in the l880's; C. B. Moore in the early lQ00's; various 

commercial relic hunters; and latterly by Philip Phillips in the 19^0's, 

Preston Holder in the late 1950's, and Robert S. Neitzel and James B, Ford 

a year or so later. There is no dearth of archeological data concerning 

the components at the site. 

It has been shown that almost every elevated knoll along the 3-iaile 

extent of the southeastern edge of Little Prairie, where the Menard and 

related sites are situated, gives some evidence of Indian occupation, 

ranging in date from the Early Baytown archeological period (ca. 300 B.C.) 

down to the contact period. Only at the Menard and Wallace sites, however, 

are pottery and other material of the contact period found in concentration, 

leading to the conclusion that one of these is the site of the former 
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populous village of Osotouay, of the Quapaw, where the first Arkansas 

Post was established by Tonti, The physiographic evidence suggests that 

it was more likely the Menard site (the Arkansas River then having its 

channel in today's Menard Bayou), the Wallace site having been occupied 

perhaps a century earlier. 

Continuing archeological work has failed, unfortunately, to provide 

conclusive proof that the Tonti post was located at the Menard or any 

other specific place. Ford has given an elaborate statement of the 

logical and other arguments favoring the Menard sites, but concluded 

somewhat equivocally: 

Can the location of the village of Osotouy where Jean 
Couture and his companions built the log cabin which served as 
the first bid of France for mid-continental dominion be 
considered as solved? The archeological and historical jury 
must decide, but this advocate pleads in the affirmative. 

Present Status: The area is now mixed pastureland, orchard, cultivated 

acreage, and woodland. In arrangement the Menard site is a typical 

ceremonial center of the Late Mississippian type. The principal temples 

or ceremonial buildings were located on large mounds—one of them today 

35 feet high—with the dwellings of important citizens of the town 

identifiable by remaining small mounds, arranged around the borders of a 

large adjacent court or plaza. In general appearance the Wallace site is 

similar. 
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GIANT EFFIGIES, CALIFORNIA 

Location: Riverside County, l6 miles north of Blythe and -| mile west 

of U.S. Highway 95. 

Ownership: U.S. Government; lands withdrawn for National Monument purposes 

"by Executive Order 6212, dated July 25, 1933. 

significance: Giant Effigies are extraordinary symbolic figures constructed 

on the desert floor by careful arrangements of glazed pebbles. Dr. Arthur 

Woodward, former Curator of History and Anthropology of the Los Angeles 

Museum, described them as "gigantic intaglio pictographs." It is believed 

that they were made by Yuman-speaking Indians although, at the time of their 

iiodern discovery from the air in 1931> Colorado River Indians disclaimed 

any knowledge whatever of them. On the basis of the condition of the 

desert "varnish" on the rocks, the figures are thought to be 200 or more 

years old. If the quadruped figures represent horses, the work must date 

lubsequent to the entry of Spaniards into the area, about 15^0. The effigies 

jny have served in some fashion as shrines to the memory of Ha-ak and her 

destroyer, Elder Brother, as depicted in Yuman mythology. 

Giant Effigies includes three main groups in the described location; 

ftther smaller figures and groups have been seen in more remote areas but, 

apparently, not carefully studied. Site No. 1 contains three figures, a 

Buman.-.-f igure^measuring-:abput, 9k.feet by 6j.feet; a.quadruped, presumed, to 

Ik a horse, and a coiled snake. Site No. 2, with a single human figure is 

|ij miles west of Site No. 1. Site No. 3, just south of Site No. 2, includes 

m human figure measuring 170 feet by 158 feet, a quadruped 53 feet by hk 

Beet, presumably a horse, and an apparent trace of a coiled snake now 

Bbllterated. 
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Present Status: Giant Effigies was marked as California State Historical 

Landmark Wo. 101 in the 1930's, with the result that attention was attracted 

to the area and vandalism along with incidental wear-and-tear from hikers 

and picnickers produced a serious deterioration by the 1950's. The Highway 

Department covered the bronze marker with plaster as a protective measure, 

until a high-school group from Blythe, supported by the Blythe Chamber of 

Commerce and the Desert Protective Council, carried out restorative and 

protective measures in 1957. Student volunteer workers returned the 

scattered pebbles to the original lines, which were readily distinguishable 

on the ground and checked carefully against aerial photographs dating back 

to the discovery of the figures. Rut roads intruding into the area were 

obliterated by hand. Using funds raised by a local committee, the two 

major groups of figures have been protected by means of heavy wire mesh 

fencing, on steel posts set in concrete. 
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TSURAI, CALIFORNIA 

Location; On shore of Trinidad Bay, Humboldt County, Trinidad, 

near Trinidad Beach State Park. 

Ownership: Privately owned. • • 

Significance; Old Tsurai, a Yurok village, represents a continuum of 

culture from the prehistoric past to historic contact. The village was 

oeen and recorded as early as l600. 

Present Status; The site 0x1 a bench above the beach, contains an eight 

foot deep black midden and two major springs, and historic house remains 

ure still present. Documentation concerning the original structures of 

Tsurai is available. 
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SANTA CATALINA DE GUALE, 
GEORGIA 

Location: Liberty County, on Saint Catherine's Island. 

)vmership: Edward Noble Foundation, New York, New York. 

iignificance: In 1569 the Jesuits established missions among the Guale, 

end one of the missionaries, Domingo Augustin, wrote a grammar of the 

Juale language. However, the spiritual labors of the missionaries proved 

unavailing, and they soon abandoned the country. The Franciscans began 

uork in the province of Guale in 1573 and soon had a chain of missions 

•long the entire coast. All of these were destroyed in the Guale uprising 

Bf 1597* Punitive expeditions undertaken by the Spaniards in 1601 brought 

the Guale to submission. 

In l60k, when Governor Pedro de Ybarra visited the province of Guale, 

the Franciscan mission of Santa Catalina de Guale had been constructed. 

It continued in operation as the most important of the missions on the 

coast of Georgia until it was abandoned in 1686 in the face of continual 

Inglish inspired and directed raids out of the Carolinas. 

No surface indications of the mission buildings are visible today. 

levertheless, the site has been located by the finding of Spanish and 

Indian pottery sherds of the period and of a few iron nails. 

present Status: The site seems to be well preserved. It is now in 

forest and underbrush and is being used for grazing. 
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OLD KASKASKTA VILLAGE, ILLINOIS 

Location: La Salle County, on the north side of the Illinois River 
in Utica Township just upstream from Starved Rock State Park (Ottawa 
Quad., N§ of NWf; of Sec. 23, Twp. 33N, R. 2E). 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Old Raskaskia Village (or Zimmerman) Site is the 
best documented historic Indian site in the Illinois River Valley. 
It was first recorded in the summer of 1673 by Louis Jolliet and 
Father Jacques Marquette, who paddled up the Illinois River in return
ing from their pioneer voyage down the Mississippi. The village then 
contained "Jh houses which were inhabited by the Raskaskia, one of the 
bands which composed the Illiniwek, or Illinois, tribe, when Marquette 
returned in the spring of l675,to establish a mission at the village, 
it contained between 100 and 150 houses and was estimated to have 
1500 warriors. In the spring of 1677, Father Claude Jean Allouez 
replaced Marquette at the mission and found that the village had grown 
to 351 houses which were occupied by members of seven other Illinois 
bands as well as the Raskaskia. The village was next visited by 
Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle, in December 1679. Father 
Louis Hennepin, who accompanied him, counted 460 houses which he 
described as being "made like long arbors and covered with double 
mats of flat flags, so well sewed that they are never penetrated by 
wind, snow, or rain." The Indians were away on their winter hunts, 
and La Salle's party, finding a number of buried corn caches, robbed 
several of their contents. Continuing downstream, La Salle came 
upon an Illinois village at the southern end of Lake Peoria, where 
he built Fort Crevecoeur. In March 1680, he placed the fort under 
the command of Henri Tonti and headed north. On his way up the 
Illinois, he noted the natural fortification now known as Starved 
Rock, and sent a message to Tonti telling him to occupy it in case 
of an Iroquois attack. Tonti moved to Starved Rock in April, but 
built no fortifications there. 

A war party of 600 or 700 Iroquois appeared in September, and, with 
the exception of 500 Illinois warriors, the 7,000 or 8,000 inhabit
ants of the village fled downstream. Negotiations were carried on 
for several days; but, when the Illinois warriors learned that 
the Iroquois were bent on destroying them, they fled and Tonti 
moved north. The Illinois did not return to the site during l68l 
or 1682. 

La Salle, wishing to build a bulwark against the Iroquois so as to 
make the Illinois Country safe for the fur trade, joined Tonti 
in December 1682, in beginning construction of a fort atop Starved 
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Rock. When the fort, which was given the name of Fort St. Louis, 
was completed in the spring of 1683, the French were joined by 
groups of Miami and Shawnee. The Kaskaskia and other Illinois bands 
returned in the fall of that year and settled across the river from 
the fort, probably at their abandoned village, the Old Kaskaskia 
Village Site. In all 20,000 Indians gathered in the area; included 
among them were about 3>88o warriors. 

Slowly this confederacy fell apart, and La Salle's dream of an 
Indian empire vanished. Iroquois attacks continued, and the allies 
of the Illinois left Fort St. Louis. In the fall of 1691 a council 
was held, and it was decided that Starved Rock could not be defended. 
The Illinois bands which still remained then moved to Lake Peoria. 

A faction of the Peoria band of the Illinois established a settle
ment near Starved Rock in 1712 and remained in the area until 1722, 
when they fled after being defeated by the Fox. It is doubtful, 
however, that they occupied the Old Kaskaskia Village Site during 
this time. 

The major component at the site is termed Heally and belongs within 
the Lake Fisher Focus. This component is characterized by grit 
tempered pottery decorated with trailed chevrons or festoons. Since 
this was the dominent ware found at Plum Island (a documented 
Peoria site) as well as at the Old Kaskaskia Village, it probably 
can be safely identified with the Illinois. 

A second culture, the Danner Focus, is foreign to the Illinois 
Valley. The pottery characteristic of this focus is shell-tempered, 
is smooth or cord marked, and has flaring rims and decorated strap 
handles. This focus, which is similar to the Madisonville Focus 
of the Fort Ancient Aspect in Ohio, probably represents the Shawnee 
who came to the site in 1683. More items of European manufacture 
were found in association with artifacts of the Danner Focus than 
were found with materials of-the Heally component. Among the trade 
goods with the Danner materials were glass beads, copper and brass 
beads and jinglers, coiled brass wire ornaments, glass bottles, and 
iron knife and axe blades. 

Among aboriginal artifacts other than pottery the most numerous were 
stone arrow points and scrapers, perforated bone awls, and buffalo 
scapula hoes. Buffalo bones, which are extremely rare on aboriginal 
sites east of the Mississippi, were quite common at the site. This 
suggests either that the Illinois hunted west of the Mississippi or 
that buffalo had migrated to the eastern prairie. 

Present Status: A very small percentage of the site has been fc.=>J 
excavated. Although most of it has been farmed for several genera
tions, it is believed much valuable information remains untouched 
beneath the plow zone. 
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ARKANSAS CITY COUNTRY CLUB SITE (lkC03), KANSAS 

Location: Cowley County, on the golf course of the Arkansas City 
Country Club, about 1 mile east of Arkansas City, on the bluffs 
east of the Walnut River. 

Ownership: Arkansas City Country Club 

Significance: In search for the mythical riches of the province 
of Quivira, Coronado's army left the Tiwa pueblos In New Mexico on 
April 23, 15^1. Guided by two Plains Indians who had been taken 
captive by the inhabitants of Pecos Pueblo, the Spaniards moved 
east across the Texas Panhandle country. At the eastern edge of 
the Llano Estacado, Coronado sent the army back to the Rio Grande 
pueblos; then, with a detachment of 30 horsemen, he turned north. 
In early July, he reached settlements of the Quivira or, as they 
are known today, the Wichita. Having met only nomadic Plains Apache 
after leaving the pueblo country, the Spaniards were impressed by 
the permanent houses and by the agriculture of the Wichita; but 
they were, nevertheless, greatly disappointed, for they found no 
gold nor other riches. In August, they turned back to the pueblo 
country. 

Fray Juan de Padilla, who had accompanied Coronado on his journey 
into the Plains, returned to Quivira the next year in the hope 
that he might convert the inhabitants of the province; instead, 
he lost his life while exploring farther to the east. The Quivira 
region was next visited in 1593 or 159^ "by an unauthorized expedi
tion under Francisco Leyva-de Bonilla and Antonio Gutierrez de 
Humana. It was again visited a few years later, in the summer of 
1601, by a large expedition led by Don Juan de Onate. 

Historians, ethnologists and archeologists agree that the area to 
which the Spaniards referred as Quivira is today central and south-
central Kansas. Moreover they are in general agreement in stating 
that the Quiviran villages visited by the Spanish were located 
along the Smoky Hill River and along the Arkansas River and its 
tributaries. Quiviran sites have been excavated in Cowley, Rice, 
and McPherson Counties. 

The Arkansas City Country Club site is one of the more interesting. 
It is unique among known Quiviran sites in that it contains two 
relatively large mounds. These are 5 or 6 feet high and are approxi
mately 60 feet across the base. One is flat-topped, thus suggesting 
the possibility that it, and possibly the other, was a temple 
platform. Neither has been excavated. 
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Also on the site are 10 to 15 smaller mounds ranging from a few 
inches to about 3 feet in height, none of which are more than 
30 feet in diameter; only one has been excavated. It was made up 
primarily of refuse, and possibly it was nothing more than a 
midden; however, neither its original construction nor use could 
be definitely determined. Under it were three trash-filled cache 
pits which are believed to be roughly contemporaneous with the 
mound. 

Although the Country Club site is thought to have been the Quiviran 
settlement visited by Onate, no materials of European origin were 
found in the very limited excavations so far carried out. There 
was, however, evidence of contact with the Southwest in the finding 
of a small quantity of Rio Grande glaze paint pottery. This has 
been dated circa 1525-1650. 

The culture represented at the Country Club site and at other 
Quiviran sites in Cowley County is very similar to that of the 
Quiviran sites in Rice and McPherson Counties. Characteristic of 
both groups of sites are low refuse mounds, specialized ceremonial 
structures, numerous cache pits, and an artifact content which 
presents evidence of a subsistence economy based on horticulture 
as well as hunting and gathering. Because of these similarities 
both groups of sites have been placed in the Great Bend Aspect. 
They are, however, classed as separate foci within this aspect 
because of certain differences, such as the predominant use of 
shell as the tempering in Cowley County pottery and the use of 
grit in Rice-McPherson pottery, and the occurrence of temple 
mounds on Cowley sites as opposed to "council circles" on Rice-
McPherson sites. 

Present Status: As part of the golf course of the Country Club, 
the site is well-sodded and is in an excellent state of 
preservation. 
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EL CUARTELEJO (SCOTT COUNTY PUEBLO SHE, l4SCl), 
KANSAS 

Location: Scott County, 12 miles north of Scott City, west of 
U.S. 83. The Pueblo site, included in Scott County State Park, 
is about 70 yards west of an artificial lake on Ladder Creek. 

Ownership: State of Kansas 

Significance: El Cuartelejo, the ruin of a seven-room stone 
Puebloan structure, is attributed to a group of Picuris Indians 
who left the Southwest in 1696 to live with the Cuartelejo 
Apache. Because of friction with the Spanish other Puebloans 
had fled to El Cuartelejo as early as the l660's. It is thought 
that Spanish expeditions under Archuleta (pre-l68o) and Ulibarri 
(1706) reached this site when engaged in returning groups of 
Picuris to the Southwest. 

Governor Valverde, who headed an expedition northeast from Santa 
Fe in 1719* visited the Cuartelejo Apache and learned of French 
penetration into the Plains. This news led to the Villazur expedi
tion of 1720 which passed through El Cuartelejo enroute to a 
defeat by the Pawnee. 

Archeological excavation of the site has produced almost no arti
facts of Southwestern origin. Instead the data show that the 
pueblo ruin and its typically Southwestern appurtenances (slab-
lined hearths, grinding trough, oven, etc.) were directly asso
ciated with a material culture complex which was almost entirely 
Plains Apache. This suggests that either the Puebloans stayed 
in the area only a very short time or else they readily adopted 
the everyday implements and utensils of the local residents. 

Present Status: By being included in a state park, the site has 
been well preserved; however, traces of the pueblo ruin are 
rather obscure. 
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FAMING SITE (l4BPl), KANSAS 

Location: Doniphan County, about one mile north of Fanning on a 
ridge between Wolf Creek and the Missouri River Valley. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: In the area west of the Missouri River the Oneota 
culture, a Mississippian-derived archeological complex, spans the 
shadowy border line between the undocumented late prehistoric and 
the post-white contact period. Of the four trans-Missouri Oneota 
sites reported in print, white contact materials occur on two, the 
Fanning and Doniphan sites. 

The Doniphan site, 16 miles north of the Fanning site, has been 
identified from historical documents as the principal village of 
the Kansa Indians in 1724 when they were visited by the French 
trader Entienne Veniard de Bourgmond. It is believed that the 
European trade goods excavated at the site were obtained from 
Fort Orleans, Bourgmond's trading post established near the present 
Malta Bend, Missouri, in 1723. 

Although the Fanning site cannot be definitely identified as to -
tribe, it also is believed to represent a Kansa village. The 
small quantities of iron, brass, and glass beads found in the 
trash-filled cache pits cannot be precisely dated, but are typical 
of the late 17th century. The site is thought to have been 
abandoned before 1700. 

The trade material is, for the most part, made up of small 
ornaments and trinkets. The only implements of European manufacture 
found were a few knife blades. Doubtless these materials were 
obtained from some of the traders and trappers who were venturing 
in small parties up the Missouri and its tributaries by the closing 
decades of the 17th century. 

The Fanning site, as indicated by low refuse mounds and abundant 
trash-filled cache pits, marks the location of a semisedentary 
community which covered approximately 10 to 12 acres and had a 
population of 200 to 300 people. The only house uncovered in 
excavation at the site was a semisubterranean circular earthlodge, 
but it is possible that the more usual habitation was a surface 
structure with bark or mat covering. 

Subsistence was based in part on agriculture and on the gathering 
of wild fruits, nuts, berries, and tubers when in season. Numer
ous large cache pits suggest surpluses of food stored for use in 
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the nongrowing season. Hunting was also of considerable importance, 
with deer and other woodland forms taken in greater abundance 
than bison and other plains animals. 

Present Status: The site is in farmland and has been repeatedly 
cultivated. Nevertheless, it is relatively well preserved. 
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TOBIAS-THOMPSON COMPLEX, KANSAS 

Location: Rice County, on the Little Arkansas River about 4 miles 
southeast of Geneseo. The Tobias site (14RC8) is on a ridge south 
of the river; the Thompson site (l4RC9) is about 450 yards away on 
a ridge north of the river. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: Culturally, temporally, and spatially the Tobias and 
Thompson sites are parts of a single community. Because they are 
divided by a small stream and were considered separate sites prior 
to excavation they bear separate designations in archeological 
literature. 

Authorities in history and in ethnology are in general agreement 
that the Quiviran, or Wichita, sites visited by Coronado and by 
Bonilla and Humana were in what is now Rice and Mcpherson Counties, 
Kansas. Archeological evidence seems to verify this. 

Glass, copper, and iron items of European manufacture have been 
obtained from the Tobias-Thompson, Malone, and Saxman sites in 
Rice County, and from the Paint Creek site in Mcpherson County. 
Fragments of chain mail of ring diameters iaich fall within the 
l6th century pattern have been obtained from excavation at the 
Thompson section of the Tobias-Thompson complex. Other fragments 
were excavated at the Paint Creek site, and flood erosion has 
recently uncovered a shirt of mail at the Saxman site. 

Contact with the Southwest has been verified by the finding of 
turquoise beads, Rio Grande glaze paint pottery, and Chupadero 
Black-on-White pottery at the Tobias-Thompson site. The glaze 
paint ware, dated between 1525 and 1650 but thought probably to 
date prior to 1550, suggests that this contact occurred at a 
Coronado time level. 

There are 29 small low mounds within the limits of the Tobias-
Thompson complex. However, the most notable feature of the com
munity is a "council-circle" which is in the Tobias portion of the 
complex. It is made up of a low circular mound approximately 
60 feet in diameter, and 4, or possibly 5, elliptical basins 
which surround the mound and form a discontinuous circle. Excava
tion has determined that the largest of these was about 10 feet 
wide, 45 feet long, and 3 feet deep, and that it and other basins 
were originally the lower portions of earth-covered buildings. The 
mound contains refuse but seems to have been purposely constructed. 
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The use of the 'council-circles" has not been determined, but 
certainly they were special structures. Only four others are known; 
these are on nearby sites culturally related to the Tobias-Thompson 
complex. At no site has more than one "council-circle" been 
reported. Perhaps the most reasonable explanation for them is 
that they may have been the sites of temples or ritual centers. 

The culture of the Tobias-Thompson complex and of the Malone, Hayes 
and Major sites has been designated the Little River Focus of the 
Great Bend Aspect. The Arkansas City Country Club site and other 
Quiviran sites in Cowley County also fit into the Great Bend Aspect. 

Present Status; Mostly in grassland, and partially in unbroken 
sod, the Tobias-Thompson complex is rather well preserved. 
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MOYAONE (Accokeek Creek).SITE, MARYLAKD 

Location: Prince Georges County, 4-§- miles west of the town of 

Piscataway on left "bank of Potomac River "between Piscataway 

Creek and Accokeek Creek* 

Ownership: Alice L, L. Ferguson Foundation, Accokeek, Maryland. 

Significance: When the Conoy, or Piscataway, were first contacted "by 

Captain John Smith in 1608, Moyaone was the seat of the principal chief 

of the Piscataway confederacy. At that time it was a large stockaded 

town with 100 warriors. 

The town is believed to have been in existence for about 300 years 

before its destruction and abandonment in the first half of the 17th 

century. In 1623 Moyaone was sacked and burned by Governor Wyatt of 

Virginia in reprisal for the murder of a party of traders including 

Captain Henry Spelman. Between 1627 and I63I, it was burned again, 

probably by the Seneca, and was never rebuilt. The residents of the 

town then moved to the nearby town of Piscataway, where they remained 

until about 168O, 

Partial excavation of the Moyaone site by the late Mrs. Alice L. L. 

Ferguson revealed several stockade outlines} the larger two of these gave 

evidence of having been burned. In addition, the excavations uncovered 

four ossuaries, many storage pits, hearths, burial pits, and some 72,000 

artifacts. Analysis of these findings by Dr. Robert L. Stephenson 

indicates that the site was occupied from late Archaic times until the 

Colonial period. 
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A number of European artifacts dating from the early 17th century 

were found. However, the only item of European origin which was 

definitely associated with an archeological feature was a fragment of 

copper found with an Indian burial. This suggests little utilization of 

trade goods by the Conoy in the first years of contact with the Europeans, 

Excavation of Piscataway indicated that the situation changed greatly in 

the following years, for large numbers of trade items were uncovered 

there• 

Mbyaone is important archeologically not only as a site of European-

Indian contact but also as a site whereby the development of Middle 

Atlantic Coast aboriginal culture can be traced for some 5*000 years. 

Present Status; The Mbyaone site is in farmland. In appearance it 

survives little changed from Colonial times. 
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KATHIO SITE, MINNESOTA 

Location: Mille Lacs County, on Mille Lacs Lake at Vineland, 
North Kathio Township. 

Ownership: State of Minnesota 

Significance: Kathio is the name now given Izatys, a village 
which was occupied at the beginning of the historic period by 
the Mdewkanton band of the Santee (or Eastern) division of the 
Dakota or Sioux. The first historical mention of the Dakota 
occurs in the Jesuit Relation for l6U0; at that time nothing was 
known of them except that they were living in the vicinity of the 
Winnebago. In the Jesuit Relation of l6k2, they are more defin
itely located as being situated some 18 days journey west of 
Sault Ste. Marie., That location tras confirmed by the French 
explorers Pierre Esprit Radisson and Medard Chouart, Sieur de 
Groseilliers.who,1 after spending three years, l65k-l657> in the 
Lake Superior region, reported the Dakota were living west of 
the Lake. Although Radisson and Groseilliers seem to have heard 
much concerning the "Nadouessioux" (the Assiniboin word from 
which "Sioux" was derived), they did not visit them. Later, 
in l659> these explorers returned and spent some time among the 
Dakota. Other Frenchmen, including traders and missionaries are 
known to have been in the western Lake Superior area in the 
l660's and 1670*s, and in 1665 a mission called St. Esprit was 
built on Ctecuaaegon Bay. It is almost certain that there were 
numerous contacts with the Dakota during this period, but there 
is no documentary evidence for them. 

The first definite record of the Kathio site dates from 1679, 
when Daniel Greysolon, Sieur Dulhut (whose name we know in the 
Anglicised form as Duluth) "on the second of July .... had the 
honor to set up the arms of his Majesty in the great village 
of the Nadouessiortfx called Izatys." In the same year Father Louis 
Hennepin was taken captive and brought to a nearby Mdewkanton 
village. Freed by LXjluth in 1680, he accompanied his rescuer to 
Izatys where the Dakota were told of the power of France and 
were warned of the great danger they faced should they harm 
Frenchmen. A 1682 map, drafted by Abbe Claude Bernou and 
M. Peronel after consultation with Duluth, places Issati (izaty) 
on the shore of Lac Baude (Mille Lacs Lake) which drains into 
the River of the Sioux (Rum River), one of the headquarters of 
the Mississippi. 

As was frequently true, intertribal warfare accompanied the 
Dakota's contact with the French. Although the French, like 
other Europeans, were usually willing to trade with any natives 
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with whom they came in contact, those in closest proximity to 
the trading posts generally had an advantage over those more 
distant, particularly in respect to obtaining firearms and 
other weapons. Natives so equipped had, of course, a tremend
ous advantage over aboriginally armed groups, so that a rapid 
expansion of the peoples with European arms occurred. 

The Chippewa, pressed by the Iroquois who, in turn, were pressed 
by white settlements, had moved into the territory west of Lake 
Huron by 165O. At the time of Pierre Charles Le Seur's visit 
to the Dakota in 1700, they were gradually moving westward due 
primarily to the persistent attacks of the Chippewa, who received 
arms from the French, while they themselves had to rely almost 
wholly on bows and arrows. In the three day Battle of Kathio, 
which occurred about 174-0, the Dakota lost their hold on this 
homeland to the Chippewa. The Dakota then moved south and west 
where they figured prominently in the history of the Plains and 
the Rocky Mountain states. Chippewa still live near Kathio. 

The finding of aboriginal materials which can be identified as 
historic Mdewkanton Dakota at the Kathio Site serves to corrobo
rate the historic identification of the site as Izatys. Pre
historic materials from the site seem to be ancestral to the 
historic materials and so substantiate the Dakota claim that 
the Mille Lacs region was their homeland. 

Present Status: The site is well preserved. Adjoining it is the 
Mille Lacs Indian Museum of the Minnesota State Historical 
Society. 
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FATHERLAND PLANTATION SITE (Grand Village of the 
Natchez), MISSISSIPPI 

Location: Adams County, within the city limits of Natchez on 
both banks of St. Catherine's Creek. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Grand Village of the Natchez is probably the 
most thoroughly documented historic Indian site in the south- •• 
eastern United States. First described in 1700 by Pierre Le Moyne 
d1Iberville, mention of the town occurs many times in early 18th-
century sources. Following the establishment of nearby Fort Rosalie, 
built on the site of the present town of Natchez after the "First 
Natchez War" of YJXk, Le Page du Pratz did sketches of Natchez life. 
Still later, about 1725 > Dumont mapped the Immediate area, his map 
showing the fort and the Grand Village. Both Du Pratz and Dumont 
described the Natchez attack on the French in 1729 and the abandon
ment of the village in 1730. From this information it is possible 
to definitely identify the Fatherland Plantation site as being the 
Grand Village of the Natchez. 

The site is situated on both sides of St. Catherine's Creek. In 
the flat-bottom land on the west side of the creek are three mounds. 
Mound A has been almost entirely destroyed by stream erosion but 
appears to have been a low truncated pyramid. Mound B, which is 
also pyramidal, is about 80 feet square at the base and 7 feet high. 

Mound C, a platform mound with burials in the floor of the temple 
atop it, was excavated by Moreau B. Chambers in 1930. Twenty-five 
skeletons were found, eight of them buried in two wooden chests 
outlined by iron nails, hinges, and hasps with locks. The other 
burials contained large quantities of European material including 
glass and porcelain beads, glass bottles, crockery, knives, 
C-shaped iron bracelets, brass bells, and a flintlock pistol. Out
standing among the Indian artifacts found was a small human effigy 
head made of limestone; the headdress of this figure is similar to 
that on effigies from large prehistoric temple mound sites of the 
Mississippian archeological period, such as Etowah in Georgia and 
Moundville in Alabama. About 60 Natchez pots were also found with 
the burials. 

The village area, covering about 5 acres across the creek from the 
mounds, was tested. Intermingled with Indian artifacts were pieces 
of glass bottles, iron nails, and iron musket balls. Artifacts 
from the village site and from Mound C are in the Mississippi 
State Historical Museum. 
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The site was reexcavated in I962 by Robert S. Neitzel, Chief 
Curator of the Mississippi State Historical Museum. This excava
tion determined that the site was occupied for roughly 100 years, 
1630-1730, and established the identification of Mound C as the 
temple mound described by Iverville and Mound B as the mound on 
which the chief's house was located. Further information concern
ing the plaza, material culture, and occupation of the site was 
also uncovered, and another burial was found. 

The Fatherland Plantation Site is an extremely important archeo-
logical area. The positive identification of this historically-
well-documented Mississippian site has provided a base from which 
inferences can be made regarding the lives of the peoples of 
prehistoric Mississippian sites. 

Present Status; Although the site is within the city limits of 
Natchez and in an area which has been zoned commercial, there has 
been no development yet in the vicinity of the site. It is in 
cut-over timberland, covered with brush and second-growth trees. 
Portions of the village site east of the creek have been badly 
eroded but other parts of it, as well as the village area around 
the mounds, are well preserved under a covering of alluvium. 
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LITTLE OSAGE VILLAGE SITE (23SA3), MISSOURI 

Location: Saline County, less than 1 mile north of Malta Bend, 
at the edge of the Tetsau plains on the south side of the Missouri 
River (SEJ, Sec. 18, TS1N, R22U). 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Little Osage Village (or Plattner) Site is known to 
have "been occupied "by the Little Osage band of the Osage tribe from 
before 1750 until about 1777. It is possible that the site was occupied 
earlier, for from 1673 the Little Osage are known to have lived near 
the Missouri tribe, and the Missouri are believed to have moved about 
1728 from the Utz Site to the Gumbo Point (or Late Missouri Indian 
Village) Site just north of the Little Osage Village Site. 

The Little Osage seem to have been highly acculturated, at least in a 
technological sense, throughout the occupation of the site. Flintlock 
gun barrels and parts were far more plentiful than stone arrow points, 
and fragments of copper and brass kettles were much more numerous 
than aboriginal pottery sherds—in fact, excavation of 1350 square 
feet uncovered only 92 sherds. Iron knife blades, axes, hoes, nails, 
awls, and scissors were common, as were copper and silver ornaments, 
arrow points cut from sheet copper, and glass beads and bottles. 
Even European ceramics occurred at the site. Perhaps the most interest
ing find was a chest containing 25 gunsmith's tools and 10R gun parts. 
It has not been possible to precisely date these materials, but the 
most recent are thought to fall somewhere between 1770 and 1780. The 
most numerous of the aboriginal artifacts were large stone scrapers, 
suggestive of the preparation of skins and furs for trade. 

Present Status: The site is in farmland and has been cultivated for 
more than 100 years. Although this had badly damaged the site, it is 
believed that much archeological evidence may still be recovered from 
below the plow zone. 
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UTZ SITE (23SA2), MISSOURI 

Location: Saline County, 12 miles north of Marshall on the Pinnacles 
south of the Missouri River (SW£ of Sec. 19, T 52N, R 21W). 

Ownership: University of Missouri and various private owners. 

Significance: The Utz Site is believed to have been the principal 
settlement of the Missouri Indians from before 1673 until 1728. 
Marquette's map of 1673-1674, "tlie Des,t surviving record of the 
pioneering voyage which he and Jolliet made down the Mississippi in 
1°73> placed the "Messourit" on the Pekittanoui (Missouri) River 
in the approximate location of the Utz Site. The Minet map of 1685 
and the Franquelin map of 1608 also show the Missouri in the same 
area. Both these maps were based on La Salle's lost map of his 1682 
voyage down the Mississippi, .It is assumed that the placement of the 
Missouri on his map was based on information given him by the Missouri, 
since a party of Illinois and Missouri were met just south of the 
confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. 

It is not known when the French began to exercise influence over the 
Missouri; but this seems to have occurred before 1712, as in that 
year the Missouri helped break the Fox and Iroquois siege of Fort 
Detroit. On their return to Missouri, they were accompanied by a 
young French trader, Etienne Veniard, Sieur de Bourgmond, who is 
said to have lived among them for five years. Later, in 1723> 
Bourgmond returned to the Missouri country to build and command Fort 
Orleans, a combined military and trading post located on the Missouri 
River near the village of the Missouri. 

Fort Orleans was the first European post on the Missouri. As such 
it may have contributed indirectly in minimizing Spanish incursions 
from the Southwest into the central and upper Plains; but it was never 
very successful from a commercial standpoint, and from time to time 
it was beset with administrative difficulties. In late 1727 the 
post was ordered abandoned, and presumably this was effected in the 
early spring of 1728. 

French trade items found over much of the Utz Site lend credence to 
the idea that as early as 1724 the Missouri were trading at the 
nearby French post, for they are of the kind carried most frequently 
by the earlier French voyageurs: glass beads, brass ear ornaments, 
brass rings, and copper and brass for making ornaments. The almost 
total absence of metal knives and axes, gun parte^ and copper and 
iron kettles at the site indicates that the Missouri did not remain 
at their village much after the abandonment of Fort Orleans in 1728, 
because after that time utilitarian trade items became increasingly 
available. 
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The Missouri Indian culture as represented at the Utz Site has been 
classed under the Oneota Aspect of the Upper Phase of the Mississippi 
Pattern. The three complete and two partial house patterns uncovered 
at the Utz Site in the summer of 1963 are the only house patterns 
which are known for Oneota sites, with the exceptions of part of a 
similar house on a Wisconsin Oneota site and of earth lodges, which 
are considered atypical for Oneota but which occur on Kansas and 
Nebraska Oneota sites. All of the five Utz Site houses were elliptical 
in shape; the largest were approximately 50 by 30 feet. Associated 
with them were fireplaces, one or more refuse-filled cache pits, and 
floor areas which were unprepared except for sod-stripping. 

Present Status: Forty-two acres of the approximately 200-acre site 
is owned by the University of Missouri and is used for the Lyman 
Center for Archaeological Research and the University's areheological 
field school. A small museum which exhibits materials from the site 
is open during the summer, and the excavations may be visited on 
weekends and holidays from June through August. The remainder of the 
site, with the exception of a small portion within Van Meter State 
Park, is privately owned and is in farmland. 
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HILL SITE, NEBRASKA 

Location: Webster County, about 7 miles south of Red Cloud on 
the south bank of the Republican River. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Hill (or Superior l) Site is generally accepted 
as being the Kitkehahki, or Republican Pawnee, village where 
Lieutenant Zebulon M. Pike, in September 1806, caused the Spanish 
flag to be lowered and the American flag, raised. The location 
of the site and the topography of the vicinity coincide with both 
the descriptions in Pike's journal and the map of the expedition. 
Archeological evidence offers further corroboration of this 
identification. Among the materials excavated were: a Spanish 
peace medal which dates from 1797* an American peace medal of the 
type issued by the Government after 1801, and a military button 
bearing the raised figure "1", the battalion number of Pike's 
infantry. 

Although excavation produced many other items of European origin, 
including iron hoes, gun parts, axes, chisels, bridles, stirrups, 
knives, glass beads, wooden-backed mirrors, and cloth, the 
Pawnee still retained much of their aboriginal material culture. 
Typical Pawnee potsherds were numerous, as were bone and stone 
artifacts. 

The site is known to have nearly 100 earthlodges; however, only 
three have been excavated. A rectangular hard-packed area sur
rounded by post molds, evidently a horse corral, was also 
uncovered. It is not surprising that the Pawnee had corrals 
and that in the excavations horse bones were numerically second 
only to bison bones, as they are thought to have had horses in 
the 17th century. 

Subsistence was based primarily on maize agriculture and bison 
hunting, although gathering of wild fruits, berries, nuts, and 
tubers was also important. There were two great tribal bison 
hunts each year; the summer hunt, which lasted from the middle 
of June until September, and the winter hunt, from the end of 
October until early April. Maize was planted and cultivated 
before the summer hunt and gathered and cached away before the 
winter hunt. 

Present Status: The entire site is in farmland and has been under 
cultivation for more than 70 years; consequently, all surface 
indications of the site have been obliterated. Nevertheless, 
plowing reveals the presence of earth lodges and cache pits as 
discolored areas. 
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PALMER SITE (25HW1), WEBRASKA 

Location: Howard County, about h miles north of Palmer, on the 
second bottoms on the north side of the Loup River. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Palmer Site, a Skidi Pawnee, or Panimaha village 
site covering over 15 acres, is known to have been occupied for 
the first kO years of the 19th century. It was first reported by 
Lewis and Clark in iQOk. Although they did not visit the site, 
the report on their expedition states that the "Skee-e-ree," or 
"Loups," lived on the Loup River 36 leagues from its mouth. Lieutenant 
Zebulon Pike, who visited the Republican Pawnee in 1806, agreed with 
Lewis and Clark as to the location of the village; however, he did 
not go north of the Republican village, at the Hill Site. In 1811, 
Major Sibley, an officer of the Missouri Company, visited the Skidi 
village. He stated that it was located about 130 miles northwest 
of the Kansa village at the Big Blue Kansa Site in Kansas. His 
reckoning of distance is somewhat short, but from other information 
it appears he was referring to the Palmer site. The journal of 
Major S. H. Long's expedition in 1819 specifically mentions the 
Skidi village at a location which is the same as that of the Palmer 
Site- The Reverend Jedidiah Morse, who visited the village in 1822, 
stated that it contained 120 lodges; but it contained only 70 
lodges in 1836 according to John B. Dunbar. In 1844, when Major 
Clifton Wharton came into the area, the village at the Palmer 
Site had been abandoned, and the Skidi were at a short-lived 
village, the Fullerton Site, near the present Fullerton. 

As at other sites of this period, gun parts, iron hoes, axes, 
articles of personal adornment, and many other materials of European 
manufacture were frequently found. However, items of aboriginal 
manufacture were quite common also. Triangular unnotched arrow-
points were surprisingly numerous; sherds of typical Pawnee 
pottery were found all over the site; and tools used in the prepar
ation of bison hides, such as bone and stone scrapers, occurred 
in large numbers. Bison scapula hoes and other implements used 
in agriculture were also found. 

Present Status: Almost the entire site is in cultivation and has 
been for a number of years. For this reason no surface indications 
remain with the exception of a few earth lodge circles. Plowing, 
however, still reveals the sites of other lodges in the form of 
large areas of dark, discolored soil. 
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WILSON SITE (Jack Wilson or 
Wovoka), NEVADA 

Location: Lyon County, Nevada; Nordyke Ranch, northeast side of Mill 

Ditch in Nordyke, 7 miles SW of Yerington. 

Ownership: Privately owned 

Significance: Wovoka, known as Jack Wilson, was a Paviotso Indian who 

was brought up in the home of David Wilson. In this household he listened 

attentively to family readings of the Bible, making his ovm interpretations, 

and in late 1888, after a serious illness during which he had a revelation, 

came to believe himself an Indian Messiah. He taught his tribesmen that 

white men would suddenly disappear and that the land again would belong 

to the Indians, if the Ghost Dance, the climax of the ceremonies, were 

carried out properly. 

Tribal leaders from far and near came to observe and learn the 

ceremonies, and the Ghost Dance spread rapidly through the Great Basin 

country and over the mountains onto the Plains. The killing of Sitting 

Bull on December 15, I89O, and the massacre at Wounded Knee two weeks 

later brought about the final collapse of this movement. A deep heritage 

of bitter frustration remained, however, and certain elements of the dance 

were incorporated in other tribal dances. 

Present status: The original Wilson family ranchhouse burned to the 

ground in the late 19th century, and nothing remains of this structure. 

However, it appears that Wovoka never actually lived in the family house, 

but rather in a 10' x 6' wood and mud semi-subterranean hut which is still 
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standing. The hut is largely intact, although some of the roof mud has 

collapsed. The Wovoka hut is situated just east of the present two and 

a half story ranchhouse. 

Jack Wilson was born in Mason Valley in 1858 and died in September, 

1932 at the age of Jk. 
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ABO PUEBLO AMD MISSION, MEW" MEXICO 

Location; Ten miles west of Mountainair, on north side of U.S. High

way 60. 

Ownership; State of New Mexico, administered by Museum of New Mexico 

Significance; The first Europeans known to have visited Abo Pueblo were 

Antonio de Espejo and a small group of men, who arrived there in 1583. 

At that time the pueblo was estimated to have a population of 800. In 

1598 Juan de Onate, first Governor of New Mexico, assigned Father San 

Francisco de Miguel to Pecos Pueblo, where he had the responsibility also 

for neighboring pueblos including Abo. He is not known to have made much 

impression upon the inhabitants by the time he departed in 1601, in which 

year the people of Abo killed 2 deserting soldiers who were trying to 

make their way back to Mexico. Onate sent one of his lieutenants, Vicente 

de Zaldivar, to chastize the residents of Abo for the killings, which 

resulted in a battle nearby. 

Known missionary work began at Abo about 1622, and in 1626 Father 

Francisco Fonte was assigned here, evidently for full-time work in this 

pueblo. Off and on during the ensuing years other guardians were assigned. 

In l64l the pueblo was reported to have a population of 1,580. The 

missionaries brought about several changes in the Indian way of life 

through the introduction of the new religion, improved agriculture, new 

domestic animals and plants, new ideas in architecture, and Spanish goods. 

The church structure is believed to have been constructed in 1629-30 under 

the guidance of Father Francisco de Acevedo. This was the "mother mission" 

of the Salinas group of pueblos, which also included Quarai, Tenabo and 
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and Tabira. Gran Quivira (San Buenaventura de las Humanas) was a 

visita of Abo, and was not continuously occupied by a priest. 

The ruins of Abo represent an important and relatively little-

known period in Southwestern aboriginal culture history. Occupied from 

late prehistoric times (about 1300) through early Spanish times (abandoned 

about 1672 due to drought and Apache incursions in their area), they 

typify the period in which acculturation began in the Southwest. Through 

excavation and archival research, they will provide vital data on this 

highly important process. Little excavation has been performed here as 

yet, but what has been done indicates clearly that the site is significant 

in acculturation studies. Never satisfactorily explained, for instance, 

is the role of the kiva found within the convento at Abo. A kiva represents 

the focal point of Indian religious activities, but evidently this kiva 

was constructed after the erection of the structures of San Gregorio 

mission. A pottery cup, made in the local pueblo style but shaped like a 

chalice, is among the interesting artifacts recovered from this kiva. One 

cannot help but speculate on what manner of mixture may have been practiced 

here of Indian-Roman Catholic religions. 

Present Status: The ruins lie on a low promontory of land at the junction 

of Barranco Arroyo and an unnamed arroyo, in the center of a natural 

amphitheater formed by low-lying hills. The pueblo ruins consist of 

extensive mounds of earth, stone and debris concealing walls probably 

several feet high beneath the detritus. The mission is built of red 

sandstone set in adobe mortar. Portions of the church walls survive 
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almost to roof height. The convento was covered with debris prior to 

excavation in 1938-39. Very little addition or restoration accompanied 

stabilization of the mission, and very little of the pueblo was excavated. 

The ruins of both pueblo and mission are in good condition. 
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BIG BEAD MESA, NEW MEXICO 

f- "IiO%a.tion: '•• .Sandoval County, north.of.Marquez; T1A-N, R4w. 

Ownership: Cibola National Forest, U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

Significance: Big Bead Mesa is a mute monument to Navajo-Ute 
conflicts in the first half of the 1700's, a major Navajo retreat 
from their homeland on the upper San Juan River, and the opening 
of a wedge that gave the Navajos access to central New Mexico. 

Around 1700, the Utes were joined by their Comanche allies and 
began a series of devastating raids into northern New Mexico on 
both sides of the Rio Grande. By the 1720's, Navajos in the upper 
San Juan-Largo Canyon region began to construct stone-walled sites 
on top of crags and other easily defended spots for refuge from 
Ute attacks. Similar structures continued to be erected into the 
1700's. In this decade the Navajos, under the pressure of con
tinued Ute attacks, retreated southward, taking refuge in the 
upper Chaco drainage and in the Mount Taylor region, including 
Big Bead Mesa. By the early 1750's the Utes were masters of the 
upper San Juan. Never again did the Navajos occupy any of the 
country north of the Large Canyon drainage, their Dinetah, though 
a few took refuge there from American troops in the late l800's. 

The Navajos who moved into the Big Bead Mesa region in the middle 
1700's had entered country new to them. Their retreat south had 
brought them to the northern border of the Gila Apaches, some of 
whom lived a few miles to the south near Cebolleta. Within a 
few years Navajos of this vicinity began to plague the nearby 
pueblos of Laguna and Acoma and came to know their Gila Apache 
neighbors better. By 1780 the Gila Apaches and these eastern 
Navajos formed an alliance which concerned the Spaniards to such 
a degree that military campaigns were organized with the express 
purpose of breaking the alliance. This aim was achieved in 1785, 
but only temporarily. 

The Navajos of the Mount Taylor region slowly spread out during 
the late 1700's, pasturing their flocks of sheep and settling on 
new farmlands. By 1808, the Spaniards living in the region near 
Laguna Pueblo permitted some of these Navajos to take up land in 
the Mesa Gigante area with the hope that the Navajos would act 
as a buffer against Gila Apache raids north toward Albuquerque. 
This hope backfired. In short order the Navajos developed a raid
ing trail down the Puerco River, which in a few years took their 
warriors as far south as the Valverde area on the Rio Grande, also 
a target for the Gila Apaches, and even into the Sierra Blanca in 



Mescalero Apache country. Thus the eastern Navajos, who had re
treated before the Utes in the middle 1700's, became an aggressive 
power in the late 1700's and expanded their operations south into 
central New Mexico by the early l800's. Big Bead Mesa best com
memorates this series of events primarily involving inter-tribal 
conflict and alliance. 

Present Status: Big Bead Mesa is situated in a remote, elevated, 
arid area. The mesa rises abruptly from the surrounding table
land, and is dotted with the remains of Navajo forked-stick and 
stone-walled hogans constructed after 17̂ -5 • 

Bibliography; Dorothy Louise Keur, Big Bead Mesa, Memoirs of the 
Society of American Archaeology, No. 1 (Menasha, 19^-1); Albert H. 
Schroeder, unpublished manuscript. 
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QUARAI PUEBLO AND MISSION, NEW MEXICO 

Location: Torrance County, 8 miles north of Mountainair and 
.6 miles west of State Highway 10. Within the Quarai State 
Monument. 

Ownership: State of New Mexico. 

Significance: Quarai Pueblo may have been visited by the 
Spanish entrada of 1581, under Cahmuscado and Rodriguez, or by i 
the expedition of 1583, under Antonio de Espejo. However, the 
first actual reference to the village is found in Governor Juan 
de Onate's account of his 1598 trip to the salt lakes on the 
west side of the Sandia Mountains. Onate spoke of the pueblo 
as "the salines," but it seems certain he was referring to 
Quarai. 

In 1598, Fray Francisco de San Miguel was assigned to and based 
at Pecos Pueblo; from there he also ministered to Quarai and 
other pueblos. It was not until 1628, however, that the Tiwa 
inhabitants of Quarai had a resident guardian, Fray Juan 
Gutierrez de la Chica. It was at this time that the name 
Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion de Quarai was given the mission. 
In the 163O's, Quarai served as the seat of the Inquisition in 
New Mexico. Following Chica various Franciscans were almost 
continuously in residence at the pueblo up to the l670's. 

In l64l Quarai had a population of 658. From the l6kO's into 
the l660's there was considerable friction between church and 
state officials in New Mexico, and many events that occurred 
at Quarai were a direct outgrowth of this controversy. In the 
late l660's, the Indians at Quarai, having been in the middle 
of the squabbles between church and state, planned to revolt 
with Apache help; but the plot was discovered, and the leader, 
Esteban Clemente, was executed. The droughts of the l660's 
and early 1670*s weakened the pueblo, and in 1672 some 600 
occupants moved out to join the Tiwa relatives 12 miles to the 
north at Tajique. Two years later Tajique was abandoned and 
the Indians moved to Isleta, another Tiwa pueblo on the Rio 
Grande. When the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 broke out, many of 
these Indians joined the Spaniards on their retreat down the 
Rio Grande and were settled at Isleta del Sur near present 
El Paso. By the late l800's these Tiwas had been absorbed by 
the Mexican population. 
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After its abandonment in 1672, Quarai was never again 
occupied by the Indians. It was, however, used for a short 
period in the 1750's as a base for Spanish troops to ward 
off attacks by Apaches who came through the Pass of Abo. 

Quarai, probably better than any other pueblo, tells the 
story of Indian involvement in the bitter controversy between 
church and state in the middle l600's. 

Present Status; Like several other pueblos in the region, 
Quarai contains two churches, a small early one of which the 
wall outlines only remain, and a large structure which still 
stands to a height of kO feet in places. It is not definitely 
known who was responsible for the construction of each, nor 
the dates when constructed. The massive sandstone walls of 
the large church and monastery of this impressive ruin were 
excavated and stabilized by the Museum of New Mexico in 
1934-36 and additional work was accomplished in 1938 and 1939. 
A small amount of excavation in the pueblos ruins also was 
accomplished in 1916 and in the 1930's. This site became 
a state*, \aonument in 1935. 
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SAN RAFAEL CANYON (group), 
NEW MEXICO 

Location: Rio Arriba County, near the town of Gobernador, drainage on 

south side of Gobernador Canyon. 

Ownership ; .ftp fJXSqgW&i&x.;'
 ;" " 

Significance: This canyon contains sites representing villages constructed 

by refugee Pueblo Indians who fled from their homes on the Rio Grande during 

the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680-92. Navaho occupation is evident also in some 

of these pueblos and in the near vicinity. Glass beads, a copper buckle, 

Spanish bridle bit, an iron crucifix, and metal knives and axes recovered 

from these ruins bear witness to the historical contact of the former 

inhabitants with the Spanish. 

It was during the time that these Pueblo people were hiding in this 

gountry that the Navaho borrowed a number of ideas from them. The Navaho 

reshaped their culture by employing masonry in some of their buildings, 

constructing small houses on rocky crags, and making use of paint on their 

pottery. In addition, this was the period of the probable introduction of 

sand painting, clans, and other socio-ceremonial features to the Navaho. 

along with the expansion of farming and herding practices. These refugee 

sites represent a unique mingling of sedentary Pueblo people in the region 

of the semi-nomadic Navaho as a result of the Pueblo Rebellion which led 

to the expulsion of the Spaniards for a period of twelve years. 

Present Status: The Pueblo ruins, some of which still stand a little over 

one story, are located on the edge of the canyon rim or on small mesa tops, 

either difficult of access or enclosed by protective walls of sandstone 
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iasonry. Plaster is still evident on some of the walls, and many well 

preserved roofs exhibit timbers cut by steel axes. Protected entries and 

notched log ladders are the only access to several of these pueblos. Hewn 

TOod slabs or poles, split logs, and pegs occur in some of the doorways, 

later conservation devices also are evident, 
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BOUGHTON HILL (GANNAGARO) SITE, NEW YORK 

Location: Ontario County, in the vicinity of Victor. 
Boughton Hill Site: l£ miles south of Victor. 
"Fort Hill" Site: 1 mile west of Boughton Hill. 
"Battlefield" Site: north of Victor near the New York 
Thruway. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: Boughton Hill is the site of Gannagaro, "the great 
town" of the Seneca who, as the westernmost of the five nation 
League of the Iroquois, were symbolically regarded as the door
keepers of the longhouse. 

The term "Seneca," a derivative of the Mahican term for the Oneida, 
was used hy the Dutch as early as l6l6; however, it was first 
applied not only to the Seneca proper hut to the three other 
Iroquois tribes west of the Mohawk as well. Gradually the proper 
designations for these tribes became known to the Dutch, but the 
general term "Seneca" continued to be used for the group living 
farthest west. Records show that the few Dutch and French 
traders who penetrated to the Seneca towns after 1635 were content 
to let colonial officials and competitors know only that the Seneca 
lived west of the Onondaga. Although by this period the Seneca 
had come to regard European trade goods as absolute necessities, 
they obtained them almost entirely through trade with the Mohawk, 
the easternmost of the Iroquois. Because the Mohawks desired to 
retain their position as middlemen, they strongly opposed the 
establishment of trading posts in the interior; and Fort Orange, 
near the present Albany, remained the trading post nearest the 
Iroquois from its establishment in 1617 until after 1.66k, when 
the English acquired New Netherlands. 

Iroquois commerce with the Dutch was based almost entirely on the 
beaver. After the exhaustion of the beaver supply in the Iroquois 
country about 1640, the Iroquois attempted to gain control over 
the tribes participating in the fur trade with the French. Fail
ing to accomplish this peacefully, they attacked and dispersed the 
Huron in'l648-l649, sacked the Tionontati towns in 1649, and 
defeated and subjugated the Neutrals in 1651 and the Erie in 
1656. Peace treaties were made with the French in 1645 and 1653, 
but these were short-lived. 

Because of the continued harassment of the French and their Indian 
allies by the Iroquois, the French invaded the Mohawk country 
twice in 1666. Weakened by disease and by Susquehanna attacks on 
the Seneca and Cayuga, the Iroquois sued for peace. The peace 
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treaty, made in 1667, was kept by the Iroquois until after, the 
defeat and dispersal of the Susquehanna in 1675* 

The first mention of specific Seneca towns occurred after the 
treaty of 1653. In the fall of 1655, Fathers Chaumonot and 
Dablon, French Jesuits, visiter1 the Seneca and reported that 
their territory, the "great h<LLL" country, was more fertile and 
more populous than the other Iroquois provinces. They stated 
that it "contained two large villages and a number of small ones, 
besides the Huron Village." The incorporation of a band of 
Huron into the Seneca was in keeping with the Iroquois policy 
of adopting the remnants of tribes whom they had conquered. By 
1656 there were 11 different tribes represented in the Seneca 
country. 

The two great towns and two lesser ones persisted throughout the 
period from 1655 until 1687. All were on hilltops, and it appears 
that all were fortified, at least until after the Seneca defeated 
the Susquehanna in 1675. Gannagaro was described in 1669 by 
Father Rene de Brehant de Galinee as being surrounded by a per
fectly square palisade without flanking bastions, but with piles 
of wood which buttressed it on the inside to the height of a 
man. However, in 1677 Wentworth Greenhalgh reported, "None of 
the (Seneca) towns are stockaded." 

Following the defeat of the Susquehanna, the Iroquois again 
attempted to gain control of the French fur trade. By 1677> they 
were making raids on the Illinois. They drove the Illinois from 
their main village, Old Kaskaskia near Starved Rock in 1680; 
however, La Salle persuaded them to return in 1683 by construct
ing Fort St. Louis atop the Rock. 

In the summer of 1683 La Barre, the governor of Canada, took 
shares in a company engaged in the Illinois trade in rivalry 
with La Salle. He then sent word to the Iroquois that they might 
rob any French traders who did not possess passports signed by 
him. An Iroquois war party composed primarily of Senecas acted 
on this warrant in the spring of 1684. They seized seven canoes 
filled with French trade goods and then went on to attack Fort 
St. Louis. The traders whom they robbed had been sent out by 
La Barre's company, and Fort St. Louis had recently been taken 
over by the company. 

Determined that the Senecas must be humbled, La Barre wrote to 
Louis XIV asking for troops with which to exterminate them, and 
to Thomas Dongan, the English governor of New York, asking that he 
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might have, if not support, at least neutrality. Dongan met 
that summer with representatives of all five Iroquois tribes; 
and, when they had agreed to live at peace with the English, 
he gave them the arms of the Duke of York to erect in their 
villages as a representation of the establishment of a protecto
rate. In the fall of l6Qk, La Barre gathered together an army 
of nearly 1200 men but did not attack, for he feared the power 
of the united Iroquois backed by the English. 

The Marquis de Denonville replaced La Barre as governor of 
Canada in 1685. Denonville, whose ambition was to secure New 
York for France, decided to accomplish this by first defeating 
the Senecas and declaring their lands French territory, and in 
1687 he marched into the Seneca country with a force of about 
3000 men. Although the inhabitants of Gannagaro had erected 
a fort near their town, only one of the four Seneca villages was 
palisaded. In an attempt to keep Denonville from the villages, 
the Seneca warriors met his army to the north of Gannagaro. 
Repulsed after one day of battle, the Seneca fell back to their 
villages and, having set fire to their cabins, hustled their 
women and children off to the Cayuga. Despite the destruction 
of the villages and of the livestock and grain belonging to 
their inhabitants, Denonville had only temporarily driven the 
Seneca from their lands. They soon returned. However, they 
had been greatly weakened, and instead of rebuilding their 
large villages they became decentralized and lived in a scatter
ing of small family clusters. 

The Morgan Chapter Study Group of the New York State Archaeological 
Society has been excavating the site for a number of years. 
Members of the Chapter have uncovered literally hundreds of 
burials which contain a large quantity of varied trade items, 
such as: beads, iron awls, projectile points, and knives; 
Jesuit crosses; rings and medallions; brass kettles, pendants, 
and projectile points; gun flints; and a pistol. It is estimated 
that less than 25$ of the artifacts which have been excavated 
are of aboriginal origin. 

Present Status: The Boughton Hill, or Gannagaro, Site is in 
farmland. Although no structural remains or other evidence of 
Indian occupation is visible, it is thought that scientific 
excavation of the site would uncover information regarding house 
types and settlement pattern. 

The "Fort Hill Site," traditionally the site of the fort erected 
by the inhabitants of GannagarOj, has been so badly damaged by 
cultivation that no evidence of occupation remains. 
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The "Battlefield Site," is presumahly the site of the hattle 
hetween the French and the Seneca. It has heen identified 
as such hy Mr. J. Sheldon Fisher of Victor, a local historian. 
It is in a marshy, wooded area and is threatened hy urhan 
development. 
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BIG HIDATSA VILLAGE SITE (32MEL2), WORTH DAKOTA 

Location: Mercer County, about 2§r miles north of Stanton on 
the north bank of the Knife River, near the center of SWjjj-
Sec. 21, Twp. 145, R. 84. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Big Hidatsa Village (or Olds) Site was the 
largest of the three Hidatsa villages located near the mouth 
of the Knife River in the period from about 1740 to 1845- Prior 
to the establishment of these villages the Hidatsa lived near 
the confluence of the Heart and Missouri Rivers in close prox
imity to the Mandan, a tribe with whom they shared many cultural 
traits. About 1770 the Mandan moved up the Missouri and 
established two villages near those of the Hidatsa. These five 
villages formed an extremely important center for the northern 
Plains fur trade. As the Big Hidatsa Village Site is well 
documented both historically and archeologically, it is an 
excellent example of the effects of 100 years of fur trade 
contact and of the acculturation resulting from it. 

The date of the first meeting of the Hidatsa and Europeans is 
not known, but it probably occurred shortly after the Hidatsa 
moved from the Heart River to the Knife River. It appears, 
however, that for some time previous to actual contact the 
Hidatsa and Mandan had been quite successful as middlemen in 
the northern Plains trade involving European materials. They 
received European goods from eastern tribes such as the 
Assiniboin and Cree, who were in direct contact with the French. 
In return for these goods they gave corn, which they had grown, 
and products of nomadic life—buffalo robes, furs, and meat— 
which they had obtained from the Crow, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa, 
and other western tribes. Corn and limited quantities of 
European trade materials were, in turn, traded for the products 
of these nomadic peoples. 

If the Hidatsa were still on the Heart in 1738, they may have 
encountered members of Pierre Gaultier de Verranes, Sieur de 
La Verendrye's expedition which visited the Mantannes (Mandan) 
that year. Had they already moved to the Knife, it is almost 
certain that contact occurred within the next decade, for 
Verendrye's visit opened the way for direct trade between the 
French Voyageurs and the Mandan and Hidatsa villages. This 
trade was virtually stopped from 1756 to the end of the French 
and Indian War, but it was renewed in 1766 by the British fur 
companies despite the fact that the territory was part of that 
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which had been transferred to Spain by France in 1762. 

When Jacques D'Eglise, the first representative of the Spanish 
traders to visit the Mandan and Hidatsa, reached their 
villages near the Knife in 1790, he found a French Canadian 
trader employed by the British who had been living and trading 
there for 14 years. However, it was John Evans who made the 
first official Spanish contact with the Mandan and Hidatsa 
in 1796. Finding a Canadian trading post which had been 
erected two years earlier, he ordered the traders to return 
to Canada. The traders left the villages, but they returned 
in the spring of 1797 and forced Evans to leave. 

The first definite reference to the Big Hidatsa Village occurred 
later that year when David Thompson, the Canadian trader, 
explorer, and geographer, visited the Hidatsa and Mandan. Al
though he referred to the village as the "Upper Village of the 
Fall Indians," it is evident from his 1798 map that the two 
were the same. In 1800 the territory was transferred back to 
France, and in I803 it was sold to the United States. 

The expedition led by Captain Meriwether Lewis and William Clark 
spent the winter of 1804-1805 at Port Mandan, a camp which they 
built on the Missouri a short distance below the mouth of the 
Knife. Their journals describe five villages, all of which 
were within six miles of one another. Two of these were 
occupied by the Mandan; two by the Minataree (or Hidatsa); 
and one by the Annahaways (or Amahami, a band of the Hidatsa, 
formerly an independent but closely related tribe). 

While at Fort Mandan, Lewis and Clark encountered traders from 
both the Northwest and Hudson Bay Companies. These traders 
were restrained from going father west by the Mandan and 
Hidatsa; but they, nevertheless, were aware of the great oppor
tunity for trade which the west offered. This is evidenced by 
Francis Antoine Larocque writing in 1805 that "They have never 
had any traders with them, they get their battle Guns, ammuni
tions etc. from the Mandans and Big Bellys (Hidatsa) in 
exchange for horses." That the traders understood the Hidatsa 
and Mandan's motive in holding them back is shown by Charles 
Mackenzie's statement, which was also written at this time: 

They (the Mandan and Hidatsa) asserted that if the white 
people would extend their dealings to the Rocky Mountains, 
the Mandanes (and-Hidatsa) would'thereby become great 
sufferers, as they would not only lose all the benefit 

1 ' ..which they had'hitherto derived from their intercourse 
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with these distant tribes, but that in measure as these 
tribes obtained arms, they would become independent and 
insolent in the extreme. 

Despite great effort, they were unable to halt the movement of 
traders to the western tribes. This, however, did not have the 
immediate effect which the Hidatsa and Mandan feared. As their 
corn and other agricultural products were still commodities 
desired by both the traders and the nomadic Indians, they were 
able to maintain a relatively favorable trading position. 

When George Catlin, Prince Maximilian, and Karl Boomer visited 
the Hidatsa and Mandan at the mouth of the Knife during the 
years 1832, 1833, and 183J+, they found that the villages still 
formed a stable community. Both Catlin and Maximilian described 
the Big Hidatsa Village and its people, and Catlin and Bodmer 
did sketches of the village. We are very fortunate to have 
these, for the smallpox epidemic of 1837 almost destroyed the 
Mandan and greatly weakened the Hidatsa. Shortly after Fort 
Berthold was built in 18^5, the Hidatsa moved upstream and 
established a village there, and the Mandan followed and 
settled with them. 

Historical records show that the century of almost continuous 
contact between the Hidatsa and the Europeans brought about a 
decline in native technology and a few replacements, some 
additions, and many alternatives to the material culture in
ventory. This is also borne out by archeological evidence 
from limited excavation at the Big Hidatsa Village Site. In 
the lower levels materials of aboriginal manufacture were 
found in tremendous quantity, while European iten? were almost 
nonexistent; in the upper levels bone and stone artifacts and 
aboriginal potsherds were quite numerous, but mixed with them 
were large numbers of European trade items. 

Present Status: The Big Hidatsa Village Site covers 15 or more 
acres, most of which has never been cultivated. It is except 
tionally well preserved. The depressions of more than 100 
circular earthlodges can be seen quite clearly, and several 
fortification trenches, which were made when the village was 
enlarged or when portions of it were abandoned, are also visible. 
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MENOKEN IKDIAN VILLAGE SITE, NORTH DAKOTA 

Location: Burleigh County, l£ miles north of Menoken (S¥£, 
Sec. 22, Twp. 139, R. ?8) 

Ownership: State of North Dakota 

Significance: The Menoken Indian Village Site is generally 
accepted as "being the site of the first mantannes (Mandan) 
village reached by Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de La 
Verendrye's expedition of 1738-

Verendrye described this village as a fort built on a height in 
open prairie. He stated that it contained about 130 dwellings 
and that it was surrounded by a palisade with four bastions, out
side of which was a defensive ditch 15 feet deep and 15 to 18 
feet wide. While at the village Verendrye heard of five other 
villages of the same "nation" which were located on "the river" 
and sent his son to visit them. To reach these villages required 
a one-day journey, and Verendrye's son returned after visiting 
only the nearest of them. He reported that it was situated "on 
the bank of the river," and that it was once again as large as 
the one they were in. He added that "the palisade and fortifi
cation there are ... built in the same style as that in which 
we were." 

From the emphasis which the narrative places on "the river," it 
appears that the term refers to the Missouri, the only major stream 
in the area in question. As no mention of "the river" occurs in 
Verendrye's account of the journey from Fort La Reine on the 
Assiniboin River to the first of the Mantannes villages visited 
by the expedition, it seems almost certain that the Mantannes 
village was east of the Missouri. The only area on the Missouri, 
and actually the only area in the northern Plains, in which five 
earthlodge villages dating from the Verendrye period have been 
found is at the mouth of the Heart River. 

The Menoken Site is the only known fortified Mandan village of 
the Verendrye period which is located some distance to the east 
of the Heart River villages but within a day's journey of them. 
The ditch surrounding the site is still clearly visible, and 
archeological excavation has uncovered evidence of a palisade 
which had four bastions. Thus it seems that the identification 
of the Menoken site as the village visited by Sieur de La 
Verendrye is well founded. 

Present Status: The village site is included in the Menoken 
Indian Village Archeological Site. It is well preserved. 
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DEER CREEK SITE, OKLAHOMA 

Location: Kay County, five miles northeast of Newkirk where 
Deer Creek flows into the Arkansas River (Sec. 15, T28W, R3E). 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: The Deer Creek (Kay County, or Ferdinandino) Site 
is a fortified village site believed to have been occupied by the 
Wichita or related Indian groups during the first half of the 
18th century. 

Although the Wichita, the Quivira of Coronado, appear in Spanish 
history in 15^1, there is no evidence that the French knew of 
them until the maps of Jolliet and Radin, drawn about 167k. These 
maps show the Panissa, as the French called the Wichita, in the 
same general region in which the Spanish found them. It was also 
in this region that the first recorded French contact with the 
Wichita occurred in 1719* when Bernard de la Harpe encountered a 
large group of them on the south Canadian River in what is now 
Oklahoma. 

La Harpe,,who was primarily a trader, explored the Arkansas and 
Canadian Rivers, probably as far as 100 W, in the hope of 
expanding French trade into an area previously dominated by the 
Spanish trade, which was mainly in horses. Either he, or the 
French trade policy of supplying manufactured articles including 
guns, was quite successful, for following shortly behind him were 
numbers of individual French traders. Unfortunately there is 
only the scantiest record as to who these traders were or where 
they went. 

One, or probably more, of these nameless traders established a 
trading post called Ferdinandino at the Wichita village which 
we know as the Deer Creek Site. From an analysis of the beads, 
gun parts, metal utensils, iron knife blades, scissors, and 
other trade items found on the site, it appears that the trading 
post was begun about 1725 and continued until 1750. The aboriginal 
materials found at the site are also indicative of this trade, the 
most common artifacts being long stone end-scrapers which were 
used to prepare the hides. 

Present Status: The village site, which is under sod that has 
never been broken, is extremely well preserved. Still clearly 
visible are a number of refuse mounds and the trench which was 
just outside the palisade that originally surrounded the village. 
In the cultivated field just west of the village are three very 
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large bison bone middens. The site has never been excavated, 
but the visible remains of the village and large collections of 
surface materials from the site evidence its importance as a 
site of European and Indian contact. 
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MAKAH XKDIAN HS6KRVATIQH, ASRTWGTON 

Location; Wean Bay, Makah Indian Reservation, Clallam County; 

including Cape Flattery. 

Ownership: Makah Indian Tribe, Wean Bay, Washington. 

Significance; The Makah (Indian cape people) are the last of a warlike 

tribe, a branch of the Wootka, whose chief abode is on the outer side 

of Vancouver Island. They are more closely connected with the culture 

of southeastern Alaska than with that of other Washington Indians. The 

Makah once excelled in the art of canoe making, their finished canoes 

ranging from shovel-nosed dugouts, used in ascending shallow streams and 

capable of carrying one or two persons, to ocean-going whaling canoes. 

The present Indian village of Weah Bay sits on top of a huge prehis

toric Indian shell midden, and is headquarters for the Makah Indian 

Reservation. Wo authentic Indian buildings remain, of any notable age, 

with the possible exception of an old Shaker Indian church of uncertain 

age. 

The place is important not only from the standpoint of Indian antiqui

ties but also as the site of the first European settlement in the present 

State of Washington. On May 29, 1791, the Spanish frigate Princesa landed 

a group of settlers headed by a Lieutenant Fidalgo, brought from San Bias, 

Mexico. The settlement was called Bahia Wunes Gaona in honor of the 

Archbishop of Mexico. The settlers were ordered to "establish a small 

battery on the mainland, respectable fortifications, provisional barracks 

for the sick, a bakery and oven, and a blacksmith shop, and to cut down 
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all trees within musket shot." The enterprise was abandoned after only 

five months. Some reflection of a reason for its failure may be found 

in the name given the area by later settlers: Poverty Cove. Brick tile 

used by the Spanish settlers have been found in the vicinity and are 

displayed in the Washington State Historical Society Museum in Tacoma, 

but no report is available of any substantial archeological investigation 

of the area. 

Present status: The village of Neah Bay has a population of about 500. 

The structures are modern and of frame construction. It is not only the 

administrative and trading center of the Makah Indian Reservation, "but 

also a fishing center. 
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MUD BAY SBAKER CHURCH, WASHINGTON 

Location; Thurston County, 4,5 miles west of Olympia in pine woods in 

the Y of U.S. Higways 4lO and 101, overlooking Mud Bay. 

Ownership; Shaker Indian Church, Mud Bay, Washington. 

Significance; This 20* x 50' frame building is the parent church of the 

Shaker Indian religion. It has four windows on each side and a hell in 

a small helfry on top. There are three additional buildings associated 

with the church—a house, a utility building, and a recreation hall. 

Many of the Skokomish Indians have embraced the Shaker religion, 

which John Slocum, an Indian, is credited with founding. Services, conducted 

in the native tongue, begin with a solemn exhortative sermon by the 

leader. Then he calls for prayers; in turn each worshipper calls out his 

petition, and the assemblage echoes it in a deeptoned, thrilling chant. 

After the prayers a deacon, a bell in either hand, leads a ceremonial dance 

around the room to the accompaniment of rhythmic chanting and the jingle 

of bells. Each dancer in turn revolves before the altar and passes his 

hand through flaming candles for purification. 

Present status; In fair condition, occupied by a small congregation of 

worshippers. 
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SITES PFicTINENT TO THEME VIII 
WHICH HAVE BEEN CLASSIFIED OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

IN OTHER THEMES 

Alabama 
Fort Toulouse 

Arizona 
San Xavier del Bac 

Arkansas 
Arkansas Post State Park and Historical Environs 

California 
Carmel Mission 
Fort Ross 
Santa Barbara Mission 

Delaware 
Fort Christina 

Florida 
San Luis de Apalache 

Idaho 
Cataldo Mission 

Illinois 
Starved Rock 

Louisiana 
Fort de la Boulaye 

Michigan 
Fort Michilimackinac 
St. Ignace Mission 

Missouri 
Fort Osage 

Nebraska 
Fort Atkinson (Council Bluff) 

New Mexico 
Acoma 
Hawikuh 
Pecos 
Taos 
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Hew York 
Johnson Hall 
Old Fort Hiagara 

Oregon 
Fort Astoria 

Pennsylvania 
Forks of the Ohio 
Conrad Weiser Home 

Tennessee 
Long Island of the Holston 

Wyoming 
Green River Rendezvous Site 

42891-64 
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S33?ES m 'THE HATIOML PARK SERVICE WHICH 
ARE RELATED TO THEME VTJ.I 

Arizona 
Coroaa&o National Memorial 
Grand Canyon Rational Park 
IHiEflcecorl National Itomment 

CJalii'ornla 
Cabrillo Ifetional Monument 

Florida 
Castillo De San Karoos National I&nxsaem; 
Pe. Soto Satioaal Memorial. 
Fort Caroline Rational Memorial 
Port Mataazan 

Georgia. 
Fort Frederiea Rational Monument 
Ocsntlgee Rational Monument (Orasulgee Trading Post) 

Mr£Si£llHS££S? 
Cape Cod Ifetional Seashore 

Mlxjrijgarx 
I s l e Royale ZJationai park 

taixnesojta 

Grand Portage Rational Ifonusaent 

Gran Quivira Rational Manianenl 

Fort Raleigh Rational Historic Site 

Oregon 
Fort Clatsop I&xtioaal Memorial 

YxrjTinis. 
*Coictri.al National Historical Park (Jaiaestown) 

Waslrij2ft}on 
Port Yanc carer Sfetional Histor:;.o Site 
WMtoan Mission National Historic Site 
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1891 A Sfcutty o£ giieblp^Archifcectttyot Tagayan aad 

Cibola.'* Bureau c"S Aztarican Sthaoiogy, Sfch 
A&aua 1 Re p or t . 

E3&PZ, ARlSOiJA 

:9oca?^ioK: Havajo County, on the southern, t i p of F i r s t Keca in 
the 2opi country. 

$?n£rs|rij3: Hop:!. Indian Reservation. 

••V-iMSlrBBBBS.1 tT3l»£ ; corrupted from the nat ive natsa "Wclaovi" 
ttsaaiag piece of the notch , i s located on the southern t i p of 
F i r s t Siesa. I t s picturesque s e t t i n g on a vary narrow port ion of. 
the mesa has made i t the most photographed of a l l Eopi pueblos. 

tiuchspfcuvela (Ash Hi l l Terrace) , the o r ig ina l s i t e of Balpz.s l i e s 
on a low te r race below i t s present s i t e , about one-half mile to 
the southwest. This was the v i l l a g e tchich was v i s i t e d by the 
lofc'fe century Spanish exp lo re r s . Xt was no t , however, mentioned 
:ry name u n t i l 1583 (Gasga., Calpes) . at which time i t had a popula
tion of ever 1000. 

Soffietioto a f t e r 1630. the v i l l a g e gradually sh i f ted a b i t to tUe-
north on the upper t e r r a c e , probably as a r e s u l t of the e s t ab l i sh* 
rent of a mission a t thin s i t e . This pueblo i s ir;iown as LCisahovi 
'piece of the Ladder House). During the ffaeblo Rebell ion of 1680-
)'it when i t s population was reported fcc» be about 1200, the church 
ras "estroyed. 

•Surisg tha period of the r e b e l l i o n . Sisckovi was alussKlcned,, and 
i t s inhab i tan t s r-oveu Co oho top of the rose to dorr; tha present 
••tillage. Xt was a t th i s tame fine that; a tBEsbar, of Terr Indians 
l e f t the Rio Grande and cough-; parmissics to s e t t l e among the liopis. 
they r a r e allowed to s e t t l e co h i r s t Rosa wiirh the understanding 
that: they r a r e to pro tec t the t r a i l leading to carpiD and b u i l t 
the pueblo of Terr! or Hano (Loo Tsaos) nearby. 

da 1-193, when Governor Bon Diego do yhvrgso approached Ralpi during 
hie oraodihior. of rGCcuornast. ho ran met by Hopis supnortaa by 



oSaa, Ssvacupais ~ and Apaches.. Ho s'kiiCsish Seek ylaca on t h i s 
•accasi-jti. Short ly a f te r the ffcconaws-sa, tha grd&blo of Asmhovi 
slrx-'oH. signs of accepting ths Franciscan a i s s ioaaz iaa j cad too 
et'&ar Kopi pueblos banded together- to destroy the -Tillage i a 1700. 
7T»s inhabi tan ts of fts'ipi, who 'roro pa r t i c i pan t s &a the destructions. 
b r i g h t a msEhar of ~vo:ecsn arse chi ldren freaj Aaafceva. to l i ve "in 
faeis ptasblo, l a 17152 CScvcsnoir Bon Ss l i : : Hertir.ei; and h i s 
cospacy "vers fcffcsd to retr-sat from Welpi, destroying corr; f i e ld s 
co iiiuy -rent.. 

Around 1750, the clans l iv ing :1a aha too- oil hsuac-s on the coot 
e%c of efeo raas&j nos? in r a i n s 5 reaves -sua ana founded the present 
v i l l age of bbehoaiori becrcsu Hare;, and viTa.lpi« 

In 17711. Packet Sscalonte v i s i t e d Tfalpl nod repot ted i t bad a l e r t 
207 £ ' t \ i l l oc , t ea following yea." he voted tha t the Ota a vor-3 
angag-od or; a van v i t a the v i l l a g e -

hie bcxakvodag of a. papulc-flcm decline appears to hoot occurred in 
1761;. Teiar. the Hoyis suffered the f i r s t of a tor-las of rasallpox 
epideaaics. he the ea r ly IdOirxa ra lp i : , l ike the other pv.-sblos, 
*;as piegeed vehth Havajo radio on chair f i e lds a re overact brent on 
the i r lends, echo s i t ua t ion vac re 1 icrv.ee to a c e r t a i n ash tret by 
d'Tvericeri troops its the cesin-oigns or the iSSGTc agains t the tkavegos, 

X« the !3?Q !s le ' l i ae agents veto assigned he the hopifo coed in 
hot ark a t 1882,, Ho pi lends r e t a sot aside; by eoecaeflva order . 
Silica 1200%, the: ootuiaf ica e i SThlpi has raagsd ho'rrsor. 160 ee l 
SCO, 'Shss-a f igures era ;xx-oiderably bolero these of the l a t a 
1700*cs pr imar i ly due So the founding of Siohos'Svi- the invroeds 
of snalipox in 1S53«54 ana again in 1156-57;. ever the recen t 
-rit'hdreeal of a -.redder of fev i l i ea t;ho have leei l t houses near She 
springe ;-::«-:l f i e ld s as the foot of the stesa. 

Siilrill\h.:^ik£;hl: -"'l'a l i a b l e , ectestructed of carousy, va r i e s free. 
ens So throe s t o r i e s in he igh t , are: cons i s t s of three house blocks 
in a l ine r i c h covered possopotaye hehresc each. A fa r chvaliinyr; 
•are separate: ca the " e a t s ide ore. fear xve tax reek try subkerraaecu 
hives on the each;. ieeofkor hive i s :kvcor pare cod ha the couth 
end of the g e e l i e . As iefe to 170:} >;-,;, houses vrccc up to four 
otoxica do. he ight . 

leaf /reap; spar 

t ' t x e r p . ".-avdlon h 
1731 "Pirns he te . t : -,-•-•- • : . • ap-p,. g;: jx-.., 6. 
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Hin&sinSf:, v i c to r 
LB51 ?^|j£hJiE..£^ 

Ciihjsia. Bureau or '&&£X$JXSS F,elTKOlc;ry, i'!"h 
ixs5.*«:ai Litter;:. 

Es la , Sr lc E. 
:i&40 "Special Eeparr. on h a l p i , Ari aaan. i ; i&aai3S,3??.nfc, 

HotioEal Purl; Scr^ica, Southeast: Puuiorul Oitic-a. 

Stussba, S£aa?.oy &« 
1950 JL l£s I iL^£?J^ Ivc-rsan 

CLEAR e2SE£ (Pick-Aw-Xsh)., Gfi&I?0Si?£A 

T,2cafci02; Kiohiyou Qoraty, sbcat 10 niLss iro't- lluppy Cxr<ip at the 
:su>:h of Clear Crass m ^ r e if; aEptisc in to the Slenatu Hives* 

PliodLe^ '^, s - *?©~sst Sasrsriee 

'iU&MMS£IS£.: '***•§ i s Sao raosh ueeureatv; of She : florid Rexrralh 
(PicbA^-OIsh) r i t u a l s i t e s en tho i l lasetlu ilia oenreKCtry... ';&it.h 
•ran. peviorraeol by the Sterol: indlarx according S;o the 10:0.01 *:u"; 
ssuel ly about August, TAIS the only siajer r i t e yexi'exi.;-::; i t file 
cnan ecblbouu: £ sacrad sbructuro. Xf i s foesy&a chi t e i the r Sho 
leoiycohsr (Jury) Bar.ee or the hh i ie hsurnhla dauca v-e© ueri 'creei 
faro; 'rat i t i s a r t k&tG*Ki t i ter the eeretao'ay r e s l a s t hold. Xu 
1SS3,, the U. 0. Poreot Service hah a rub l i e esrep a l io on i t s 
•vest tnuh of Glee:: Crack a l i t t l e ba le r aha dsrxe o&tas, era hat 
' t oc icc signs about the dunces. 

ho a rchca lo t i ca l data i c a r a l l a h l e for th;, s i te , . 

xt£^I?e«i?i;£B>.E: ~^a ^ ifo i s fe na,o:c eanabbrbray heitata-aa i t s t i l l 
r e ta ins sore of the a h o r i t i t a l ne t t i ng . 

Srechct ; A, 1-. 
IJ53

 !iTar.i;:DC;h of the Xtxleeo of h t r i f r r n i c , •• 
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S33sH SITS, CM.3F039Z& 

JiOcatxonz, Humboldt County, on IL S. High—ay 101 near Crick. 

Cj^icaTahip: P r iva te ly owned. 

A:|KlMi£sSS£: Orowfc, or Asrokj, v i l l age S i t e was ioeosed. oa a 
bluff overlooking nefeood "rook lagoon frees the south. Xt once 
'oaloagctd to a Yurok Indian ca l led Oriel: Bob. 

P re^s i : Sta'cx^oj The s i t s has been destroyed* Construction of the 
ass? o*. S. 101 cut sway tha old co-rstery (23 bu r i a l s ware raasoved 
by the Highway Dspsrt&s&t)9 and Orlefe Bob's old bona s i t e has a 
augh 117 etscsana OB ia> 

HatGraaa, T. ? , 
1920 t rfusck Saograplry" 

SSLEY SSaBLSS SUE <SA€ 192}, CafcZSOaSlA 

iS?£|l£di ; Sacrasaaato Got£a£y» on the Asaricaa EULvar a t the foot 
of Hart Avenue, Sasrasanto. 

r t ja^gsip,: Cakcawa • 

Slpytigicaacc: Tat Solby Stables Si tes a l so known as tea h i s t o r i c 
Xnc&aa v i l l a g e of Kfi&ssas, was occupied u n t i l around 1930 by tangents 
of the oucs-auserous va l l ey Msonast* a branch of the Ealda Indians, 

Although the- v i l l a g e has suffered considerable, vandalises It r a s s ins 
E.S ore of the major landmarks of Sscraajsnto's h i s t o r y and preh is to ry . 
St was here tha t soiae of Captain S u t t e r ' s f a i th fu l Hawaiian cesv-
pauieas found Indian —free, and i t was here thai: they asta.blisb.ed 
a cestitary for tliaiar departed loved cmos. Bur ia ls continued in 
the csnotery u n t i l 19CS. 

hhlbha " - e S:?-Se J-~ *-* poor condition,. Wandals lares 
throws out the fence which fees bean placed aesnad severa l graves. 

Pelade 11, Frant 
>*"•** iZT&® H i s to r i c v i l l age of the Itadaaa." 

http://asta.blisb.ed
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SAH ffaasjsisco as ocosas (Scost am©* site, 3c»2), I/AOSXM 

Location: Jefferson County, about 2% n i l a s seathossi: ox t-yeukeeiiah 
"(Sec. 20, 7 IS , & Ag>. 

^b^BSi^ME1 Ifr'ivstrely oreod. 

Siggxffesacjai The San Francises do Geoaoa S i t e i» thoaghs: to 
brn?s been, fcfe locat ion of fee? i? th century Spanish mission for 
th ick if: i s aasocA 

Intensive Spanish i t icsion ac thy i ty asio-ig the Apslaches and r e l a t ed 
Indians of eos-fesest: F lor ida began about 1633. As c ias passed 
sardbare: of e ther t r i b e s were dxcuzi in to the a rea ; ©sons theis fere 
floss of tha Occago. nx-alcntlon of crcfesoiogAcal Knferialn feoni 
San Francisco cs Oconee, fits sess ion b u i l t for facta, suggests 
tha t i t ttas es tab l i shed about 1630. By 1702, 14 scissions had 
bran b u i l t in the Asalacliee province;, and Spanish. influence over 
tea S&dieus in the area f a s e t i t s he igh t . In 1704. a l l of the 
missions r a r e destroyed or abandoned as the result ; of English 
and Creak r a i d s . 

Sxaa.vr.t5.oa of the s i t e uncovered svldeaca for fro bui ldings of tan 
tsiosioE casralox". These had been cone t rue fed by she " ta t t le and 
datih technique cad had f loors of packed red c lay . 

Hatiyrialo of Old worlcs o r i g i n fere qui Co cossoa. Arsons these; 
r a r e : sliords of Spanish a a j o l l c a and f ina ja . p i s t o l f l i n t l o c k s . 
e. spar rena l s chain e c d l , n a i l s , frsgnsyuts of g l a s s , a brass 
c ruc i f ix , beads, a tooth o f . a domestic p ig , peach p i f s s h inges , 
locks, an anvi l - axes, and hoes. The stoat uwusual find vrere 
xrcgrjeafcs of Chinese porce la in . 

She abor ig inal roe t a t i s I s found are typica l of the par ted . I t i s 
.hat rarest Art to r o t e , h c r a t e r , that strong the t r i b a l grouts of 
Apalachsa cjfero r e m differences in potfory s ty le t . . At ben Emu-
cis-cc to Gconec;, which, use presumably occupied by the Oconee. 
root of tea dnc.ors.tos shards veore cceoplicafed s fences " a r c s ; but 
a t t e a Aula fe Apslachss, occupied ntilnly by the Apalnchaa, about 
ore-half of the sherds decorated by efesspirtg m r o Gisrrple a:i? 
cheek ofaepad. 

yrar,aae j t f e tus : Sea s i t e in in fcrrlmkk 

http://Sxaa.vr.t5.oa
http://dnc.ors.tos


Boyd., Hark F . , Smith, Kale C , and Gr i f f in , Johm \". 

1051 S§3£&J&SLi^^ StLiilS, 
&HJi}S^i^B5iH^KuI , Ga inesv i l l e . 

Ss&sh.. Kale G. 
1926 ^^,3}^SS^^L.^^,^^L^^S^z.rm^lSSS2B^i^£M^Si 

Anthropological Society Publications. Ho, 4. 

SSI.OK, FLCRXBA 

yjeasii'm: S t . Augustine 

UsnesoMp: Tits Catholic Church and Fountain of Youth, Inc . 

SJjv^aljlx^a^ca; The Se-loy s i t s i s fcha presumptive- locat ion oil tho 
3?i«sucu3n Indian v i l l a g e o5: Chief Seioy which. Pedro Menenbes 
?or.ad whoa ho entered S t . Augustine harbor i s 1553. 

She s i t e i s a large she l l s idden for vfcicb. aschaolegical t e s t i ng 
lac revealed a long h i s t o r y , ea t ing a t l eas t an far has!-: as the 
IrasgG Period (ca. 2000-500 B*€L)3 however, no ore por t ion of i t 
r.aa be i so la ted as the 13S5 v i l l a g e of Seloy. 

tyosS^J&t&fz&i liuch of the area i s covered by modern cemeteries 
::iifl t s t r r io t developments. 



GEOZGSa 

jOCGei^i: ScSntosh Coasty, en MtPtnaas illvcr j u s t c a s t of 
farica,""" 

jjvsarshig: S t a t e of Georgia sad prrcstc- earner, 

jij^fffccaoa^ Tho SpsniaU Mission S i t s r ea r Farier. i s thotigfrfc 
soasiTjly ho have bean eha c i t e of Santo Boerlago do Talaja- oao 
>£ tits Quale saisslc-as dat ing £reE about If 00 taroiigh 1675, 

ftreavetior, of She suite uncovered e s e r i e s of largo square posh-
tolas forail-ro £ha et icl lae of a rectangular eaildlsig, 35 f a s t uiGa 
>y 70 fea t long. (Frcta the shops of the pes tholes f t i s obvious 
±z s t r uc tu re was sou i a d i s u , ) 2hs pestholes csrhalraG only Ihidiat: 
e i 17th-csatury Spanish u3£crisiG s seesing to ind ica te that the 
isles had baes dug, rtocls e ra r e f i l l e d a t scset&sc- before searby 
•cut ibing George eas es tab l i shed by the English i n 1721.. Further 
irlderica tha t the s t ruc tu re antedates' the fort: tras the uncovering 
•£: three bu r i a l s In the For t Flag George ceaiafcevy (eat ing £rcai 
1721 through 1726) \rhlch r e r e placed over trie- square- postholes-

Jssalooins the s t r uc tu r e <c?as a r a i l to rh ich -iere at tached crc 
n e l l e r ba i l d lngs . Sscisd the cen t r a l bui ld ing, but wi thin the 
iacitssosc9 r e s a sjaall Sadlsa-typ^ house, Arranged in a neat, 
eehior to the eas t of t h i s cosplcx r a r e shallow r a i l trenches 
rd araail round rostholos jnnrhin?:-; the locat ion of 13 Indian houses. 

011AE7/J.F: TiXGGIOri 8213 LF7IA SfiRlSft. G8Q2SX& 
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That the cosnlex containing; Sfca largo buildiag was of Spanioh 
origin would ba inferred flftsa taa h&ofcosry of the Georgia coast, 
The finding of aearly 200 sherds of Spanish, tasjolica sad cinaho.. 
which -fate fsrosa taa first half of the I7fc*a cetjtury, offers still 
further proof of £h&o ideaeificafcioa. 

Identification: of the site as Santo 3o:oi:;go dc Talajo is aot 
certain, Howsver, the Spanish nana for the altascha River was 
Tclajcs fiha village at Santo do TJalaje was described as lying 
on the barks of a largo fresh "£for river, and the church was 
said to have boon built of largo squared timbers. 

j^rser^ i-3>s£ of the laisoioa site is faceted within fcao 
12%-acrs state-owned tract which includes the sites of Fort King 
George ivai Fort Barioa, but part of it is en privatciy-'owaod 
land, Xts present condition is not known. 

g§%ggncas: 

Bolton-, Herbert 2 , s and Ross, lorry-
3 - 9 2 5 S ^ - S ^ S S S ^ & J ^ ^ " Berkeley. 

€al&%ells Shei la Sol ly 
1954 "A apaaisa i i i ss ioa S i t e s ea r Basica ." Earlg 

GhgojffcLaj vol , l s Mo. 3 

_rX7vXF̂ lSTO> 

CS&WFOSS ?&& sum (5Ut-81), XLLBOZS 

l o c a t i o n : Koch Rsianci County, on f a s cou th ha-eh of t h e Hock h i v c r . 
WcM"W&± Township, Mi lan Oucd . , SS4j of Sec . 18, Tap. 17H, E 1W. 

CrK^ijhip- P r iva te ly crsad, 

iBv4ll™?iil£r5,£: >-'iQ Crawford Faro- S i t e i s believed to bs the s i t e of 
TtliG'SsstrviTiage ca tiis Hock Elver which eras v i s i t e d by ferulae If. 
Bike in 1815, A?.though Pifcc'c account appears to be the f i r s t 
speci f ic reference to t&a s i t e , i t i s thought: t ha t the Sauk had 
lived a t the s i t e for sssra then 30 years p r io r to h i s v i s i t , 
n i o t c c i s a l records show tha t Oauk v i l l a g e s were estcfclishcd user 
the r:ou?:k of the flock Sivsr by 1674, and sere o£ tag srohectoyicae 
v a t e r i a l s free: "ike c i t e c a t s as ea r ly as 1780, 



'isszi&l excavation of the cite has uncovered the poa&taXd 
patterns of eight houses, which were from 33 to 60 feet in 
length and about 20 feet in width, Hear those houses were 
sumarous snail firapito and large storage pits. Throughout the 
rrea tshloh was ercavaCad, materials of Suropanu manufacture 
;-707?Q quite cession. Amoag these ware: iron kaivoo, a::ess and 
files5 glass heads; gun parts and nuskofc bells; pieces of glass 
bottles; brass kettles; trade pipes; and silver ornaments. 

has 63 burials exc&v&ted at the site ere of considerable interest 
as a large enounC of information concerning Sadies cos tune of the 
period can bo obtained frojs them- Planus! frock coats- turbans-
strings of beads, beaded garments, peace medals, end silver 
bracelets- tings, brooches - and earrings must have been widely 
used items of costume- for they occur frequently with the 
burials -

1 study has bean &$xk> of the makers* marks on the. silver ornaments-
?roi5 this it has been coacj.udad that the site was occupied 
2a. 1700-1313. 

^ogcn^Sjataa; The cits is in farmland. Although it has teen 
plowed for several generations,, H-ost of the evidence of the 
historic Indian occupation remained, undisturbed in I960 (when 
the FJniversity ox Illinois last excavated there). 

£E#J K&8S&8S3& VXKAQa SITE, XLLH5DIS 

becatiaa; Raadolph Couaty. BrawsrsililG Township. Chester 
âactaCBgla KTb of Sv& of GSh; E23s of Sw%; EE% of 33%; •?% of Iffihr 
af SS% of Bsc. 23, Top, 68, E. 83. 

SjSBgacshigi Privately canes. 

livp|ixij^^ The cite is a rectangular area about 330 yards 
side by 1/4 mile long- which la located cm a slight ridge vast 
sf the Ssskashia Elver in the Mississippi lliver flood plain. 
?.t res eesupiecl by the Illinois nftar Shoy left SSSXVSR Eock 
:vad rtoved downstream* after 1700. 

hns&verticn of the cite by She Illinois Scats Masars uncovered 
1-e-tus, rvsket balls, gur parts, nails, broken glassa ana other 
articles of European manufacture. 

l;:ar̂ î .̂â Cusj The site ic in. fcrvlaai. If is In. good condition. 



Z^caeion* Fori: weyaa 

G^^ran ip : vferious public ar-d p r iva te o-me'co. 

l lS !Ml££S£S : ™ °̂ ^ori; Tvayzia Area., e e r t o r o£ the MiciRS 
coagedesacv, ras occupied during the l a t e 18 ta and ea r ly 
19th cen tu r i e s , 

The portage near. For t Ivayao ras- the bay a rea , fee occupation 
s i t e s ©Ktesded do~m she ilabash Siro-r through ©abash, Legcos-
p o r t , sad Lafavetfe. Tae "Habeas" Xndians had fiesd^garfaasant-
v i l l a g e s at: Aarayattc- end Lo^aBsporc. 

FrgSGi}J:_,Stefes: Tb.a condit ion or these s icca i s uakaesn,, but 
pres-au'sMy they are over la id by Fort ©ayes c r i bare no orr«-
"ivi™g i n t e g r i t y as s rehaoiae iea i s i c e s . 
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BIG BLB3 f&ft&\ SITS {141024}, S&nSAS 

.iiJjeaGion: PofcCawatoraiG County, about £ cdlss cast of Mafuo-ttcn 
an She north bank of the nances River. 

C^«JSS2MS; -^G Salon Pacific Railroad and various owners, 

CSl^i^ceaca; The Bis Blue Rensa (also knern r.c L-Iaal'stSenj 
ILaEse'lriTlai'a, or Blue Elver) Site was the priacloal village of 
Ola Sanaa from, about 1810 until 1820, The general appssrarea 
ox the village during occupancy "ran well dsaoribad in 1819 by 
rhesas Say, ecologies, of the Long expedition, According to hie 
ectteata. the ut.rbor of earth lodges at that ulme was 120, and 
the population was in the neighborhood of 1:500 persons. 

BisiCsd excavation of the site produced very far as-fcif&ccs of 
native manufacture and so aboriginal pottery. However, obiecte 
of European ram'fscirsrs, such as firearr.s. steel trays, cutlery. 
household utensils, trade textiles, and articles of personal 
a&rsasuUj we're present: and soata of these iters were rather 
pLontifal. That the Reuer. wares so highly acesjlturated by the 
early ISth century is net surprising, for they "era ohtcdning 
European trade materials in the late 17th century, as o.vidor.cc-3 
by the P&iraing site. 

J'!H£̂ ?JL§liĥ iil: Lafesval erosion by the river has destroyed much 
ci the site. The remaining portion, which is. in farmland, is 
crooned by the union Pacific Railroad.. 

;ytfyeyrcnces: 

Thecal fees j Rswbsn 6 . , ad. 
1905 ovab :^v2shG:\B ^.ryjols, rvol'hrjivscvâ  

model,, ba lds iu 
1946 "The IConsa b a i l o r s . : ; yblTthJ?"^ 

££^^Y«-2£^i?ib>vS3.5 Vol. 49, lis. 1, pp. 1-35; 
JttEtC. 

1539 ^B^SSSBS^Si^^?..S2^^^^SF^«^t^:9^^^.' Bureau of 
AnericGiTAreheoIosy, Bulletin 174. 



gasis&s Kinm-iuT SITE (14EPI>9 E&ES&I 

'ipc£i?".cn: Republic Scanty, about 2 railes southwest of Republic. 
oa"t'h<rblu££c couth of fee Republican River. 

':»noj?ah?.!j: Ksrtoas State Historical Society 

r!jb]siJAccncc: The Eaasaa MerasssaS Sit- derives its afzuj Srera c 
praaltc shaft erected on the spat in 1901 ay the State of Ilansas 
"Pes Karl: the site of cue Pevnae 2spub?.ic, where Lieut, Zobalon II. 
liUa caused the Cpunisb flag to fa levered and the flap, of the 
•Jniteu States Co bo raised, September 29, 1.809." However, this 
blots tiff cation is sio longer generally accepted. The location of 
fiie site and the tonography of aha vicinity differ iron that 
Ic-Gcribsd and sapped by ?lkafs paruj-̂  and arenaslogical investiga
tion, although cemfiming that Che site "'as occupied by cha 
dopubilcaa Band of the Pawnee, suggests that the site "van occupied 
earlier5 probably between 1775 and 1GQ9. East authorities nor 
agree that the site visited by bike was the Sill si Co vArich is 
farther unstress across the Stats boundbiry is SfabrasUa- The 
Kansas sconumeaC Site is, aovcrthaXsss, of interest as the only 
cortalnly identified historic Pawnee village site "fries, has 
Icon located to date in Kansas, 

V'he site ccvcrc lass than 10 acres, Within this area 25 lodge 
circles are scattered about, "hey avcrare 10 inches in depth, 
ere well defined, end show clearly the position of the former 
entrances, av.oug the lodges era scattered caches, 15 or more 
of which are clearly discernible-

, .rtifnets free: the site ere a mixture of aboriginal nafaricla and 
unites trade iters. Sypicaliy Pavaaa pot-shards and euarfcrifce 
(scrapers occur along with metal hoes., bridle bice, spare, iron 
Gin, end other evidence ox coaeccrciel i-atornoursa with white 
.....,.~...... 

ie-sgnf ybuvtus: The hereto Jnoaur.urnt site is eufrcvoly well 
preserved, lost of if l.o in unbroken sad. 

Iferenees: 

Couas, E l l i o t s , cd. 
1S95 The Hjcssaieions of Sabslcn loufaoaery l i k e , 

iSp^ISO? r^l^olHrifaw'"fornT:"" 



WcKbi5 Haiti© R. 
1336 An ffifcroduccioa so gaanee.Aychaplosy-* Bureau 

o£ Asaarican Ethnology Bulletin 112. 

1959 Ann SaSgodtiefcioa to g^asag^ Agchaplogy. Bureau 
o£ AraoHeass Ethnology Bulletin 174. 

ISLCSE SITS (14RC5), KAE8A8 

iGGarion: Rica C£mntys 4 tailes -rest of Lyons on she flat: uplands 
cast of Ce%v Creak. 

Oaroarcshijj; Privately cweed, 

.̂ idŜ Bû rVSIrEx1 ®1G Ealoe-a Site Is one of the Qaiviraa3 or vjlclrita, 
clses of the, Coronedo period. It covers 15 or 20 acres within 
which are two low ncrcids, possible lodge sites- and a truster of 
cache pits. 

Only limited excavation has beta allowed at the site, "his-
hsvever, was adequate for determining that it is very closely 
related to other Sice and McKherscn Counties Quivisan sites. 
Like the Tobias"-Thoapaea cosples, it has beta placed in Chs Little 
River Focus of tha Great Bend Aspect, 

A tall concrete cross. floodlighted at night, hao been created an 
the site in aeffiOEy oil Fray Juan de Padilla, Badilla, who had 
ncccntpanaed Geronad© to Qu&vira la 1541. returned the next year 
end., &Mle exploring farther to the east, lost hie life. There 
la, however, no evidence mice would specifically connect M s 
rdefo. the Ealcno cite. 

^gJ^4jLSj-g^g.j rho site has bean in cultivation for a avKter* of 
years and-, subsequently;, has boar damaged to cone eosree. 

|bciyer̂  

Bolton, Berbera E-
1943 9^IB^^^^y^k\S^I^^S!t^B§^i}£pjlet' 

University ©•£ Haw Eaxieo 'frees. Albuquerque. 



1542 'larchoolon^lcsl LarKrbus i a Csafcr&I Ksaasn end 
Saaxsr poss ib le Bearing on the Location of 
Qu&v±?a." S g i j ^ o a t o ^ t ^ j g ^ ^ l e r o ^ s Collections., 

1259 EiArl.J&HS^a^^ 3us«8« 
of &aes:ica» Ethnology Bailsfcfta 174. 

AAIOT CSLSS-C S*i23 (14M?X)S S&S8&S 

Joecajolfviu HePiioracs Gcxm&y, about 3 saf-Ies coutlK-Tesfi ox Lindsborg 
oa the west bonk of Pa ia t Grssk approximately 1% sti les south of 
cho Sacky H i l l Prlear. 

^neosGaip; I-sivabcly ooraed. 

^l^Ki.ii.^^SKj:^ One of the Qa&viras s i t e s of tb.2 Covan&&o period, 
tha Pa in t Greek s i t s pea r l i e r col led Sal ine !)• esucre en ansa 
of approxirsately 70 ac res . Within t h i s area are 22 ic?7 rafeisa 
noirras. great urvrboes of teach-filled refuse p i t s , end a , :cooccil 
circle." sons SO varus Lr: d i a^ s t a r . 

rha s i t e r e s f i r s t exc&vaftsd by .J. A. U&Ion in X8SX-1.333. She 
cost i n t e r e s t i n g a r t i f a c t f ros obis ascaosfcicu reo a fragment of 
akaiu iiisil. Later f s s t ing by Or. Waldo 2 . Hadsi in 1934 uuccrcrci 
no -Araraccn l aa to r i s l s , Howevers the aaasiginaX o r l t u r a l rastesiaXs 
farad arc qu i te e icso iy relator, to those froa: other Qu i r i r a r s i t e s . 
Site sits Sobias-Tfhosspsoa complex and she Arkansas " lay Country 
fillt'.b sitft;. i s has boon placed i a the Srec t Done- Aspect, 

^anon^SjcoXas: Oiks c i t e fees boar in ferralsnsS fee a stysber of 
;?,err>. Cul t iva t ion has leveled end near ly oblitsrst-c-d r.a«y of the 
".'•>•'.arts and other fassures . 

Aider. J . A. 
12G0 An Old Bsdlaa V i l l a s c . 

/iagsisbasa Library Publ icat ion 5 EAr- 2- Loch valerA. 



:f d Uglif-A 

mmLk wm ssm9 imxs&m 

MSB.SS : &&£<£&• State BsnaX Farm- Sf irreg* S52, 2IS; R5vv? 

;2iS2£SSSa.; State of LeuisiSES 

Slg^jfia^SSS' ~-~~ Angola Fans Bits -fas the location of a 
Fl^Sa^viXXago v i s i t e l by rcsrvlXXa In 1699 and by Gravlsr In 
AfGO, I s 1705., according to In HarpC; the Eunices abandoaed 
t h e i r vi l lages on the Yazoo River "and collected again among 
•Ilia Eonnao^ vho received tham Intoddyv* Shortly after tn l s -
fcfcs Xuuleas teMXXe& nora than cua*dalf of t he i r (the Fuuroo) 
nation12 and toed ever the v i l lage , Itia funicus continued to 
l i r e a t the Angola Far-a Site u n t i l soisstfius bctreen X'(Bh arxci 
2.603; vrlxon they novocl westward, to the IttrhovilXe Prair ie soar 
the Ksd Sfveua 

2a 193'b 10 burials vara sscawated at the- s i te* ISKccrrt tsar, 
these burialo trere in excavated graves^ they ahorfsd striking 
ciMXarity t o tlia Hat ones bur ia ls in Hound "0" a t the Father-
land Plantation. Site In Mississippi, S13 Hes.dC; t race "bells., 
exc> and nabive-macie copper cones"are idoixticel a t both, uitecx 
and, ac a t Fatherland, a *roofien chest (the outlines of nlilch. 
arc Ziiartnd by na i l s , hinges, and a hasp) had been a r m us ft 
coffin a t the. Angola Far;n Site-. 

19H;> 'ifsXIm A; A Ifofohisfoale Indian Village 
in KoKisrscn County. Kansas, Hcb.rac'fes 
History Kagaatiaa Vol* 15. Eo.*3^ us»r~239-
„ „ _ „ . _ . _ , , 

I9U2 'tircheoXosieal Remains in Central ICsssao 
and S&sir leceibie Bearing on the Location 
of friiv'irad' ^ j t b s f f l l ^ ^ s c e r p ^ / a s o ^ 
0;e1~2£MSK3.> Vol. Idl7^<» f» 

1959 An Introduction t o Kansas Archeology.. Bureau 
of Asiorican Stimalogy Sallet in Ifb. 
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rtvjjei LouisiSna" and' 'lKs£:lr:r.:?.:.r.-k, A t̂'liropolO'i1'" 

MTCT? GGCLfl. S283* XAfaSBlHi 

I-Grjatxoar XcervillG Par-iob; on t-Ii3 wee;?- bank o:? i-Iss ArsolrsipBl 
fm'3K5c"oiivaVrirts of Bayou Goule,. axtu of Irrerolsr fee, 10, 
H* 1SB; x JOS« 

G^oraTrlr,: Brrrafoly caned* 

S^J^^^S.£ ' ^-a Bayou Goula Site- i s tbe location of en esr'ly 
lo\%''*e^-Jrary ri21agc- -faititi was ©ceupisA by tl„o Beyanjouls 
Indians an! other groups ™&&j£csi£>;l-&l -;r;itlj idiea. 

Xlcrvfllo v i s i t e l tec village In jet;? end described i t as 
containing 107 ordinary dt-rsixingcj; a cMof'c acra&eu and a iecviiou 
At blot tine bbs villago nsc surrcusae-3. by <• p&XisnecN 

jLti 19-->0--'M> fr-hs s i te woo cicoa'oatol and evldenso ".nccr/crcacc", ice 
eeveral rectangular bosses, A large D.x?iober of txsi'c- itesis 
wore also fciuid, 

E^S&Gv^-M^^Jl '• Ohfexo'-rc- « 

'faiimbja George lb 
i9e7 "!ixio Esyeu Gcacle, SifaB v:iui;B 



m&ess&i KSFT Bisa, Loorsxftiift 
Ipug^ticur Cavafe.-.ls Parish? east oi<ie ox' Sicily Xslariij not 
i£r~rei t of ©reset; H t e r , 33 corner of ivregtfi&r S e c 3S~ 
11H- P.8l, 

l^iB^^SBPx1 ^ i S Sorbose:; Fork Site lis- Irene, identified as 
tlie'Ve:ISge oate ntoro the Fetches constructed the i r fort afr-or 
fleeing in 1729 free t he i r oM viXta-gss in £&saissipni<, Xc,snt-:f-
float-ion of the s i t e «as originally based on svrps dra*» by an 
•engineer rice accosipanied Berlcr 's expedition against "fens fort „ 

iircbeaiogical evidence supports t h i s identif icat ion, ^ e n t i t l e ? 
of JSuronesTi rsateriai item icrau*L a t too s i t e of tire fort,, snet-
rnolluftcd among tncfla i t e r s «rere largo nnabess of lead t a i l s -
fragments of holies? cast iron sbellSj and ruin, p a r t e •Efce 
aboriginal pottery from the c i t e also corroborates the idnnti-* 
ficahion- oe easiest- a l l the cleeoratecl sherds are Identical t o 
those fouRd at- the FavOmfcand Plantation Site-

Sofeygncgs: 

Sbrd; James A. 

logicaiTstuvy l o T 23"IfS)£t£Tc3f LouiscUsaa 
Begapbiaont of Cosisery&kicoc 

LopnyM.oni Frinee Gsorgeo Ootn'tye on tne uest snore of Clogetf : s 
cBroT^a eiiibae-aost in the- novctli chore of Rlscatanay Creel .fast 
belo«* Kccklsy Point^ (38- 'M' hi5 Rortn Latitude ami 77° 2" h\T 
treat Longit'uSs) •> 

Cragt/jih||>: iteivcreiey corned. 



BiyaiAfycecv ffee B&s-FdQhmraook Fort Biff io tna rAte of a 
.frcenraeAfflo ntorfssdes:! fort- built in l&Jy ty roinrntn of ii.v:; 
Siis-cpeĴ UjiCG f̂i for Solace against f'.ac ieooca.. lArAecyof carl 
feoslogorl ">;;;•• colonists frosi Virginia am": ifrryler.id;. i-Ivo £uc,ou£'» 
fcmeole es-snnod. pii'isgccl across Virginia,;, and Ana'i ado A tlio 
apssas ^3rich iav-Xtod Bacon's Rebellion» Ebo facc-aaficaaooaa 
aulrocguerrtly ajoiasd v-lie SCSOCDC and bsorjEO isoplCAOt-lo cncorl-SD 
of the whites* 

A collection, of trade goods tress recovered iron storage pitse 
C r i s i s , ostd en c-acusry ac-sccdat-sd tilth the Sunffiohannco:.;; for i . 
Seals iv-o;/;-,;> as clay plgec- fseoo harps- he?.?-; bolls,- cor/ocr 
iorelryc glees- bo t t l e s ; cxcl l ien tools troy a foixatn 

2^2SSPl;J^oiff-i: rise s i t e i s in Atynlanch no if bee neon if;-
£00 years5 bati ereerh for natural changes fins to rice;:; levffif
ing and erosion* the area, in thorf'f • to apxffr :raoc".>. or. i t iff' 
ofesn i t s Fort rno standing.. 

ri:fereneo;f 

,fOff;ooon.j Alice f̂  h-> 
If-M :r*B?,c ofvccfi-elvoonocs .fori- -on Piccaloa&v 

frochf' Iferylaisi. Iliotcricol >f;-cnins, 
col . 36. *" * ~~ '""""""~ 

fr;,gwCC% Alice J:, A... and ecr&uaosy. henry Cf. 
i960 :Sl«,.It§>i9^A9r, Il-fffe^f ,o;/'' .eifyief^Af 

Ao'cff-euf.. K&i^Sandr*' 

Stephenson. Hobort L«j and lAaryrcciy Alice A, A-
1963 ' ff'? /fie yefd l . 9ASSe,.9e9° • .99htf lA. ivy\y rf99 

Ihylyqrcl l i f ty rey So $9rHp cy 95.itIrsopolosieal 

irrhrernity of Etch if/ :i • 

AChl Ailflf-ofr'A, lAfilSfOm 

'fiff-iyff Bono Sorel Ccr.nty;: en his r ight frhs of the B3.uo 
. ' '.2s. 0 1 rob ; " : latin: 

tvf --ho ho 3OTO- Hive:? tvifh the Sl'.vs f c t l n 

ffrOs^Cifiie; Ihohvstoly cooocf 



£?.fiuiPic.£mce: 'ioTb l-'HiiHiier was established, by Pierre Charics 
La Suc-ur in the f a i l of 1700 as a hes&cjjarters for traulng and 
Kiaicg* I t consisted of three or four log eabins surrounded" 
l>y a palisade. 

La Sueur l e f t the oi'ea in tfc.s spring of the Lollocdnfj, yearj 
hrct the d.sts, which he aoscriblod concerning the location of 
lu^Slau vi l lages ? streeaas, natural resources, etc*, was aiffiost 
irjuofiiatcrlu/ taken t o Paris , where i t was incorporated, in varioue 
issps cad rs r ra t ive accounts. 

!Sho s i t e of Fort L'Huillier has beer, identified as being on a 
large natural rarr/J.? about 6Q to 75 feet high* with a few acres 
of fa i r ly level ground on i t s top* 

^Qs^rA^Stt±vxct ofis site, i s in farialarid. I t s present condition! 
irs not iaooci* l>vu, Gviderics of the structures io believed, to 
have been destroyed "by cult ivation. 

Eugaes. Sheaj&s 
190S 1 7 ! £ j ^ 

khvS Society Coi3.ectioira; 
. vol. ?rxx 

MISSOURI 

BACK LIS mZxl LIxilLS GSLGS YJISi-MS SEES (S3YEfc)* MISSOURI 

^^i^JiStti:7 Venson County, near Ar thur ; on the r ight caak of 
B&vcir"anil Forth Blough a abort, distance froa the l e f t baric of 
the Gss.«e Fiver. 

Gm££?mi±oz Privately cv-racd. 

Si^d^l&^^Q: Bhe Bach end Foarth L i t t l e Osage Village Site was 
£&i~s$Jte'cf"a l i t t l e Osage settlement frens shout 1777 un t i l 
16X15. 

ISiea vis i ted in IS06 by Captain Maxxlm- H.. Pike who recorded 
enough iniorru^ to vyike positive i&entificatiosi a? 'the s i t e 
possible.* i t "/-as the vi l lage of ^ubtaauggy-., or She Wind.. 



chief of the Little Osage* Pikers lieutenant, Barnes B. 'liXkinson,. 
jEei-Twioaefi being net by "ISO horsemen, painted end decorated in 
a fanciful vsy," "a discharge from four swivels" in suLute, end 
the eating of "green corn, "buffalo seat, and watermelons," 

/u-akeclcgieal exc&v&tioa at the site has uncovered house patterns^ 
trash-filled cache pits, and, fire pits, very few aberigiaal 
artifacts were found, hut iters of European maniiiscture-^glass 
end porcelain heads, copper projectile points, iron axes, frag
ments of kettles and flintlocks, etc.—-were cuite coaanon* 

?£g|^ti^tatUG: The site originally covered about 30 acres, but 
3trip*3inlng for coal have destroyed all but 5 acres. She remain
ing section is in cultivation and has been for sase tiaej how
ever, its BveheoXogical integrity has not bean destroyed. House 
patterns sad other- features vera found below the plow gone during 
the tihivursity of Missouri's excavations in 2.962 and 1983. 

{er erenceo: 

Berry, Brewtonj Ch&jeaan, Carl: and Mack, John 
jghh ''Areheolcgical Remains of the Osage," 

•American in t ioui ty , vol. X, No«l, p p . I - I l . 

ghapjaan, Carl 

^o^jy^^j.t:mHistoritT1 JndAcsn Tx-lbo-iT''^ 

BBS BBAKCE OSAGB TCX&AGE SITE (£3*13), MXSSQTBI 

Locaticni^ Vernon County, near Halher on the east fork of 
Bee~B^^^ v? Cool Creek (lf| SIT See. Ik. T3?'Kt B50r/). 

iSSrl^li^lX* Privately owned. 

Sl|prr^^ The Bee Branch Osago village Si te in 'the ear l ies t 
br^/hs Ossge villages ond the only one of thorn .share aborifcte.nl 
pottery has beer, found in any quantity-—here potsherds were 
•the !20St RSiSfiTOUS S f t l f & C t S . 

Objects of Ern'opeur origin are also rather conffion, Jrnong those 
were f i lnt- loek r i f l e warts: iron ares , hoes, knives, aula. 

http://aborifcte.nl


f i l e s , and p r o j e c t i l e riO'tats; coiner hoivble-a, b e l l s , sad 
sheet d i s k s : b ra s s bu t tons ; xraiv'ixKrts of glass:: and cracker;/ 
sherds . 

Shis evidence seems t o ind ica t e t h a t t he c i t e van occupied 
p r i o r t o , or j u s t at. the beginning of contact and/or t r a d e , 
end t h a t i t van occupied for none time with European items 
gradxislly rep lac ing those of abor ig ina l o r ig in . 

ifcr-ot^ ^ " : s i 'C G ~-s - n fcrKXssd' hreh of i t i s in 
p^Ssturo^^ra\ltih oppcrcrxtly has not "been cu l t iva t ed , That 
ejiccvations voire corulticted a t the s i t e i n IpcS and X9&3 oge-asn 
fox- i t s archeologtcnl i n t e g r i t y . 

Rclbercacggu 

Berry, Brcwicct: ChspuaU; CsrXj and lixclp John 
1916 "Areheologl.cal Eazains cf the Osage," 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ l ^ ~*ol-° ^.; Ko-1, pp-«I-XX 

Chapman, Carl 

Missouri ^?cnSBlogisT, vol, 10, 

CdIrr£KGd\jH OSAGK 7XI1A03 SEES (23VEL), i-HSSOvfill 

J^cairlon: Vernon County, north ox Ke-vada on the pos tern edge 
of Green valley P r a i r i e near Old Town Branch of 'the Man^aton 
d iver * 

.VluMSk-^l' Eh'iv-ately owned. 

ibhyxy.iK idle- Carrirtgton Osage Village has 'been identifier ' . 
en -'SielB.li*Ouagc v i l l age v i s i t e d by Zebulon P i l e i n XCv6 and 
by the Ch;:;ictoau--v;o Ktmn SspeoeVcica i n 1615* 

Bluest the whole, inventory of abor ig ina l E&terisjLs ware uc.de 
of stone- 'scrapers, s n a i l triGn.gu2.ar p r o j e c t i l e po in t s , knives, 
nsnos, p i p e s , e t c . 

Contact tr 'oterialn wore abundant- and included f l i a t - l o e k r i f l e 
p a r t s j i ron ESSCO, hee-s. ka iv s s , carl awls; fregsaeato of copper 
feett7.es, b e l l s , p r o j e c t i l e p o i n t s , spangles, and crncifhr.es: 

http://uc.de
http://triGn.gu2.ar
http://feett7.es
http://crncifhr.es


porcelain and glass beads; pieces of glass bottles; clay pipes; 
crockery fragments-; and small silver ornaments. 

Present Status: Ere site is in faraland. It is relatively veil 
preserved. 

References: 

Berry; Brevcon; Chapman, Carl; and Z-Sack. -John 
19hS* • "Areheological Remains of the Osage." 

African Antiqnity; Vol. X. Ko« 1> pp«l»l£. 
Chapman. Carl 

19h6 A Proliiailnaî y Snrvey of Missouri Jlrehac-
olcgy; Part I: Historic Indian IrXbea* 
Missouri Ai'chaeologist; vol. 10. 

Hamilton. *x. M. 
i960 "Seme Gun Parts from 3.8th Century Osage 

S i tes . " Missouri Arehcologist. Vol. 22. 
n n IP f k . 1 J1.Q 
; / j / . .%J-\^**^v.»'^* a 

Harcer, uce 
1939 "Village of the Big Osages." Missouri 

/irehaecloryist; Vol. 5. pp. 3.°>£C. 

HALLSTS BLuTP SBE (S3VB2), MISSOURI 

Location: Vernon County, on Hc&Xey's Bluff on the south side 
of the Osage Hirer ( l$ m EB Sec. 3k9 S38E5 R3C¥), 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significance: She HalleyTs Bluff Site i s the urcbablo location 
of Post Cofcndelet. which dates from 1795 to 3.801. 

Beneath the bluff are a series of 23 bell"shaped p i t s cut into 
coiirl sandstone, inese are ? feet deep on the average* about 
3 feet across a t the tap , and 57/ in diameter a t the bottom. 
Just south of the p i t s i s the so«ca;Lled "Osage 'Trace;" a -winding 
' t ra i l from the River to trie top of the bluff, virion nay have 
Baca used t o haul supplies coming from down-river to the fort 
ti'o the ten. 



SBBRASKA 

BAB VILLAGE OF 5S35 OKAHA (HEXMES SJES, 25CDX2)* EFBEASKA 

Locaticn: Cedar County, near Vysoh en Boa Creek CHSf SIC X32M 

Ornercarp: Privately ouned. 

£El^i^icauGe; ahe Bad Village of the Omaha, cr Heiiaes Sits,, 
is though!; to nave been occupied by 'Che Omaha in the letter 
part of the l8th century and to have been abandoned lust prior 
to the establishment of the Big Village of the Omaha. She 
nan-ej Bad Village, refers to intra~tribal altercations lending 
to its abcudorjuent. 

iire site lias been ereheolcgical.ly tested f but the results -irerQ 
incciicluoive. It is. borever, sa^heoiegically :lsmorteait for 
determining the culture of the l8th century .Omeiia, 

gggaggb. Status: Farud.arid» 

Although scientific excavation produced little cultural 
material, some items dating from the 1790*3 vers uncovered, 
earlier digging by local people produced trade goods in asso
ciation v1th burials* and surface collections laclude aborig
inal artifacts similar to those found on other Osage sites of 
the period. 

Dounstresri is the location of the Harmony Missies -ehich vac 
established in 1821. Shere Bill Willisms helped prepare an 
Oeagc dictionary before going West to become Old Bill Wiilicms^ 
ifonntain Man. 

ggesent Status: Hie site has suffered from vandalism. It ban 
been used cs~a picnicking area for a great jaairy years. 

Befer taffies; 

Berry. Breutons Chapssrt* Carli and Mack* John 
3,9̂-h "/Areehaeological Bassjius of the Osage." 

JSgteiu\ĉ ..Â ffi3dLty* Vol. X. Ho.l, pp. 1-11. 



SGfeycnacs: 

Feneiiga, F«, and Frstxts 
n.d. Hbtss on e:cca\nxbioa» hZsnuucript. 

Laboratory of Mtbropology;, uM\~ersity 
of Ifebrasks, 

mmiGUD 8SBB (253JU2); f̂ RASKA. 

location: Butler County, near B e l l i e d (Wg HH£ SIS £l6B, H13S), 

C^g!®^Mp>; Privately earned. 

sagtdjElccaice; "Uie BaXltxoccl Si te i s the s i t e of a GrcsaS Pssmee 
vi l lage ualca was occupied a t the opening of the XJth century. 

SAG vil lage was bui3.t en -the s i t e of an ear l ie r Lover Loup 
culture t i l l a g e , dating probably from the l a s t half of the 17th 
century ana the f i r s t half of the. loth century, for any study 
of ctttirorai clifferentiation of the various Patmee vil lages end 
bends, the s i t e i s of great -iurportancei Only snai l portions 
of i t have been <SEcavated t o date. 

ih?efaGniJj^^ TMnxxrxi., 

Jr3^iSBH : 

a»&. Pbreav^bion notes. Manuscript. 
I^ebracka Historical Society. Llnccla. 

LIIK?OOD SZS (23Sul)5 XSaiMSKA 

Xtecyxtipn: Butler Cfcuuty, near Xiirsood {SSg-. Spt EOT Kfcss). 

Cnrneoj/oljiao; Privetely «raefi. 

Sriaaiil|psn She Liruroocl S i t e , occupied by -the fennel band of 
the Bsnnee, i s one of the 'teype s i t es of the h is tor ic Pawnee. 

At the s i t e there are two contiguous ecsponeats: the early ccs> 
ponent, "AH, cdrec, 5.800: and the l a t e cc^oae&t, "B", dating 
from 1851 to 1857. Ccspontnrc "A" has been, ezcavsied by the 
Haivaraitj' of IMiraaha and by the Isbrsala His tor ies! Society,; 



eoa^oneat nBu has not been excavated* 

Shis s i t e has played an important pert in defining the 
culture of the Grand Beiaiee a t the opex&ng of •the 2°4/k century. 
Mhen the reasoning portion of the s i t e Ccoa^caeat ,:BW) has been 
excavated, i t u i l i be even xaore toportant, for- then changes in 
Pannee culture in the h i s tor ic period can be sfcuaoedo 

.Present Status: Unlreoua. 

Keferences: 

Strong^ ¥. Buacan 
-1935 An Introduction to Nebraska Archeology. 

Saitasoniaa ISlseellsneous Collections^ 
Vol. 93? I53* 10. 

1933' An Introduction to jpavuee Archeolopy. 
Bureau of American- Stnnology; Bulletin 712. 

1933 "She Street-Historical Approach t o V&aaee 
Archeology." iSsithsonian Miscellcaeous 
Collectio33S. Vol. 97? Ho, ?• 

YBEAH 82325 C^SHl); HE3HASKA 

location: Sanaders County, near Venice (S'E-K S35 5Q.5H K9E). 

GssersMp: PrlvsfeeSy ot-rnecU 

£lifer3l^lc3*££: -^ e
 SW&KI Si te i s the location of a large well* 

oocuKseabed contact vi l lage vhich was Gccitfiled by the Oto and 
mssouri fro®, about 1775 t o I83O* bTtdmtely they rere per* 
sundoci by Moses Merrill to asovs t o the La P la t te Village s i t e 
near BelXevue, and thence t o the Barnes-ton Village- 2M the 
l&rriXl Mission Tillage. 

Any delineation of Oto culture in the contact p or ie l will. 
depend en creke-ologie&L data frcs* the Tatars s i t e , 53ie s i t e 



has Ijeen exeata-tea" on occasion since 193.5.? however, these 
excavations bs&Q GO icy \iaecvere& only coracle wares which 
arc generally thought ic? he of Pawnee ssaaufae^'uyc* Kiln 
problem adds t o the possible linxytey.ee of the c i t e . 

gares^c^atufl* The s i t e i s in farisioiid. 

Hef©nonces; 

2.902 Repjqgt eg ®^&*^*P$ °5 •̂ c'c !̂?::i2»0^y,» 
^bj^S^T§5afceL B i s t ^ i e s l §e^e| . i : ,fey 
19Ca>l9oa» ~xdaccOau 

HiL1>- A. oh. and Coopoy. P&nX. 
7.938 "The. Archeologiecl C'ataaiga of 1937.n 

£3poras|a^^ 

iSfcO ^^yB.y1tt5i®» si\tSS.' Ksl^asha Histcricnl 
Society," ts&eoi&r 

jjocac^xai: Sandoval Ceuiity? Jeses Pueblo, 

Ogaesffilffia? .Jesses; Trie©. 

iljaiijhhsasce; l a 1541. 'the chronicler of the Coronado ojipediiica 
Secreted"seven Jcasea puehlos, plus three others in the region 
if den-es Set Springs. Espeejo. in 1583, saitoQ. ccrea; era Qnato 
•ncs? eight and rsentiened t l r e o others in 1598* Abeut 2.62.8. 
ItSher Geroacino da Ssrate SaXmer&n RottloS. stray of the Acmes 
h a new pueblo, (itxisewa. end constructed a church called San 
-Jess a t the pxxsvlc-. l a 2.6*23 the pueblo was aljardorea, and the 
eVagrcb, burned.. Scno 6,500 Jesea Xndians wesre said t o hsve-
been hast iced during t h i s period; obviously the;; did not a l l 
l ive art lluscwa, 

i'n. 1626, a new pueblo with 3<J0 houses was fouihled. ml a church 
dedicated t o Son Biego was bu i l t under Father Kartin do Article's 

http://linxytey.ee


guidance, hlria Tpieblo -fas on the sate of the rrdora assies, 
In &&1; there were 3.786Q Jersr: luoicsrs under the exhvdatstra-
t ier , of t h i s Exlesion; honor®?, the vMhsicn probably iseXudoa 
ts© other pueblos* 

After the Pueblo JtebcOlioa broke out in 23580. the oases went 
into the icotutialss. !£hey l a t e r returned t o "the San D&egp 
piiebXo but ? in 3.688. again took refuge en the nearby raesao. 
SJhou the SpeniGh returned t o the arcs, in 1&$*L, the ceases were 
found in a large fost if ied pueblo, probably in the nuronts.ins. 
Host of the Jemes rosQlned in t h i s pueblo, hut ethers returned 
t o Sen Siege* 

In IxSSf the Jesus again Joined the other pueblos in revolt? 
and the dciEcn %fno had been l iv ing a t San Diego reioined the 
group which had reasained in the E^ontaias., She Spaniards 
ludertook a punitive eroeclrtion. against the Jemea and defeated 
thesu PolXay?ing t h i s , a nrsaber of the uenaG fled t o other 
pueblos and t o the S&vaejos* 

By 1706, about 300 cf the dessa were reestablished a t San Diego, 
and a decade l a t e r others returned from the Eopi vi l lages . 
In the early 3.?00:s the Bsirados said -the Utes fi'ccuoatly raided 
Son SiegOj the only svereivisg Jesses pueblo; and in 1728 a 
pestilence struck the vlSlage. Howeverg Tfh jX&obite&ba were 
recorded in j-TfiS* A sar&IIpoK epidemic in 17553 reduced the 
population to I'Sd} but i t was increased in 1838, when the 
people of Pecos (also speakers of the leva, language) abandvuied 
the i r pueblo and Roared the Josses. Since I89O the rr^pulation 
has r i sen steadily; i t nor stands at ever 3..£00. 

|h?aseni^ In 3y7t> the pueblo of Jeaets was suae up of 
fiVtr© house blocks v?ith the church on the south s ide. Sro&iy . 
the pueblo i s a large sprawling vi l lage of irftculdual and 
connected adobe houses, lecstly cue story high. 

lv?d£E3tir2SS.: 

Hodge. P . H*; Easisnsicl.. S. }?.; and Hey. A* 
19^-5 ^^^mi^^jgjo^^^fd^^^eaj^^^gl 

Set ter , Paul 
3-S38 SB^ifBS^B0^,$i..^^M^.MS£.-^S^S£^ 

sad the School of Assrrieert Beseureb, 



Sm JIBS rUEBIO, ISEM MECECO 

XrOCKkicsji*, Bio Arriba, County/, Saa Juan Pueblo* 

0\mern}iij): Ssa Juan Sribal Council. 

Slcjvifiecace: £n July 2£&L, a paa*ty of the Cbronado ©^edition 
vi-Citefil on the nay t o Taos? two pueblos on opposite utiles ox' 
the Bic Cr/svle. referred to as the "province of YimmiCiyun^^." 
>Xt£ty» seven years later* the expedition led by 'Don Juan do Gn&te 
arrived on J-£by 11 , l^hS, and selected t h i s loca l i ty for the 
f i r s t succo£S3?ul permanent Danish colony in the Southwest. 
iHie pueblo on the east bans of the r iver ( s t i l l occupied) has 
eoer since "been Isu&m as Sen Juan "&e ios Cahalleros"! that on 
the vreot aide, in the t r iangle between the Bio Ckcendc and the 
Casffisa Buyer, as San Gabriel de YvdipAyuncuv^ cr Yugovingo-.. 
ihero i s sone uncertainty as t o uhethca* Gnate actually eotab* 
iiahed h is headgjsinters f i r s t cm the east side of the Bio Grande
s t San Juan or a t I'liuqucyimquQ on the vest bank. SSie East l ikely 
•theory i s tha t the colony uos ouartered a t San Juan T&iXe euiM" 
leg a cirureh (dedicated t o San Francioeo^ "&ici> adds to tlio 
eonlsrsiori} and i r r iga t ion ditch a t Yimgueyuacpej roving across 
•the r iver l a te r - From at l eas t l€00 un t i l line founding e£ 
Santa Be in 16G5KLO., i a any case. San Gabriel was the hsad-
eyartors or "capital" of the Spanish colony in Ifer Mexico, 
Iln/evor., San Juan nay v/eXX hone been the f i r s t bane of operations. 

Son Juaa5 the nc^hcaviiiost of the several 3?owa pueblos,, led 
an, unevnntlul enistcnoe* so far ss Irnovm, during the eorly 
juisoion period up to l6S0- At t h i s time,. Pope., the leader of 
the Fubblo Sebeliica of 1680. uho «aa a native of San Jussaj 
dlreebod ac t iv i t i es from vBaos, At the t&ise of '1110 rayrisins 
San Jissa hail 300 inhobitvuits. By 1729* aSaosfc half of the isair 
increased population of 750 people r;ere Spanish. A pestilence 
in 1782 took a heart/ t o l l on the iahabitajits, but in 1793 the 
pueblo contained £6*0 Indians- ana over 2?0G0 tparnlards. By l8S0? 
76*8 Indians vera l iving at San Juan, t h i s number haviHg otecdily 
r isen einee t o almost 1.000 today. 

Vj£2W£h-~£$£&%Lt ^ n 3.776,-. San Juan 2-uobXo ^ s smia up of three 
hcuse^blocks^ constructed of adobe, around a plaea v i t a the 
church on the south, side, dtuley i t i s composed of a series of 
house blocks store or less arranged along s t r ee t s . Oris/ en 
occasional btAIdirg e?&lbits t*:o s tor ies . 



ZEEC SMJS LAKE, HST imm) 

&HBSE* Satren County (£3ff4 Bl6¥, SH^)-

^gg£GM5>: State of Km? !-Sc52d.oo 

B5|:5)i±lcanGo: She Sure. Salt lake, in the crater of an eirhSnct 
yoiccso^" m s noce. by the iiyrlons en a scnroo for ootcdirUig 
ssy.t ifs prehistoric acil early h is tor ic tinea- I t i t s t i l l 
used by then Ccfxsy-

iae Late uas f i r s t recorded in 15S9i *&«&• XudiGSS of Gout\> 
>sex{ts33«a ibriscxia- told one of the scouts vxt&ezr Mc-Idrior iiias 
-tint 'there »cs a s a l t ueyenit sbont ''-MO days ôuiXLay :rre:a 
Cibola, (the ZmvL I'lrfbloc), She aeut year ssies&ers of the Ooronaflo 
e r u d i t i o n fouaCi ccsae of thin salt; in the .rcowss of irreikuh 
FueMo> and one ehroit'.ci<ir t r o t e that the s a l t wss hot ter and 
whi:&er than any ho had ever seen. 

She ihhii Belt Lake w"&s used by other pueblo peoples etna by the 
heaehe er/i Sava^o as no i l , l i t ; only nan the s i t s co;:u;eoriefely 
s:lga3J^caiXt t o thane people* out :Lt was also considered to be 
neutral groisfl. even though koatlMi&esi zarlght hare exist so* 
between teo groivos vho vere in the r lcxniiy a t the none tibie, 
Sh;ls :h;:3unrt" e&s l a t e r extended t o the ifeeclcano aril /aaarlcaiiG» 

Iheeegntjgftgs&agt S t i l l used by the Xrilians today- the- a;opeariouee 
e i ~ r ^ a t Bssci Salt Lake hen been changed only by the 
addition of o, fet? rsniikmoos end of structures' corrected, -situ 
Kcfiern soli; operations a t -the s i t e . 

^o;^xaoco; 

SSsaaaoaij G. P. 

Iter Ke&Deo." Sarila, FeT** 

HsKKiond; 0. j?*3 cssd Bey, A. 

SajSiespt, ISirjoafile F« 
XJ$4 !ihq>loraiory Vlork a t Tx^aajseyuziouo." 

IkJrHiBdS; ? c l - X;I> 2fo- H* j&>- 2£2~aafc. 



Kef (sressceo: 

Esisnond, George P . , and Bey> A. 
19^0 2ferratives of the Carons&o IsxneclrLtion. 

Albv.Gv.Gr que. 

Stevenson, Matilda C* 
"2°5 ^®, Snaii Safiigas. Bnrean of American 

Sfenaology, 23rd Annual Beporfc. 

$£& YOBK 

McSSH S122; ES* YQBK 

.Lpca&ioni Ontario County, Sotra of l a s t Bloosfield a t the 
junction of Mad Creel and Senaffer Creels. 

Cgn^ahipj ilalnoim • 

§l'2eli±s5iS££: ®1S JShxsh Site was the s i t e of Gsa&cmgarae, 
the (ssaller of the -hro eastern Seneca vil lages (the larger 
being GanaagarOj the Boughtos EUX1 S i t e ) . 

Although considered as a Seneca mi l age , the population of 
Gaavioiigarae was eeroiossd uuvinly of Hisron vho had been incor
porated into the Seneca follo"?ing the i r dispersal by the 
iroGvois in l6k8~2.6k$* In 1655 the Jesu i t s , who referred to 
the vi l lage as St. Michael because of the s i s s i e s by that 
52S2KJ wMeh they established there , irrote that people of "the 
Huron Villtaae .... Sadfrt Michael . . . re ta in the i r old CUSGOSO 
-and. peculiar usages, and l ive apart fror> the Xrocatois." In 
1670, the vi l lage was burncdt "but i t was rebui l t . 

Like the ether Seneca towns, Gaadougarao was destroyed in 
1637 by the Marquis Benouyille, the governor of Canada. 
iiXthough the Seneca retxirned t o the area, they did not rebuild 
the i r large mLtlsges; instead they baeajae decentralized end 
lived in a scattering of snai l f s s i ly c lus ters . 

Scse crcheoi-Ogical leaterials fraia the s i t s are housed in the 
Eochester tSaseum of Arcs arid Sciences. Others are in private 
collections in the area. 



2057 "A Salvage Hig art Ecaeoye lake." 
Museum Sssyige BullGt.i|vof gj^JRgj&egfejg: 
ifeseSa ^ ArtiTaaE sciSHesT'l'o. 2, pp»l2-V*S5» 

^tocaji^: Madison Covmty> XVmniship of Fenner. 

Gunarehip: Couisrfcf of Madison 

S2l?ISLSSB.?£: ''^0 Hichole ?cM Si te i s thought t o possibly 
haVi^Mea the location of the for t i f ied Oneida vi l lage wtri.e3a 
OhsmpXeiis, and h is Huron a l l i e s avtecked in 16.15. 

She. telegraphy of the- area of the s i t e seems t o f i t generally 
with tha t describes by CbomQluiu iu b i s account of the ba t t l e -
and arckeolcgical excavation of the s i t e has uncovered about 
120 feat of a enasdrwplc stockade with, ample room between the 
walls for the gal ler ies juentioned by Champlain-

however- the aboriginal pottery from the s i t e does not appear 
to f i t with ouch an idemtiiv.encion.j as i t seems t o antedate 
the b a t t l e and t o indicate that the vi l lage was not Oneida-
Based on erau?ent arnhoologleal Is&ewle&gej the pottery has been 
dated as boring from the l a t t e r par t of the middle prehistoric 
stage- pr ior to i\.S.i6CQ; and. has been identified as being 
pretdstoric Mohawk* 

greseat J^a tu£ : lira Mdaols Pond Site i s well preserved- I t 
has beeii"Xeesea t o the Chaplain Se t t l e Park Association, 
which i s developing -the area cm a limited scale-

Hasorences; 

Featon, lilliss 1. 
X9*i0 "Problems Arising from the Historic Bbartk-

eastern Position of the Iroquois »;5 ^ ^ ^ i 

B^^M^BM^S^SS&SSMS^SSB^ Vol* iSo^ 

Grant- If. 3k, ed. 
1952 voyages of Saisuol da Chsmplalm. l604»l63.8. 

Barnes end Hobis- AEC^ lew York 

Bitchie? Tfdllissa 
ii.d» FieM data cm crcawtion, Manuscript* 

lew lork Stoic ivisoam- Albany.. 



Rres§^^t j rk t£ : ' ^ e e : ^ G ^G to fsmlEacL I t s condition i s 
not hnovn. 

Houghton, Fre&erieh 
1922 "'The .Archeology of the Genesee Ctomatry*" 

Researches and T^aasactloas of the 
Iter Yccds State Archeologlcol Association. 
Vol. 2X1, i'10. 2, pp. 55-5&« 

Basher, Arthur C. 
X9S0 Tap iiirehepl^^ . off̂ Bew Yprh* 

Icv'Ycrk State Masetsn Bulletin* 

TfrsalteS; Heuhea, 0J.? eel. 
1B95-1S01 

The Jesu i t Eelatloas raad^ Allied .goetjaeffSg. 
173 ^ B 7 ) « "Cleveland ""*"" - — -

J55RSOil SITS, SSH YOBIC 

jtogatloa: Catarxo (teunty, Sown of Blchaoad, acrihea-st side of 

Ownership: Ualmo-ivs. 

S l ^ l f l c a a e e ; ' The Mxvror/ s i t e was the location of Saaoyaye^ 
one ef the ZroojLttis vi l lages which were destroyed by Geaeral 
John Sullivan's arsy in 1779* 

Historic materials were recovered i'resa limited excavations a t 
the site?. Gwasc-o and Point Peninsula a r t i fac t s hare also heer 
icisxcL 

? ^ 3 e ^ > ^ t a t u s : Seal es ta te development of the s i t e i s planned. 
3% i s in pc<?r^conalifeion. having seen badly disturbed by pot-
hunters and power machinery. However, salvage archeology has 
produced sigaifleant archsologicaS. irl'oraafcicii. 

Bag;egggces;: 

Giithc. Alfired S. 
I9S7 wGur llr^stigcarion of the Past I s Continued." 

Ifeseum Service Bi^igfc|30iricC •^erBo^ester 
117x00733 cf 7rrte^ 



EQHcH DAKOTA 

immm nmw VHJ/ISS SITE (3201.7), norss utMm 

jtoc&tiffl: 03J.-?<5i* Coiurby, between Price earl Series* en the 
west bealj; of the Missouri River. 

(fejaegsMo: State Historical Society of i&rth Bahoteu 

S^Si-£l,cH~£S: ^ e Holaiidcr S i t e , a vi l lage s i t e dating -From 
the l a s t decade or GO of the 3.8th century, i s lihougbt t o repre
sent the settlement b u i l t by the dissident group of ihaUsara 
from the Cheyenne River Village in South Dakota who soared 
narch t o be with the £gmdsn about the terns of 5rubeauTs 
v i s i t t o the Cheyenne F&ver. Jus t before the end of the 
century they returned downstream t o form one pant of the Mg 
double X^avemiortb. Village above the mouth of the Grand River. 

She WJrZz&or S i te i s a double s i t e with one idllage. on a low 
terrace and the other- above i t on a Mghe-r terrace. I t may 
have been the double &x*zk&:e& vi l lage x-sntioaeo' in lewis and 
Clark's Journal. Heavers, the eanteKor^'aneit3r of the two 
vil lages has not been demcowstratcd urcheologieally-, 

The. upper vi l lage s i t e covers an irregi'laa' area of about 
h acres, and i s eoruplafcely enc:lreled by a ditch with palisades 
and weil-plseed bastions. The lower vi l lage s i t e cover's as 
area of about 6 acres , was in cult ivation ever s long pexled 
of time- ojxd shows no indications of ditch or paMsade* 
Circular lodge ruins show fe ia t ly £a the lower s i t e and. plainly 
In the par t of the upper s i t e which remains inubraken. 23xc pot
sherds from the s i t e ere s l ight ly decadent Ar&k&m "typos ©M 
are quite similar to sherds from iWkara s i t e s oast of the 
Missouri, i n the Orand River area. 

Px^ee^^ SSxe s i t e i s wii&:la the Xklarder Indian Village 
Rrchoc^ a s ta te park. If i s well preached. 

Re?ersmees: 

Bolder, Preston, and SSrause, S. A. 
sud* Jfiiccellrrneous Reports. I^iusoxlpt. 

Laboratory of Lxrttavnjology, d i v e r s i t y 
of Bforaska. 



?-9^- rHhpav LSLDSOTJTI Biwa* vtalley Abcslgiaal 
Cidture in Sbri& IFSeota." M^£^^!^t 
Historical Cfearberlyv ¥a l . ^ * l b s . 1 sad 
2 . JBB. 5-3.26. 

BIM.AH) SEEE, QHBOCK 

Xoeatioa: Coos Coijcaty, north baaS. of the Coouillo Hf?er7 
ofO'ySthJ "reef of SUZIES&'S Foray. 

O^^roirJoo: Sri^sicly cxmocU 

^ttonh^ajjoc: 2ae> XhalXard Site i s the s i t e of tforce honoos 
fiert/ing i'resa shout A.S- l8$0\ Escavatioti of them determined* 
tha t they represent eel a single coenpatfea of unSefce^EdnsS 
origin* SAOSC houses hail eodca* pllaak oralis* 

Also esc&Tstsd 'rare three e^terrvocl hurisl© slib. cedar plardx 
covering. IShe oaSy oora^o roods mero 75 pine nut Deedsj these 
re re found i/itn a ;goui3g adxrlt fee.alo. 

i^SBST^^^S^.'- ^ c s i t e i s In fa^Xtad. St i s in poor 

Kefereseeo; 

oeatherB02i7 Ee;ajeth 23.9 one Kriogsr. iiler. D* 
X91<0 ''Coritrihnticne t o Oregon Coast Prehistory;," 

HAIeSdlt 3&0&D, GSSBOK 

I ^ r j ^ ^ n ; Stria Comyty? 3 KSJLea east and 2 aiiles north of 
li'^j^j/z.ii£a; tiro oelopvys E&?er* 

Ownership: xrdteatcd^ OSEOEI. 



/ll-.-S^:;2-SB£x: -~^ ^ ^ 3 ^ f Krcnfi Si te "tfss occupi&a un t i l Xff-iO. 
S l ^ i ' . S ^ t S i s&i ^Xiefcv^cd rcf&o rere ??ouafi tj&ot^ioirc the 
no1. ui\ sril -i-vro siAfi£j.o vese rresorureah &i*L?c.cts tixm, the 
eSte. ir~xliitA pc&ats, Ger&gKjro, aor tar HSKL pest le frcgae&tE., 
ani vGzi?e& bono-

Present Statue: 2ho s i t e VTJ&S destroyed by hiatvuay construction 
ssrssro: 

19fe "Esc^v^^xcss Sit the C&Iapuya SSoiiadD of 
the .lilldGjuCt'co Valley. Oregon." ifesorfcaa 
J a d i f f i ^ , vol, H I , *>. 2* 

Ifo^stl^n: Idea Count?/. 2 s i l e s sotrhli of Holland on the isorth 
nfilo'oTa galley adjacent t o Ai i t le Muddy Cr©eh» 

(hfrarnhin: BriL^fcely oniied. 

£^5^| |etMcet She Sj.trr2.sjs6. xisxnd VES psstiadly excavated isi 
1 9 ^ ^ ^ " i h o l c t a l rsaaiss of sit; fxaividuadn xxuxre rsooTca'cd. 
Aiso found \rers ehippsd stone erl&facts, i l red roelOj sM 
b;lrd sad cr inal hones* 

Further ozceavtwien of 'the jasaad.- carried cut by 'axe ttulu:^r5ltvv-
of Oregon in 19^*3550* produced SnuMcatSczzs that the- sholetons 
axooenrated in 19^0 rerc. proMbXy post-contact auxl rare i&trti-
sihe- into the pre*cQnt3ct Kridtlen. 

A stv^gested i£xtaTpr&to;l>lcr; i s tha t fcssaXisea l iving patterns 
existed pr ior to cultural contact with the xi-iites hut dis~ 
Cfvptcsrea alsoot spoataneous3y ri tb. the asoisiixrfclcn of nsr? 
trade :^lcx2onts, 

'i^SSS^L^^SS^. ®-s G : ^ e ^n :GU f£xurXtxn&, i t i s in poor 
ecnditicixu 

JXiii?o^^ 

GOAliiiS; Xlcyd B» 
a«yl xvhe Cultural Position of the SSsS^ixya in 

the Ihriixie rtartliiveot.,;: hanuBsript {Smee-is), 
Usivarsitrr of Qrogc-i, 

http://Sj.trr2.sjs6
file:///rers


Laughlin, Willis© S« 
19&i "Exceptions in the Ce&apuya Mounds of 

the Willamette Yal3.ec/. Oregon-" Mexican 
iUitlpirffi^ Vol. VII. lb- fi. 

CBJiBDS FOHD SJ33S, IPÊ SfXYAECA 

^cation. i Chester Cotmty. near Chad&s Ford. 

Ovaiership: Privately ouniecL 

§M0i±£SSSB.: ®-xe CaaMs Ford Si t s i s the s i t e of a Delaware 
Indisn vil lage- I t was se t t led after the 3.685 council which 
these Indians held with Willisa Pann. and was abandoned shout 

She -village s i t e has not been ai-eheologically tested; however-, 
the cemetery ©hove i t has been portly looted. 

Present .Statgs: She s i t e i s in pasture. I t s present condition 
i s unknown. 

F1&Y5UIEEG- 2OT S37223 (3&te2l)j PIMBTLVAI3IA 

Location: Ifercer County, trithin the flood pool of Saenango 
Basin Seservoir. 

Ownership: U. S. ihrar/ Corps of Engineers. 

Significance: Pymturrlng Sbua, a h is tor ic Delssrare vi l lage3 dates 
froa the period between the French and Indian Uar and -the Merican 
Revoltrbion. 

Tac f i r s t specific reference to 'the vi l lage was by Tnomes 
Huichiasy who noted on a sketch map which he prepared about 
1761: "15 Houses a t Peyaaatuniiig l a s t f a l l and Consisted of 
kO Warriors In the rjonth of April aaost of the Indians a t 
IPyjsetuning ta3ice-d of coving some to the ffuscarawas and some 
to the Muskingum.>! Hie actual removal, hesrever, probably did 
not take place un t i l ±n the 1780's. In 3.785, Andrew Henderson 

http://Yal3.ec/


surveyed the lands in the area and reported tha t 'tlie T. .old 
Indian town -» Pematuning, appears not to be improved there 
8 or ten years . . . " He l a t e r terete: T'In 1783 there were some 
cabins etCP.yiaatva.ring) which voivid have been useful to s e t t l e r s , 
but ar© long since destroyed by f i r e . " 

In X9Sl; limited csrcavatlon fas carried out a t the vil lage s i t e . 
Several Gsall p i t s and a layer of refuse fere found, dhese 
coutoiiieal items of Sirropean mamtfacture wtrich date from the 
l a s t half of the iSth century. Included in th i s material were 
pewter spoons, hsndf?:o,ught iron n a i l s , and fragments of glass 
ar-u chlDaware. Bones of domestic pig were else* found. 

On a nearby knoll evidence for the vi l lage ceeietery fas found. 
IiOfever_r the area had been badly di-stin-bed and only one complete 
bur ia l was recovered. In a nearby urandaitised grave p i t two 
brass hawk be l l s and several blue"and~fhite glass trade beads 
were found. 

Present Status: Tae s i t e i s now within the flood pool of 
Shenaago Basin Beservoir. 

Inferences: 

Dragoo,. Boa vh 
.1961 ••'-Areh.eological Inves-cigations in the S&ena&go 

Basin Beservoir." Manuscript. National Psrk 
Service hortheast Begional Office, l=hila~ 
delphia. 

Hunter, Willi on 
195'6 'Hvymatimisg. Identified Iteiawore Sotmsite 

in Western l?emisylv&m.&<." Bermsylynnla 
Areheologist, Vol. £6, pp. iffVr??. 

Mayecr-Oakeo. WilVXisa J . 
1953 "&& fjrcheoiU5gieDl Survey of the iProposed 

Sheaaiago Biver Eesexvoir frrea in Ohio 
end Penssylvania. ikraa3.Sr e^Cjarnegje 
Museum, Vol. 33, nr>7 115-1257Pittsburgh. 

liSABDOE 3&KB 837i'S (sSLSi). VESESSSUTl^nA 

l&oa8£ccLi Lawrence (&raty, West Pittsburgh, south of Hew Castle. 

Ownershin; Privately owned. 

http://etCP.yiaatva.ring


Significance: The V^ondot Tarn. Site i s a multiecraponent s i t e 
wMciTlruG^o^cv^ied in the Archaic and Historic periods. The 
his tor ic component a t -the s i t e i s at tr ibuted to the Wyandots. 

Excavation by an amateur archeologist has uncoverea several 
bur ia l s . 

Present Status: One s i t e i s in farmland. I t s condition i s tuiknowu. 

SOUXh CAROLIRA 

P/iIu'\C.iACOIAS T0W1T SB:!, SOUT„ CAHOLIIIA 

Location: ̂ amp/ton County, near Garnett on the north bank of the 
Savaraah River. 

Cfrraerahip: Unknown. 

Significance: Palachncolas Town (later called Parachocolas 
Fort or Parachuchle) was occupied from about 1680 to 1716 b;, a 
band of the Apalachicola, one of the Hitchiti-speaking Lower 
Creek groups. 

ilie tera "Apalachicola" seems to have been applied originally to 
a small yroup of towns or tribes speaking the hitchiti language 
and 3dvlng on the lower Chattahoochee ibiver, b-at the Speaoish used 
it in a loose way for all the Lower Creek groups. Bcgimring in 
1675, CpanisI*. missionaries ire.de several unsuccessful attempts to 
work among the Lower Creeks on the Ciattahoochee. 'When the Creeks 
rejected these missionaries and accepted English traders, the 
Spanish retaliated with punitive raids and burned several of t .0 
lower Creek 'towns. 2irny of the Lower Creeks then moved to ino 
Ocmulgee and Oconee Rivers in present-day Georgia whore- thev/ would 
be nearer the English. 

It seems probable that some of the Apalachicola moved to the 
Palachacolas Town Site at this tine, for in a number of South 
Carolina documents dating from the late ifiGO's there are refer
ences to "Palaehuclas'' or "palachuecalas." Shese people were 
said to be living on the Savannah River in close association 
with "lie La assee. 

http://ire.de


The Apalachicoia "bands who regained on the Ciiattaiiooehee appeal* 
to have "been friendly with the Spanish, for they moved down
stream nearer the Spanish settlements. When the Creeks in 
alliance with the English attacked them in 3/706" and 1707; the 
Apalschicola were living on the Apalachicoia River (the river 
formed, by the Chatahoccliee and the Flint). A number of 
Apalachicoia were taken prisoner during these raids. They were 
later settled at the Palachacolas Town Site. 

In I70S the census of South Carolina included the following 
statement regarding the Ap3lachico3-.a: "To the southward of the 
xsmessees are a small nation called Paleathuckles^ in number 
about Eighty men. They are settled in a Town ... (on) the 
Savannah River & are very serviceable in furnishing w 
provisions the English men who goe up that river in pemyagues 
w ^" supplies of goods for the Indians & bring slmlnns in return 
for them." Seven years later they were said to be living in 
two villages which had a total, population of 2X4, including 
6k warriors. 

Later that year the Apalachicoia joined with other Southeastern 
Indian "tribes in "the uprising which we know as the Yamassee Wax-. 
During;, or just after; the War the Apalachicoia abandoned the 
Palachacolas Site and retired into their old countryf settling 
at the junction of the diattahoochee and Flint Rivers. 

Collections of archeologicoX material from the surface of the 
site serve to corroborate occupation of the site by the 
Apalachicoia between 3.680 and X7l6. The aboriginal ceramic 
wares are those generally found on Creek sites of the period, 
such as Qomxlgee Old Fields and Apalachicoia Fort; and the 
items of European maa'ofactiure are also of this period. 

The importance of the Palachacolas Town site lies in the certainty 
of its historical dating and ethnological identification. 

Present Status: Portions of the site were being destroyed by 
stream erosion when CaX&weXi first reported on it in 3L°1J8. 
Its present condition is unknown. 

References: 

Caldwell, Joseph R. 
1948 "Palachacolas Town* Hampton County; South 

Carolina." Journal of the Washington 
Academy of Sciences, vol. 38, Ko.10; 
pp. 321*324 



1952 "The Archeology of Eastern Georgia and 
South Carolina." In Griffin, James B., ed., 
Archeology of Eastern united States. 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago. 

Milling, Chepman J. 
19^0 Red Carolinians, university of Kb-rth 

Carolina Press, Chapel Hill. 

Svanton, John R. 
I$h6 The Indiana of the Southeastern United States. 
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Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 137. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

UOFJJTOED SITE (39C031)*. SOUTH DAKOTA 

Location: Corson County, on the high bluff of the Missouri River 
just upstream from the mouth of Oak Creek. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Si^gniiHcance: The Sbrvold Site is a late 18th century fortified 
village, *?hieh was occupied by one of the Arikara groups. It 
is a small compact site of some 20 or so earfchlcdge depressions 
with a surrounding ditch. 

Culturally and chronologically it falls somewhere between the 
village at Four Bears and the Inlander Site, the large double 
village of the Arikara. It is one of the few sites of this 
period which will not be inundated by the Oahe Reservoir. 

Present Status: The site is in pasture. It has been relatively 
undisturbed and is in good condition. 

References: 

Stirling, Matthew vh 
192k "Archeological Investigations in South Dakota." 

Esplorations and Field Work of the £iaj.thspr4an. 
Institution in .1923* pp. 6l«7X. 



University of Nebraska 
n.&. Areheolcgical Field Ifctes. Manuscript. 

Bepartasent of Anthropology, University 
of Nebraska, IdiicoXn. 

tfedelj Waldo R. 
1955 "Arche^&ogical Materials from the Vicinity 

of tfoforidgo, Sfe-uth, Dakota." Bureau of 
American Esiuiology Bulletin 1^*"" pp.6^-188. 

gBEKESaEB 

FOHU WWSQXffl, XEBBESOSE 

Location: Monroe County? on the Little Tennessee River about a 
mile upstream from its confluence with the TeXlico. 

praershig_: State of Tennessee (administered by the Fort loudotm 
Association). 

Significance: Fort Loudoun, the first Lnglish settlement west 
of the Smoky Mountains, was begun ±n £756, two years after the 
beginning of the French and Indian war and one year after -the 
French began construction of Fort Massac near the confluence of 
the Ohio and Tennessee Rivers. The Fort, which was built at 
the request of the Cherokee, was cc4rpleted in 1757 aad was 
occupied until 176*0. 

The primary purpose of -the fort was to jn'ovide protection and 
support to the Cherokee against the French and their Indian 
allies, and thus to protect the English frontier. At first the 
attitude of the Cherokee was fsienUSy for the most part; but 
after a number of Cherokee warriors, who had served under 
General Stanwix in the Ohio campaign, were killed by Virginia 
frontiersmen while retraining home, matters began to deteriorate. 
Incident followed incident, and when 31 Cherokee leaders, members 
of a peace delegation, t?ere taken captive in 1759i> the Middle 
Settlements went on the warpath against the frontier settle
ments. In 1760, the 22 members of the peace delegation still 
held captive were "butcdiered ... to death is a manner to© shock
ing to relate", both the Lower end Gverhill Tcn-nis joined the 
Middle Settlements. 



Fort Loudoun was attacked on fcSarch 20, and though the firing 
ceased after 96* hours the fort remained under siege. She 
food supply soon ran lowj however, until early June the Cherokee 
vorrien Drought food to the fort, ^ome of these women were 
married to soldiers, but most were merely anxious to trade for 
items of ©u-opean manufacture. It is interesting to note that 
the only official help sent the besieged garrison was a packet 
of ribbons and gauds to be used in trading for food. 

On August 8, 178"0, Captain Paul Bemere, who had succeeded his 
brother as commander of Fort Loudoun, arranged with the Cherokee 
the surrender of the fort. In return for the fort and its 
contents, the soldiers and their families were promised safe 
conduct to Fort Prince George in South Carolina. However, less 
than 15 miles from the fort the parly was attacked, thirty 
of the soldiers were killed, and the remainder of them and 
their families were taken prisoner. She Cherokee occupied the 
fort for a short time, and later it was burned. 

Archeological excavations were carried out at the site of Fort 
Loudoun by Hobart Cooper in 1936-1937, by Flswcorth Brown in 
!955-1957> and by Br. Peter H. Kunkel in 3558-1961. From these 
excavations the oiae, shape, and construction of the fortifica-
tions and of many of the structures inside the palisade have 
been ascertained. An analysis of the bone recovered from the 
excavations shows almost complete dependence of the British 
occupants of the fort upon their own domestic stock. Of the 
more than TOO identifiable bones, about 55$ were those of 
cattle, 32$ were hogs, and 6$ were chickens. 

present Status: Ihe site is edministered by the Fort Loudoun 
Association. Portions of it have heoaa. reconstructed. 

Bef ereaces: 
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logical Society Mseelleneous Papers^ 33b. t>, 
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TEXAS 

PAUffi ROCK SITE,, TEXAS 

Location :i Coneho County, on the Concho River 1 mile from Paint 
Rock. 

Ownership: Privately owned. 

Significancet The Paint Rock Site contains an estimated 1500 
Indian pictographs "which extend for about 1/2 mile along the 
bluffs of the Concho River. 

The area is one -through -which the CranancheG passed in raiding 
south toward the San Saba Mission and San Antonio. In all 
probability the majority of the paintings can be assigned to 
the CcE22ncb.es and can be dated as extending from the early to 
middle 1700's to the reservation period. 

Present Status: The site is in good condition. 

References: 

Webb, Walter P. 
1952 Tbe_Hbrdbook of Texas. Austin. miA+kUMiC W—Hp»» 

http://CcE22ncb.es


SPABISH FORT SITE, TEXAS 

location: Montague County, near the village of Spanish Fort, 
on "both sides of the Red River. 

C^erjBhip^ Privately owned by several parties. 

Significance: The Spanish Fort Site is the site of an important 
village occupied from the latter half of the l?th century through 
most of the 18th century by the Tacvaya, a band of the Wichita. 

Aliiiough the Wichita were hnoun in the Coronado period, the first 
reference t@ the "Taovaya" occurred in 1719, when Bernard de la 
Harpe, the Breach trader, encountered a large group of them on 
the CatUidian River in -what is now Oklahoma. Hot-revex*, it seams 
that some of the Taovaya, or a closely related group, had lived 
at the Spanish Fort Site for some years at that time, for Terra 
Polychrome wares dating from the l680*s have been fotmd on 
the site. 

The Taovaya were among the tribes that raided the Lipan Apache 
mission of San Saba de la Santa Cruz in 1758. Almost immedi
ately Diego Ortiz Parilla organized a retaliatory expedition, 
and in 1759 he led a force against the Taovayas at Spanish 
Fort. When he reached the rancheria, he found it protected 
by a afcoekade end moat, armed with French guns, and flying a 
French flag. In the battle which followed, Parilla was de
feated and was forced to retreat. 

In XY78, Athanase de Mesleres vieited the village and renamed 
it San Teodoro. 

The Taovayas were again visited by the Spaniards in 1786-1788, 
when Pedro Vial and Jose Mares led expeditions between Santa Fe, 
lew Mexico, and San Antonio, Texas. In 18X2, a. smallpox 
epidemic decimated the village, and the surviving Taovaya joined 
the other Wichita. 

Presonti Status: The site is located in cotton fields. Continued 
cultivation has left it in poor condition with little remain
ing, on the surface by which the site may be identified. However, 
the Texas CerAernxisX Commission did erect a marker near the 
site in 3,936. 
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SITES ALSO NOTED 

ARIZOETA 
Craibi Puablo 
Caybcnripitep, 
S ie r r a AttSUl (Jeross) Mine 3 

QKLSFOmtTA 
Auiedee Cave 
Kai ia in 
PeasKenik 
Petarsa 
Weitehpsc Vil lage 

COIORADO 
Cuerno Verde Battleground 
Sas Carlos de Xos Japes 

DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA 
Kaeoebtaake (Aaoeostin Indian Fort) 

FL0R5DA 
Pine Tuft 

KANSAS 
Fort Cavognolie 

MICHIGAN 
Fort Saint Joseph 

NEBRASKA 
Dlsjaal River S i t e s 
Xeary S i t e 

HEW MEXICO 
Yua^aeyunque 
Cer r i l l o s Tta-quoise Mines 
Estsnela S a l t Deposits 
ICuauo. 
Palace of the Governors 

ma YORK 
Gargoe 
Hun&avago 

ORSGOH 
Ful le r ifound* 
Sherars Bridge 

TEXAS 
Sas Saba Missicn 
San Francisco de los xejas 



SITES Ewornmm> FOR FUBSHSH STUM 

FXcnciaa 
l&und Key 

i&cftjygan 
Sault St®. Marie 

Kehraatea 
Big Village a? the Qaaha (25SB6) 
VilX&zur Battleground (exact location ttatoaen) 

C&ugbn&v&ga 
k i t t l e Beard's Town 
Seneca Indian Village, Rochester Junction (Sbtiaktcn) 
Rochester Junction 

Sforth Caroling. 
Tusearors Fort (exact location urlraoes.) 

Fcnasv|lnfairia, 
"" (Xusis&ers Site 

Mirmlsink Island 

Soirfch Carolina 
" Fort Moore (exact location utfsaown) 

Virginia 
' Uitamuss&ls (exact location ualsnaaa) 

VerotrocoGoaoco (exact location untooKD.) 


